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FOREWORD

This publicatiop is a guide for the improvement of instruction

in Industrial Arta Education for the State of Lopiaiania. It should be

of benefit to industrial arts teachers, 'euporvisors, counselors, and

administrators. These operational guidelines will help local adminis-

trators, teacher educators, and iAdustrial arts teachers, determine

the extent to which their programs are meeting the needs of our youth.

Industrial Arts Educatiod Programs must be organized 0 meet the needs

of all students.

A gonstant concern for educators, is the construction aria revision

of curriculum. Ihustry and technology are the core of industrial

arts instruction. Both are constantly changing; thereore, a curriculum

and instruction mus.t change in order to provide students a realistic

and accurate understanding of industry and its function in our complex

technological sosiet,..

Thomas t. Clausen
State Superintendent,of Education
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Title:

t.

Bilc Electricity/Electronics

Course Description:

Basic Electricity/Electronics is designed as a one year introductory
coutise and requires no previous knowledge of electricity or electronics,
The course content is designed to make the student awcqe of the intricate
relationship.getween our highly technological society and the fields of
electricity and electronics. The student will gain a working knowledge
,of relevant theorfs and physical laws and their application'. An
awareness of practical devices will also be de'veloped. The student will
also gain practical hands-on.learning experiences through the design,
fabrication and testing of electrical and electronic circuits and devices.

\Target Grade Level:

This course is designed for students in grades 10, 11 and 12.

Prerequisites:

General Industrial Arts (Algebra I de-Arable)

Course Goals:

In BAIA: Electricity/Electronics the student will become acquainted
with the fields of, electricity and electronics and their impact on
society. The student wiTt-be exposed to the skills, techniques, tools,
materials, and information related to electricity 'and electronics,
The student will also be aware of the occupational and educational
opportunities available upon completion. of this course,

Course Objectives!

C 1. To develop in'''the student working knowledge of electricity and
electronics..

2. To provide each student with the opportunity to exploie those
aspects of electricity and electronics that best meet his/her
needs, aptitudes, or interest.

3. To provide the student an oPportnnity to apply science and math
skills to practical situations.

4. To develop in the student'the'basic skills in the proper use .of
tools ando equipment.

5. To develop in the student problem solving utilities and critical

thinking.
,

6. To develop in the student a. safety 'conscious a titude and safe

work habits,

2
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7. To provide the stud'ent the opportunity to explore occupational

and educational opportunities in electricity, GleCtronics, and

related fields.

8. To devel6p in a stUddnt an avateness of the ,diverse naWre of

rhe field of electronics and its impact on society.

9. To inform the student so that he may becdme a wise consumer, of

electronic goods.

Introduction:

We are presently living in an electronic age. Electrical and electronic:

equipment warm and cool our homes, provide us light, entertain us, and

tuake our work easier while making us more productive. In order to be

wise consumers of electricity and wise users of electrical devices one

must have some background knowledge in electricity. 'A substarrtial.know-

ledge of electronice-will assist the student in succeeding in future

careers hr Electricity/Electronics and many other areas.

This cour e was designed to provide the student with exposure to many

areas of Electricity/Electronics. This exposure is broad-based though

certainly not all inclusive. An in-depth study of more significant

areas' has been inclund so that depth of unders,tanding may be achieved

as well. This course was designed to be as technologically up -to --Hate

as possible, However, the teacher should feel free to add material to

this curriculum as changes in the state- of--the -art` maker additions

necessary,

4
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TIME FRAME

Heurai

S.

.1

5

5

Unit 1

Unit 2

Sifety
,,

do'Math RevieV.

15 Unit 3 - Reture of Electricity

5 Unit 4 Weters and MeasUrIng .'-'
, 4

25 Unit 5: u Residential ElectAcity
,

22 Unit 6.
.

D.C, Circuits,
-4

8 Unit 7 Magnetism

8 Unit 8 Test Equipment
. .

17 Unit 9 A.C. Circuits

5 Unit 10 Semiconductor Fundamentals

20 Unit 11 EleCtronic Devices
...

5 Unit 12 Cir6lit Fabrication.

5 Unit 13 Introduction to Computer Literacy

5 Unit 14 Robotics: An Introduction fOr Your Classroom'

.L0 Unit 15 Industrial Electricity/Electronics'
. .

i
3. Unit 16 Careers*

Total - 163 hours. The remaining 17 hours can be used for opening and dosing
s

school, pro)e.cts, school activities pr to place extra
emphasis where the instructor deams necessary.

n.

P.
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I

ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS

A COURSE OUTLINE

I ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS SAFETY -

A. Personal Safety Practices

1, State safety laws
2. OSHA
3. Electric shock
4. Protection-
S. Effect of current on human body
G. Housekeeping

B. Safety Hazards'

1. Hazardous conditions
2. 'round fault
3. Live circuits
4. Chbmi,cals

,5. 'class of fires

C. Color Code

1. Red

2. Yellow
3. Green
4. Orange.

J. Purple

D: Mechanical Safety Tools

L. Handtools
2. Power tools
3. Meters
4, Ladder use

At

E. Emergency Procedures (First Aid)

1. Bleeding
a: 910d spurts

c. Blood oozes
2. Breaks or fractures

.a. Simple fractures
W. Compound fractures A

3. Open wounds*,
. a. Minor cuts sod abrasions.

.-b. Serious wounds
c. . Puncture wounds

V

5
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.4. :Electrical Opck .." , . -:
a, 'Shut,off the, urrentldia:ly.
b. Remove the victim',

,

c. Ceck heart And.lvtigs .

. ,

:Al:z-C- Apply atilWci41 r..pir3cion if. neee9Nary
5:. -Equipmentfillurp ..

,

.a. Wreng-tile. or'tyod % ,
' i

. -,b-. Motor-driven egiltnment
, , N ,

,C"/ 'Tdrtable o.lectric tooli

d. Ov001.p3.6rig
_

c-: -FaIlbre t2 positively 14)..a out,.
0

.

4--f. Discobnecting-of ethotric cords:
;,,g'. Jest *luipment .

..
,

6, "Fite. ,
. .

,.
. ' .t, :''$..

MATHEqAT1CS RiBrIEllNC

Unit 01.4eCtive -.To-reVcw-wIt1i.studont's the mnthema,tic

needed .in Cloctyonics
N fl u

, 7

A. Fractions

1: Addition of fractions
Subtraction of fractlons

3. Multiplication vf fraction
4. Division- of fr,itctions-_

.
,

B. Division of Decimal Ntimbers

1. I)eterniining decimal place,

2. Roundipg off to desired place

C. Multiplication 'of Decimal, lumbers'

D. Scientific Notation

1. Exprvsing numbers in scientific notation

-2. Convering sciehtific notation expressjons
3. Adding and subtracting numbers expressed in

scientific ,notation

4. Multiplying and dividing numbers expressed in

Scientific notation

E. Unit Prefixes

1, Prefixes

2. Abbreviations

.1, Conversions'

6

12'
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F. Basic Algebra

1. SolVAllg equations
2 ". Transforming.e0ations
3. AlgebtO.c substitutions

G. Calculating Square Roots (optional)

1. Square ';roots of decimal numbers
7) .2. Square root of numbers in scientific notation

111. NATURE OP ELECTRICITY

A. Energy and Work

B. Structure of Matter

1, .Compounds
24 Elements
3. Atoms
4. Subatomic particles

C. Electric Fields

Ions and ionization
2. Static electricity
3! Law of charges
4. Measuring charges
S. Industrial applications

D. Electrical Current.

19 Electron current
2. Ion current
3. Measuring current

E. Conductors and Insulators

1. Properties of conductors

2. Properties of insulators

I.

F. Electrical Potential

1.' Determining electrical p tential
rI ;2. Measung electrical pot ntial

3, Prod6Cing.electrical potentiaA

G.

..

Resistance
4.

1. Specific resistivity
Resistance' and its meaure

4
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H. Ohm's Law

I. Power

1. What Is power
2. Relation to volt#ge and current
3- Measuring power
4Y Roliationstip to energy

iV.' MPTER.S AND .MEASURING

A. Reading Meters

1. Analog meters
a. Linear, scale
b. Logarithmic scale

2, DigitAl meters

B.. Using Meters

1. Ammeters
2. Voltmeters
3. Ohmmeters
4. Multimeter
5. Meter error

1- a. Loading
b. Parallax error

Ci Meter Care

1. Handling the meter
2. Setting and adjusting meters

V. RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICITY

A

A. Safety (Review from Topic I on safety)

1. First aid
2. Hazards 4
3. Personal
4. Grounding
5. Tools and equipment
6, Fires

B. Transmission and Distribution

1. Generating plant
2. High Voltage transmission
3.. Sub-station
4. Low voltage,residen 1

yxdg('
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C. Tools and Equipmept--89s1c

1, prewdrivets
or

2. Pliers
a. Long nose
b. Bent nose
c. Lineman (31d* cutters)
d. Diagonal

3. ElectrIcian/slhammer
4, Wire strippers

a. Adjustable
b. Multipurpose

S' Rule
6. Wrenches
7. Threading tools
8. Awl
9. Drills

a. Brace and bits
b. Drill motor and bits

10. Saws
a. hack
b. Hole
t, Keyhole

d. Reciprocal
Piles

12. Soldering tools
a. Soldeiing gun
b._ Soldering' Iron

D. Specialty Tools

1 'Benders
EMT

b. 'Hickey
2. Pipe reamer
3. Pipe cutter
4. Plumb bob
5'. ChifPel,

6. Knockout punches
7. Fish. tape

8.

9. Meters
a. Neon test light

p. Veit-ohmmeter
d. Ammeter
d. Inductance couple.meter

0

6'
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E. Wiring Equipment

1. Wire
a, Cable types
b. Sizing
c.' ansulation
Switches
a. Single pole

.b. 3-way
c. 4-way

a: °tamer
e. Low voltage/push button

3. ReC,eptacles
a., Duplex 125v, 15 imp
b. Dual voltage 125/250v, 20 amp
c. Air conditioning 250'volt, 30 amp
d.. ange 125/250v, 50 amp

yer 125/250v, 30 amp
4. rWall plate
5. Outlet boxes

a. Handy
b. Extenslion

c. Octagon
d. SqUare
c. Box covers
f. Switch

6. Conduit
a. 'Rigid metallic
b. Non-metallic
c. Non-metallic sheathed
d. Flexible` conduit
e. PVC

7. Electrical service
a. Weather head or cap

, b. Race way ;'

-c. Meter base
d. Underground service .

e. System grounding
f. Service entrance panel

8..

Wiring Techniques'

1. Electrical service .

2. Rough-in
3- Branch circuit wiring
4. Flnishing wiring

4-

t

1

,77:7,AZ
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G. Load Determination

1. Current tequiramentti
2 'Lighting circuits
3.' Speciality circtrits

VT. DIRECT CURRENT CIRCUITS

A. Review of Ohm's Law

B. 'Series 'Circuits

1. Equivalent resistance
2. Voltage (dividers
3. KirahoTa voltage law

C. Parallel Circuits

i. Equivalent reaistanc
2. Current dividers
3. Kirchoff's current law
4. Conductance.

4

D. Series-Parallel Circuits

1. Equivalent resistanc
2. ,Voltage drops and current
3. Designing practical circuits

E. Advanced Analysis Techniques (0 t onal,

1. Bridge, circuits
2. Mesh analysis
3. Delta-tee conversions
4. Loop analysis
S. Superposition
6. Theranin and Norton networks

F. Capacitors

1. capacitor action
2. Const7ruction

3. Rating .

a. Working voltage
b. Capacitance
c. Tolerance

4, Types of capacitors

11
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Transient rospottse
a. -Charging the capacitor
b. Discharging the capacitor
c. T4mo constants
Capacl'tots in series 4

CWpacitcrs in parallel

VII. MAGATISM

tr

K. History of Magnetism
t

B. Magnetic Theory

1,, Dm ins
2. P leg, fields, and flux
3. Law of magnetism

C. Magnetic Materials and Effeel'

1. Ferromalmetic
2. Varamagnetic
3. Diamagnetic
4. Magnetic shielding

D. Measuring Magnetism

11% Magnetomotive force
2. Flux density
3. Intensity
4. Reluctance..

S. Permeability

E. Electromagnetic Effect

1. Relation to current
2. _Mapettsm in coil of.wire'
3. .ElectromagnetisM

a. Cores
b. Strength
c. Polarity

4. Electromagnetic devices
a. Solenoid
b. Relays
c, Circuit breakeiss
d. Speakers
e. Meters
f. Bells. and buzzer,s

g, Recording tape

fi

12 ii4
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Inductance

1. 11144cod EMP

2. Lonzvt law
3. Measuring inductance
4. Effect of cores
S. Quality of coils-

. Transient response
7. lnductance in series
8. Inductance in parallel

VIII. TEST EQUIPMENT

O

A.. Meter Fundamentals
..

k.
'1.,:

1. Analog/pointer type
a. D'Arsonval
b. Iron vane.

2. Digital/LED or LCD type
a. Analog to digital conversion

(1) Ramp method
(2) Dual-slope method
(3) 'Switched-resistor method

b. Counting
3. Voltmeters

a. Multipliers and ranging
b. Types of voltmeters and uses

(1) Volt-Ohm Milliammeter/VOM
(2) Electronic Voltmeters/EVM

c. AC measurements
4. Ammeters

a. Meter shunts and ranging
b. Types of ammeters

(1) D'Arsonval
(2) Iron vane
(3) Hot wire met?,

C. Connections
S. Ohmmeter

a. Series
b. Shunt

B. Oscilloscopes

1. Construction
2. Operation'

a. Function of controls
b. Calibration

C. Function/signal generator

1. Function generator uses
2. ignalgenerator.uses

D. Transistor Tester

13 ro
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,TX. AC CIRCUITS

4

A. Altornating Current Fundamentals 1

1 Waveforms

a. ,Sine waves
h. Squar waves
c. Itrtrop wave3N,

d. Triangle waves
2. Quantifying alternating currents

a. Frequency
b. Period
c, 4Welength
d.- Phak value
e, Peak to peak
f. effective or root-mean-square (RMS) value
g. Average value
h. Instantaneous ifolue

1. Harmonics,
3. Polyphase current`

a. Wave forms
b. Uses

4. Voltqge, current and power relationships

B. Capacitive Circuits

1. Reactance
2. Phase shift
3, Impedance
4. Apparent power .

S. Graphic analysis techniques

C. Inductive Circuits

1. Reactance
2. Phase shift
3. Impedance
4. Apparent power
S. Graphic analysis techniques

U. Transformers

1. Mutual inductance - Lenz's Lai
2. Physical construction
3. Turns ratio
4. Isolation and autotransformers
S. Multi-voltage trap ormers

a. Tapped
b. Multiple .coils

6. 'Transformer. applications
7. Power losses and'efficiencY

t

20
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E. uned Circuits

1 Resonance
2. Series tuned circuit

a. Impedance curve

b. Frequency
c. Bandwidth and-selectivity

3. Parallel tuned circuits
a. Impedance curve
b. Frequency response
c. Bandwidth and seLectivity

4. Filters andfilterilir
a. High pass .

b. Low' pass

c. Band pas?..

d. Band reject
e. Frequency response and crossover

X. SEMICONDUCTOR FUNDAMENTALS

A. Semiconductor Materials

1. Pure /fsemicenductOra .

2. Low temperature characteristics
3. High temperature characteristics
4. Doping semiconductors
5. N-type material
6. P-type material
7. Current in semiconductors

B. P-N Junction

1. Forming the junction
2. Depletion region
3. Barrier potential
4. Forward biased
5. Reverse biased-
6. Avalanche breakdown

XI. ELECTRONIC DEVICES

A. Diodes
A

1. Characterictics of diodes

2. Types of diodes
a. Rectifiers
b. Switching
c. Zener
d. Light emitting diode

3. Diode ratings

15
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4. Rectifier circuits
a. Ralf-wave rectifier
b. Full-wave rectifier
c. Bridm rectifier
d. Rectilfier packaging

e. Diode Clampers and limiters
S. Power supplies

a, Filtering-1
b. Regulation
c. Voltage multipliers
d. Voltage converters and inverters

B. Transistors

1. Bi-polar j,unction transistors
a. Operating theory
b. Types of bi-polar transistor
c. Uses of transistors
d. Basic circuits
e. Fabrication techniques
f. Operating parameters and conduction curves
g. Transistor testing

2. Field effect transistors
a. Junction field effect transistors
b. Depletion mode metal oxide semiconductors
c. Enhancement mode metal oxide semiconductors
d. Fabrication techniques
e. Operating parameters

C: Transistor Amplifier Circuits

1. Circuit types
a. Common-base
b. Common-collector
c. Common-emitter
d, Common-source

4. Biasing and load lines
3. Frequency response
4: Distortion
S. Coupling and feedback

6. Transistor driver circuits.
7. Transistor switching circuits

D. ThNistors

1. Silicon controlled rectifiers
a. Construction
b. DC operation
c. AC operation
d. Applications

"Y-

I
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E. Integrated Circuits

1. Fabricdlion techniques
a. Monolythic I.C.'s
b. Large scale integration I. C,'s
c. Uybrxci

2. Properties and ratings
3. Applications

a. Digital I, C.'s
b, .Analog I. C.'s

4. Operational amplifiers
a. Operational amplifiers
b. Differential amplifiers
c. Applications

TRIAC
a, Construction
b. Operation
c. Appltcations

3. DIAC

a. Construction
b.i/Operation
C. Applications

4. UnijunCtion transistor
at Construction
b. Operation
c, Applications.

5. Thyristor ratings

F. Thermistors

1, Negative temperature coefficient fhermistors
2. Uses

a. Thermal compensation
b. Heat sensing

3, Positive temperature coefficient thermistors

G. Opto-Electric Devices

I. Uses.
a, Isolation
b. Communication
c. Safety
d. LiMit distortion

2, Types
a. Light-activated SCR
b. Opto-isolators
c. Infra-red light-emitting diodes
d. Light - activated transistors

e, Photoresistors
f. Lasers
g. Light-emitting diodes

3.7

3
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XII. CIRCUIT FABRICATION

A. Schematic Diagrams

1. Understanding component symbols
Breadboarding

D. Printed Circuit Board

1. Materials-,
a. Copper electroplating
b. Gold plating a

c, Tin-lead plating
d. Tin-nickel plating

2: Printing
a. PC board cleaning

(1) Chemical cleaning
.(2) Degreasing
(3). Acid dipping

h. Photoresists
c. Screen printing
d. Contact print
e. Rub-off tranal'er

3. Etching
a. Etching,solutions
b. Equipment and techniques
c. Etching safety

4. Drilling

C1 Soldering

I. Fluxes
2. Alloys
3. Soldering techniques

D. Wire Wrapping

E. Point-to-Point Wiring

XIII. INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS.

A. History of Computational Machines

B. Processing Information in .a Computer

1. Central processing unit (CPU)
2. Read-only-memory (ROM)
3, Random access memory (RAM)

rw

4:1
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Hardware

1. Classes .of Compuers
,a. Main frame.
b. Microcomputer
c: Microprocessor

2. External memory devices
4. Cassette.

b. Disc
c. Hard disc
d. Tape
e. Card readers

3. Input/output devices
A. Video monitors/CRT

(1) Black and white
,(2) Green.phosphorous
(3) Oblov

b Modems
c Printers

(I) Dot matrix
.(2) 41aisy wheel

(3) Continuous band/metal band
(4) Inkjet

d. Joystick and 'paddles
e. Keyboards
f. VoiCe synthesizers

Software

1. Programming languag6s
a, Basic
b. Pascal
c. Fortran
d. Cobol
e. Assembler

2. Programming logic
3. Software sources

a. Commercial
b. User groups
c. Self-generated

XIV. ROBOTICS: AN INTRODUPWTON FOR YOUR CLASSROOM

A. What is Wobotics

1. What is a robot
2, Components of a robot

a, Manipulator
b. Controller
c. Power source

19
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3 Work envelope

B. Typos of Robots -

1. Non-servo controlled
2. Sefvo controlled

Remote controlled

C. R t'Applications,

.Industrial
a. Spot welding

-b. Arc welding
c. Assembly -,
d. Material'handling

2. Industrial Arts -4

a. Spot welding

f

b. Arc welding.
c. Electi-oniccomponent assembly.

d. Machine loading and unloaqIng
e. Line produ,ction-activi.ties

(1.) Finishing pl'ocess.
(2)' Material handling

(3) Assembly:
(4) Quality. control

f. Research 'and ..OPYOPPMPnt activities
g. Metni casting processes

(1) Pouring
(2) Shake-out
(3) Mold vent4hg

h. Laboilatory.exp'erimentation

D. Socjal Economic Impact

1, What. Cybernetics means to industry

2. Produttkvitylevels

XV. INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY /ELECTRONICS

A. Generators

1. Theory of operation
a, AC generators
b. DC generators

2. Basic constructUn
3. Types of .generators
4,' Applications

B. Motors

1. Theory of operation
O. DC motors
b AC motors

20
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2 - Types of mo
a, DC
b. AC

3. Motor .construction
4. Motor ratings

5. Application
6, Motor starters s

7. Care and maintenafice
B. 'Over-current protectprs

C. Resistance Devices

1, Resistance h tors
2. Arc welding
3. Carbon arc

a. Electric arc furnaces
b. CaxIbon arc lamps
c. Carbon arc welding

D.,Electrochemical Reactions

1. Electrolysis
a. Production of chemicals
b. Metal reclamation
Electroplating
Metal refinement

E. High Frequency Heating

J. Induction heating
2. Microwave' heating

F. Lamps andLighting

1. Incandescent lamps
2. ionized gas lamps

a. Noble gasses
b. Metal vapors

XVI. CAREERS

A.'EAgineering

1. Nature of work
2,. Where employed
3. Employment outlook

B. Technician

1. Television

2. Radio
3,- Communications

S'f:!'..tLvetktOtt?:% 144'H"
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C. Utilities

1. Power plant
2. Transmission and distribution

3. Consumer services

D. Telephone COmpanits

1. XnstalIers and repair specialists

2, Operators
3, Central office installers
4, Line construction and maintenance

E. Manufacturing 0

1 Managerial
2. Technical

a. Lab technicians
b. Draftsmen
c. Technicians

3, Assembly
.4. Machining
S. Fabricating
6. Processing
7. Testing

F. Construction Electricians

G. Maintenance Electricians

H. Broadcasting .

I. Teachers

22
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UNIT I: ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS SAFETY

INTRODUCTION
(PuRPOWRATIONALE/INTENTION)

, - --, --.-- v - I -, , ..-- S. - .--, - -.- -,. - .-. -. --,..-....-,....

The purpose of this unit 1s to introduce the
importance of integrating safety Agt part of
the Eloctricity/Electronics program.

Studonts should be constantly reminded that
safety must become an everyday consideration
in this program and any industrial arts or
vocational education laboratory.

With safety the first unit of this carricu-
luM, it 13 our intent for safety to be re-
viewed and taught in every unit Of the
curriculum that is nocessnry.

4

29

%.Prvasfusefv-ovIA

UNIT GOAL(S) GENERAL UNIT ObJECTIVES

ero make the student aware of the safety
practices and hazards in working with
olectrIcity/olectronics.

O W';':"4-Pe 41'7AT'9401n' '`..:"%151Yr..1.417 h...,00114tnillittYl'ij. .01,7"?

Upon completion of this unit, students should ho able
tO:

1. Understand course content of personal and
hazard safety.

2. Lie familiar with first aid procodwes
3. Identify color codes.
4. Observe and comply with fire prevention

practicos.
S. Student :Rust score at least 70 Percent to pdso

unit; toot,

so
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UNIT 1: Gt.PCT1tXCX /IikCC'I'RpNj IA 1

OBJCTIVLS

At the conclusion of this unit,
the student should be able to:

Develop responsible behavioral
nttitudes required for' elec-
tronics/electricity. ,

Identify personal safety
practices.

List personallprotectivb devices

Explain importance of good
housekeeping.

Have a thorough understanding of
oldetrlcal safety hazards and

e prevention measures.

List example of common unsafe acts
that result in electrical accidents
or injury.

identify appropriate types of fire
4tinguishers.

List the location of fire alarms
and explain the proper procedure
to evacuate the lab/clessrookin
case of fire.

Ati047,4=tikKv

hour

A. Personal Safety Practices
1. State, safety laws
2. OSHA safety laws
3. Hltatio shook
4. Current and its effects

on the human body
5. Protection

a. body (a11 parts)
b. clothes
c. jewelry

6. Housekeeping

Crt

Safety ilazerds,
1. Hazards condition

a. wet area
b. defective equipment
c. reporttnq procedure

2. Ground fault
a. electrical tool
b. safety device

3. LiVe circuits
-4. Chemicals,

ka. group A. atmosphere

b. group B atmosphere
c. group C atmosphere
d. Group D atmosphere

5. Piro safety

A. fir°, extinguishers
(1) types
(2) use

(3) maintenalce
b. class of fires

(1) class A
(2) class B
(3) class C
(4) class D

tr.9.,4,65.TP.5719: ,t,.Vv".7,m145

SigUAKILMIYULLUa,

*Take notes

Explain electric shock and ways
of pievention,

Discuss current and its effects ,on
the human body at 120 volt, 60
hertz (cycle).

0

Organize A clean up roster for
housekeeping.

Discus-s electrical hazards.
1

List unsafe electrical conditions.
gist prvention for electrical
hazards

Whining grounding pools and
devices.

Discuss the proper procedure for
working around live cirebits.
Name some chemicals.
Groups

Practicaevaeuatidn of lab/class:
room in case of fire.
List,the location of fire alarms.
and extinguisNers.

Match the fire with the proper
extinguisher.

*Use Yourtotehook,

4

itiLASIMMILs

*Present student with charts
and safety rules,
Show film.

Lt laws on chalk board.
*Chart of current and its
effects oil: the human body.

Make chart and explain duties

*Show films on safe and un-
safe condiklions.

Discup grounding.. Load
group discussion on nye
circuits aad chemicals,

Hold classroom fire 'drills
and discuss Ocosof fires.
*Chalkboard

Use charts, overhead Orojec.
tor, and transparencies, *

S

Rusmicja

self made or local
teacher supply.

(#.1lS1,11-
4

(N26),p. 211
(#24),p. 14

(130),p. 20

(N25)4). 7

(135),p, 4
(836).p, 47
("26),pp. 208-212

(15),pp. 24-25
(24),p. 301
(#20,pp,195,206-
207

(821) Artie° 500

Local fire statiOn,

invite a fireman to
speak to class,

.1..."
:...,

'11!°' , '0'17114ffIri" ,"
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OBJeCTIvES
Torlc:s

ltlenti each color code. C. Color Codes
1. rod
24 yellow

t 3. green
4. orange.
S. purple

Idonttfy safety factors for
electrical tools.

Litt the most common ante o cts.

Identify the typos of electrical
meters and their safety rules.

List the common unsafe acts of
ladder use.

33

Mechanical Safety Tools
1. Iland tools

a. appropriate tools for
,the job

h. good condition
2. Powor tools

a. all power tools should
be grounded

b. excessive pressure
should never bo used
with portable electri-
cal tools

c, extension cord

(1) Plugging
(2 disconnect

3. Motors
a. ammeter
b. voltmeter
c. ohmmotor
d. multimoter

C. (119161 multimet)
o. wattmoter

4. Ladders
a. stop ladders .

b. extension

C._ 1 v,

A

Define-and discuss tools, macjlines,
equipment, and apparatus with' color
code section.

List eloctrical/hand/poWor tools
In notebook with safety rules.

Discuss tool safety.

Hands on experience with meters.
Safety do's and don't,

Proper way to test equipment.
Observe polarity in de circuit.
Selecting the dc ranges.

niscusa ladder and sanity.'

4

TliMalliEtailli BIS

Explain where each col pr of
the color code will be found.,

*Chalkboard

Domonai)ation of safe and
correct use.

Stress grounding of power
tools.

Idontify the proper connecti
of polarity and rangos.

Show film.

iscuts parts and safe use.

'*Use charts, overhead projec.
tor, and transparencies.

(26) ,p.

(Citl)opp. 15 -27

I,

(#22)pp, 370-373

(N24),pp. 207-213
(15),pp. 83-84
(113),pp 153-184
ilms on meters.



UNIT I: FITCTRICITY/

oftiFeTIVES

UCTRONIC SAI TTY V:untinuedl

Understand the responsibility f
emergency procedures.

identify when to act, and how to
act.

Identify ognipment failure and
take appropriate precautionary
action.

ts.1
rn

Student mt make 70 portent to
pass,

Toms _YaRtutiLL\sainuu_
E. Emergency Procedures Discuss emergency procedures and

1. Bleeding some general first aid.
a; blood opurts
b. bloodalows'
c. blood oozes

2. ttreaks or fractures
a. simple fractures
b. compound fractures

3. Open wounds

a. minor cuts and abrasion,
b. serious wounds
c. puncture wounds

4. Electriettl shock
a. shut off the current
b. removing victim
c. artificial respiration

S. liquipment failure List &safe electrical, conditions
a. wrong size or typo that coulel load to equipment
b. overloading failure.
c. test equipment
d. eXtensionicords

F. Review Unit

G. Test on Unit

Work study sheet

Test on unit.

Review test.

ail tk/ t

lfy bled

unds, and
ding, breaks,
lectri hock.

Invite a nurse to
speak to students.

chool library first
d information.

Discuss unsafe electrical
conditions stated by student.

Review unit for test.
Simple questions.

Review test.

(123),4p. 15-20
(/10),p. 371
(#24),pp. 207-213

nvito the school
intenance super-

vi r to Speak in
cis

Teachtr made test.



UNIT MATIIEMATICS REVIEW

INTRODUCTION
(PURPOSE/RATIONALE/INTENTION)

This unit 13 designed to review with the
student those mathemati01 skills that will
bo used in this course. Proficiency in those
areas is essential for success in electricity
electronics.

//1

Special attention should be paid to operd"--
tions involving unit prefixes as they are
Widely used throughout electricity/electroni
texts and literature.

a

37

UNIT COWS) GENERAL UNIT OBJECTIVES

The goal of this unit is lo review with thp Upon completion of this unit the student will be able
students the mathematical skills that will to:

be applied throughout this course.

29

1. Perform arithmotic function on fractions,
whole numbers and decimal numbers.

2. Expres3 numbers in scientific notation or
by use of unit prefixes .and be able to con-
vert from one prefix to another.

3. Use rules of basic Algebra to solve equations.
4. Determine the square root of a number.
S. Student must scorns minimum score of 70 percent

on a unit test.

ti

38
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UNIT 11: MATIfilATIC$

OBJECTIVES

Students will be able to perform
arithmetic functions on fractions,
scoring a minimum of 75 percent on
unit tont.

5 hours

Students will be able to multiply
and divide decimal numbers to 10
thousandths place and 'pint off
correctly.

Students will be able to express
numbers in scientific notation
in scientific notation and correct
numbers expressed in scien,t,49.:
notation as decimal number.

03
ts3

Students will be able to add, sub-
tract, multiply and divide numbers
expressed in scientific notation.

Students will be able to name unit
prefixes, give their values and
convert from one unit prefix to

another.

Fractions
1. Expressing numbers as

fractions
2. Finding common denominator
3. Adding fractions
4. Subtracting fractions
5, Multiplying and dividing

fractions

. Dividing Decimal Numbers
1. Determining decimal place
2. Rounding of

Multiplying Decimal Numbers

Scientific NO'tation

1, Expressing decimal numbers
in scientific notation

2. Converting numbers in
scientific notation to
decimal numbers

3. Converting two numbers
iii scientific notation

the same power
dding and subtracting
numbers expressed in
scientific notation

5. Multiplying and dividing
numbers in Scientific
notation

E Unit Prefixes
1. Prefixes and their value
2. Prefix symbols and abbrevi

ations
3. Converting to prefixed

units
4. Convortin to basic units

from profi od units
5. Converting prefixed units

to prefixed units

6

Worksheets on all areas to review Demonstrate each skill to
and practice skills

Soe Appendix 15

I Ti

14,

'7,7,,177::,17;7.477,M4 -1,7,11,v.,,k;27:777;7-77.75;VaZ,

students.

Jr _ ...

(137) ,p. 295
(137),pp. 313,315
(137) ,Pp. 307,310

(037),p. 291
(012),p. 26

1112)0.27,

4{)
Or.747.;17,t1.,,,710; , , kVis grii,).44/',1`1:1'47-T
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UNIT II: MATIICMATICS REVIEW Continuedl____

°B.JUCTIVES

Students will bo able to solve
equations for a given variable.

Students will be able to use
substitution principle in deriving
equations.

Basic Algebra
1. Solving equations by the

multiplication property
of equality

2. Solving equation* by the
division property of
equality

3. Transforming equations by
division or multiplication

4. Substitution of ono value,
for another in an equation

Students will b able tO calculate G. Square Roots
the square root f a number to the 1. Square roots of whole
thousandths pine

A numbers
2. Square roots of decimal

numbers
3. Square roots of numbers

in scientific notation

41

4

U. Unit Review

. Unit .Test-

1'

PA,

: itjk';4:4
. :!.

_Aaiun HS

b

TfACHCR t TIYITIUS

42

(N37),p. 123

(#37),p 125

(N37),p. 113
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INtRODUGTION .

(PURPOWRATIONAWINTIINTION)

This unit is intended to familiarize
industrial arts students with the nature
of electricity and to define electronics:

8

v

Ix

43

-7,

,

1.0

4

UNIT COAL (8)

/ TO provide studonts with the fundamental
knowledge of matter that allows electricity
to ox,ist.

p

J

MINERAL UNIT ODUCTIVES

Upon completion of this uniti.students should be able
to:

,,;e,t:t. '1,,,,i , t
il ., ',4

'1' '..k , ',11 N., ,, 1.'.4., ..:'!;'t.!:i14, 14..,,'!4(&,'0,4:i1);;),',;41,,:14,41,Ii41,,st, ko:,,;,' ,,\,,,,). ..,,,,4,344)6w '.:Aki4,/,,%.. 4,. 'S.,%,4±N :, AV,

/,,..±:14.,-Li '^.4c tAtil. ,....,i...*Ar`A;,v,;,*-4:7;.Ci,,,-"." ,4'44"..:4'-:;-S".L4. ' ` ' : 3' -4,4 V. "4C"`"-
. .

, ,Y,,,Y...--,T:-,..11,-2,,,:;,-;.:!...4
-Y,

I. Define electronics and to list five different
fields into which the broad field of electronics
is divided.

2. Define DC, AC, moloculo, element, atom, oloctron,
proton, neutron, nucleus, and ion,

3. Doflio conductors and'insulators aild explain
where they axe used.

4. Define electrical quantities of charge, Watago,
current, rosistanco and powor and mathematically
relate them.
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UNIT III. NATUILE 'OP ELECTRICITY IS hours

.....___QUICEM. r
,TOPIC5. ! 411. 4 -ILYILIU TLAMR ACTIYITila Adiamaa___

At the conclusion of this unit. A. Energy and Work ' *Note takin (in notebook) Lecture:
the student should bo able to: Do no properties of matter. "List properties to be ( 12),RP 7-8

Identify matter in three
. Structure of Matter Name some compounds_ defined.

different states. t, laments List some elements. Chock work on compoundl and (4),pp. 4-5
,2. Compounds Draw a schematic diagram of an atom elements.

,URderstand basic buildklig, 3; Atoms of hydrogen, etc. t .

materials from which RIP- 4. Subatomic particles Discuss electrical fields. 'Demonstrate static (4112),P4 S
matter is constructed. % List and define types of static eloetricity. 0241,po. 1-23

C. Electrical fields electricity. (#21),RP 1-176,'

1. Ions Name types of charges. 1-11S
2. Static electricity .,

3. Law of charges . .

1. Measuring charges
S. Industrial use \

... t

Display awareness of electrical 1. .Electrical Current \ Explain the flow of electrical *Discuss electrical current. (VS),pp. $9-90
current and Properties. . 1. Electron charge from one point to another.

i

,2. Ion
Discuss current flowing past a (#20,141. 8-6,3. Neasurtug currentw

1-
point, in a specific length of 8-.10

,

time.

Develop a working knowledge of F. Conduetore and Insulators Explain substances which ii large
good conductors and insulators. I. Good conductor materials numbers of free electrons ally very

2: Good insulators few free eleetronS. .

. .

Understand the function of a . P. Electrical Potential Discuss the electricity Discuss electrical potontial.(024),pp, 115-118
capacitor and how electrical 1. {ghat is electrical and how it is spear r. d.
potential is measured. potential \- -- Describe sources of electri-

2. Hesouring electrical
,

I city.
potential

J. Producing niectrical ,

Identify the roles of resistance in Explain how'resistance limits the "Describe resistant:0, (,12),pp. 21,43
potential

"circuits: flow of electrons through a cir- (OS),pp. 49-S0

Describe how the length, cross cult.
IlealatanCe

sectional rea, resistivity and, ' .

1. Specific resistivity .

temperature of a substance effect
2. Measure eesiativity vits resistance.

t- °
.

, 3. Ildniatore
'

a. kind,
b. rating

i

,

e. color code )

"Use charts, overhead
. irojector, and transparencies.

.. .

,V,"Oggeitt"tAX 4,,,:e=t11/40-tot4.,tat.,,V.E4y,s,.1C-N7,14.grotr.

46
444-044*

. . . .
-;m:447.110000'
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14,

,

onacr VES

law.
equation forms of

.

electrical power.
three power equations.

*

..'.-

H.

1.

J.

I.

t

.

OHMS 1,414

1. Deriving Ohm's law
2. Using Ohm's law

Power
1. What is power
2. Relation to voltage and

current-
powor3. Measurin g

4. Relationship tO energy

Review Unit

Test ,

%

.

.

.

N

1

.
,

_____

ULNZCrt&nnllU----
Study the formulas:

For voltage (R or V)
Eor currant (I)
For resistance (R)

Practice problems as directed by
teacher.
Discuss three common equations for
determining the power in n circuit.

Test review ft

Test

1 t.
.

. ,

1 , . ; _ MI ti

Give student work sheet for
problem solving. '

*Identify power,

Pass out review sheet.

-s.
10

.

.

-

i 1

Use charts, overhead
prhjector, and transparencies,

_RLSOOKt5
.-

State Ohm's
Writ* three
Ohm's laws

Understanding
verify the

T

/-40

."-

(45),pp.
(F12),p;
(F24).pp

(F24),pp

/

64-66
22

16-17

20-22

.

i

.

1E,



UNIT Ivi Aun MEASURING

1N rnotmuT ON

(PuRPon/RATIONAWINTCNTION)

I

i.

UNIT GOAL(S) GENERAL UNIT OBJECTIVES

Tho purpose of this unit is to introduce
tho student to motors and measuring.

49

The student should be familiar with most typos
of motors and ablo to road the scale of that
motor.

I.

Upon completion of this unit the student should bo
able to:

1. Identify several typos of meters.
2. Describe the operation of a multimoter.
3. Know the functions of and how to use both

DC and AC motors.
4. Know the function of and how to use

voltmeters, ohmmeters, and digital motors.

t



UNIT IV. METERS AND MEASURING

00.1DCTIVES

5 hours

At the conclusion of this upit/
the student should be able to

Interpret the rending of all
motors and scales.

Undet:aand the operation of
the digital meter and how to
use it. Identify the functions
and how to use an ammeter.

Identify the functions and
how to use a voltmeter.

Identity motor error and ways
to correct them.

:-Lrst

rI

,op .s

Rending Motors
1. Analog motors

A. linear scale
b. nonlinear scale

2. Digital motors
a. reading numbers on

a cyctai display
b. five AC 4 DC voltage

and current ranges

Using Meters
1. Ammeters

A. accuracy range
b. accuracy fall off
c. connection

2, Voltmeter

a. one milliampores use
as voltmeter

b. multi-range voltmeter
c. Connoction

3. Multim9ter
a. combination of meters*
b. All meters have similar

controls
4, Ohmmeters

a, probes
b. zero adjust
c. connection

5. Meter error
a. loading error
b. parallax error

51
rAe.

,

irt4,-.A. ...At.

%LAMM

*Uso notoboOk (note taking)

Identify and read scales of an
analog motor. Draw typo of scale.
List the function of a digital
motor.

List ways in which you can use an
ammeter. lncludo the operation.

*UAo notebook (note taking)

Discuss operation and the reading handling and Ulte.
of the voltmeter.

*Demonstrate how the motors
are road. Identify parts
and controls.

Demonstrate proper meter

List functions that can be Por
formed with a multimeter.

Observe pointer imago in a mirror. Explain motor error

*Use charts, ovorhead.proj-
cictort, and transparencil.

:
..., :46,

cv.

t

(118),Unit 6,
pp. 8 -10

4

(#10),Unit6,
pp. 16-17

(1118),Unit 6,
)p. 30-32

(N18),Unit 6,
pp. 41-43

4),

A
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TQ110'

motors

movement
motors
adjusting

.

;_l_111212'1' LAUD! IT 1U5_, _ _____ .

.connocting
-scale .'

.

.

__ ILEUM. _AMY li trik _____ _

Propoit quostive gout
motor care Attor stfoty ro-
vlowon-MotorS.

fPass'out roviow shoot.

_____BuQuilm,..._ ...._ _....

Idontify safety rulos anti caries

in using motors.

/

C. -Metter Caro

*1. Handling
'a. probos
b, proper

2. CoriluitiAg

3 Sotting And

1). Unit Roviow

E. Unit Test

kowtow safety (included).
List ptOeoddrbs used in
motors, tasting for !'u11
dofloCtion.--

r .,

Test review

.

.

.

..

.

.
,

. .-

w

tit

.
.

.

,

.

.

It,
.

.

. .

*Use charts, overhead
projoetor, and transparoncies

i

, N 1

,

,

.

.

i
,

,

.

.

53 54

. r 6,44tir
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UNJ3 3L CITX-

INTRODUCTION
(PURPOSE/RATIONAIE/INTENTION)

-- --4s`

t't

. UNIT COAL(S) GENERAL UNIT OBJECTIVES

ghis unit is intended to faMiliarize the
nearner with residential electricity. The
student will perforM jobs, techniques,
applications, and service installations.

Teachers should be awnro of the Importance
of using thecorrect nomenclature, as well
as the need for thoroughness in initial
demonstration.

0

i;.

Students will be given the opportunity to,
explore, idontify.and understand a variety,
of tectniques, through.handling tools,
mat.orials, and moters.

1

1.1

,

Upon completion of this unit, students should be We
to:

1. State or list safety precautions to be observed
when working with electricity. (Tool, circuit,
etc.)

2. Demonstrate an understanding of load per circuit.
3. Identify material used in house wiring.

-4. Pass unit test with a score of 70 poroent or
batter:

,

r

oaf

4.4



'UNIT V: RESIothITIAL BLECTRICITY

OBJECTIVES

At the conclusion of this unit
the student should be able to
discuss the imporean94 of safety.

To understand the transmission of
electricity from generating plant
to home or largo fapriea.

At the conclusion of this unit the
student should be able to:

Identify common hand tools used
in electrical wiring.
Know safe use or hand tools and
specialty tools.

57

25 hours

Safety
1. First aid
2. Hazard'
3. Personal
'4. Grounding
S. ToOl and equipment
6. Fires

11. Transmission System
1. Generating plant

a. step up substation
b, transformer

2. High voltage transmission
a. large factories and

stores
b. transformer

3. Low voltage
a. residential and small

stores
b. stop down transformer

4. Household olectrical sys-
tem (planning)
a. make blueprint
b. symbols

Tools and Equipment (Uasic)
1. Screwdrivers

a. flat blade
b. phillips (cross point)

c. stubby
.2. Pliors

a. long nose
bent nose

t. lineman pliers
d. diagonal
e. groove Joint
f. combination

OP

01184.LiNgDYIUM____
*Uso notebook (note taking)
Review rules that apply to house
wiring fromalnAt one.

Discuss the need and importance of
electricity. Sketch a diagram of
the delivery of electricity from
a generating pllint to a home.

Draw plans for house Orbit.

*Use notebook (note taking)
Discuss the use of tools.

Use tools to perform simple tasks
involved in house wiring.

I t.

AcTuriu

*Stress safety rulesfthat
apply to house wiring.

Lecture the transmission sys-
tem of elettricity from the
generating plant to home.

I

*Stress the right. tool for
the right job.

*Domonstrate and identify the
partvf each tool.

*Use charts, overhead proY-t..

actors, and transparencies.
1.

(035)1. 12552
(106),pp. 3-14

(b27,4pp 51714 and
210-8
(1/27),p. 250-45
(136),p. 7

Invite a lineman to
speak to class.

(k24),pp. 107-193
(I36) ,pp. 132 135

0

(I31),p. 275

("20),PP. 365-368
(N20),pp. 189-192

(N36),pp. 15-28 .

(1,24),pp:370' 373

, 1.`,FicN

,
;

AyT

c
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08JUCT1US

Understand tho units of

identify the techniques of zolderin
and using a soldering iron or gun.

5p

3. Electrician hammer
4, Wire strippers

a. cable
b. multipurpose
c. adjustable

S. Rule Practice by measuring objects in
a. tape moasuro (ro- the classroom.

tractable)
b. folding

6. Wrenches
A.. Allen

iv;dpen end
box end

d. adjustable
7. Threading tools
8. Punch and awls
9. Drill and bits

a. brace and bit's.

U. drill motor and,blts
10. Saws

a. hack
b. hole
c. keyhole
d. reciprocal

11. Files
a. double cut
b. single cut

Specialty tools
1. Soldering
. a. iron

'U. pencil
C. gun

Discuss the material used in solder
Ing:

flux

acid flux
rosin core
'tin and load

:*'**'!goorr:17'*,.",.

__IMUULL110111111a

*Demonstrate by showing
material forsoldering.

*Give measuring problem to
class.

*Use charts, overhead, prej-
ectors,.und transparencies.

.60

(N36),pp. 144 148

-A;

,\``.tit
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111B8USEIVILE41.

ONECTIVS

Continuod)

Cxplain the application of motors
in house wiringl,

At the conclusion of this unit,
the student should be able to:

Understand the purpose Of in-
sulation for wire,

Nome the typos of switches and
receptaclos that are used for
household electric service.

61

TOEXCS

Z. Pipe roamer
3. Pipe cutter
4, Oondors

A. EMT
b. Hickey
c. heater

S. Plumb bob
6. Chisel
7. Knock out punches
8. rt2h tape
9. Level
10. Motors

(Plasic)

A.

b.

C.

d.

C.

noon test light
volt ohmmeter
ammeter
multimetor
inductance couple
meter

E. Wiring Equipmont
1. Wire

a, cable typo
b. size
c. insulation

2. Switches
a. singlet polo

b. 3-way
c. 4-way
d. dimmer
a. low voltage

3. Rocoptacies
a. duplex
b. dual voltage
c. air condition
d. range
o. dryer

____MWILAQUVrara._

*Uso notobook (notS7 taking)

Name the purposo.or use of each
tool.

I

Review Unit IV, Motors and
Measuring. Identify each meter
and its purpose.

1.

List the difforont typos of wire
and size. Identify the most
oommin use of each typo of wire.

List the switches found in your
home and at school.

Discuss receptacle types and whore
they aro used.

mticatt1 Acratrim.

*List the name of motor on
the chalkboard or handout
sheet.

Lecture:
Uso simple wire for student.
to ,identify.

9

DISCSS switches and rocepta- (836),pp. 168 8 176
ales and their uses.

..1109.11M

(M36),pp. 163-165
("24),pp. 197-198

(824),pp. 242T5

(1136) ,pp, 183-187

*Use charts, ovorhoad proj-
ectors, and transparencies,

62
,t

4.14.,,rtt-4,444,,yett#4,434t
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OBJPCT1VPS

Idontify typos of we plates.

Under%tand the use of boxes and
their typos.

Understand that conduit protects
electrical wire.

Understand the purpose of the
service panel.

sv,

Use and he familiar with the
National Lioctric Code.

Undertand the rot' or Underwriters'
Loborntories, the amrtance of
of OL approval and NEC.

a

4. Wall pintos
a. singlo toggle
b. double toggle
c. single toggle and

duplex receptacles
d. weatherproof plikes

S. Outlet boxes
a, handy

b. extension
c. octagon
d. square
o. box covers

6. Conduit
a. rigid metallic
b. nonmetallic
c. flexible
d. nonmetallic sheathed
o. P.V.C. (plastics)

7. Servitio Panel

a, woatherhead
b. mast
c. meter base
d. service entry
o. grounding system

r. Electric Service Wiring
Techniquee

1. Rough In
2. Branch circuit wiring
3. Hanging electrical fixtures

C;

63

Load Determination'
1, Current
2. Circuit
3. Specialty circuits

Review Unit for Test

Test on Unit

List advantages of wall plates.

List ways to use outlet, boxes.

4

List ways in which conduit pro-
tected cable to used lndooro and
outdoors,

Discuss the service drop.

Trace electricity from the distri-
bution panel through the home by
branch circuits. Hook-up selected
circuits and chock applicptions
using proper techniques.'

List the number of light, plugs,
dryer, etc. on n circuit.

Ravi',w unit

Test
Review test

1.0

./
1

(024),Pp. 196-198

(024),pp. 192 -.196

(036),pp. 264-267

Demonstrate electrical sorvi (036), Unit IV.
from the service panel throug Chapters 1-15
branch circuits.

Study sheet or questions

Administer test.
Review test.

(RV), Art, 220-19
Art. 220:, Part 13,
Chapter 9.

v



UNIT VI! DIRECT CURRENT CIRCOTTS'

....._, ,..,_.

INTRODUCTION
(PURPOSE/RATIONALE/INTENTION)

This unit is designed to present to the
student direct Current circuit analysis
techniques. Also IncIdOed is a study of
capacitors In direct-current circuits,

S

UNIT GOAL(S)

The goad of this.utlit is to introduce basic
and advanced techniques of circuit analysis'
involviqrosistance and capacitance.

4

rs

GENERAL UNIT OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this unit the:student will be able

Determine the equivalent resistance of series,
parallel, and series-parallel tircuits.

2. Determine branch currents and load'resistor
voltage drops in series, parallel and series-
parallel circuits.

3. Atate Kirgeff's Laws and use in circuit
analysis.

4.13u114 kagtiCal circuits in braor to test and
'COnfift tlieso lows.

S. ,11q able to Use varied and advanced circuit
analysis techniqUes.

6. Name several types of capacitors, how they are
constructed and analyze DC circuits containing
them.

,7. Student must pass unit teat with 70 Percent or
, better.

66 1
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22 hours_V1: LltGtCsultCiilL.rJu 11L7

OBJECTIVUS

Students will indieste the ability
to work ObtesLaw problems.

Students ia111 ho able to define
and recognize series circuits.

Students will Iwable to calCulate'
the equivalont.resistanco of series
circuits.

Students will be able to state
Kit-chaff's Voltage Law and Ohm's
Law, to calculate missing voltage
drops in a series circuit.

Students will be able to apply
principle of voltage division to
series circuits.

Studont will be able to calculate
rowor ueo in series circuit.

students will be able to design and
construct a working series circuit
to specifications.

Students will'be able to define
and rerogntre pnrallpl circuits
and lint the major ehnraccoriatica
of porallel eircultn.

.."".."

.-.;AL.,CAt

A. Review 01;004 Law,

Series Circuit
1. Definition of series

circuit
2. etirrent in series circuit
3. Equivalent series resist-

ance

4. Voltage drops In series
circuits

S. Kirchoff's Voltage Law
6. Polarity ofvoltage drops
7. Voltage dividers

a, Voltage division
b. Leaded voltage dividers

8. Power in series circuits
4, power used by iudivi.

dual components
b. total power used by

series circuits
4. Designing series circuits

a, apply the laws to real
World

b. troubleshooting. the cir
Oat

Parallel Circuits ti

1. Definition of parallel
circuits

2. Vqtage drops on parallel
circuits

3.,OrancheS
4..CondOCtance

0

.t 'ct. ,

ill

Work problom8 B3 class.

Have students draw series circuits.

4

Students calculate total resistance
og given circuits.

Students work'p obloms involving
Ivoltage drops a d Kirchoff's Law.

Students confirm Kirchoff's Law
using lab exercises.
Students work problems involving
voltage division.
Confirm voltage division using lab
exercises.
Confirm using lab exercises.

Design and build twolind three
component series cittblts to
given specifications.

0

Sr

TuAcin 6a111,1111.,_

ROVIW Ohm's Law nppliJ
cation, Work problems on
board.

Draw several series circuits (012),pp. 53-83
on board. (116),p. SS
`Give examples of practical
serip circuits.
Demonstrate method for calcu
lating.
Construct circuit and use ohm
meter to indicate property of ,

equivalent resistance.
DiscuSs Itirchoffis laws in (112),pp. 89 -DO
lab exercise.

(112)43. 35
(116),p. 40

(112),p. as
(116),P. 56

Demonstrate problems to
chalkboard and explain.

I.

(116),p. 58

(112),P, 89
(116),P- 120'

(016) 63

(112),,P. 87

Draw Ittaple parallel civrcuit (#16) ,pp. 79,;. SI
on beard and use to dement- (012),p95'
strata principles. z
Build simple paraller,c1rcult
and rise to demonstrate princi
pies.

O

a.

a

..r

1Wadu.

Jo,

Ot
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DIRECT CURRENT CIRCUITS (Continued)

OBACTA'ES

Student will be able determine
th.e4squivalent resist ee, branch

1..purrents, and,Opier of -,:arallol

' aFPuitn. . 4
, t -

Student will he'able to:
Give Kirdhoff's Current law
Design anakbuild a parallel
circuit to sPecffications.
DeterMine The equivalent
resistance of ,series-parallel
circu,10,

f

16etermine voltage drops, branch
!Urrah'ts Arid power use in
sextos.-phrallel circuits,

\

De6h and build a loaded Volt-
age divider circuit triiven
specifications.

,
Students will b'e, able to analyze
bridge circuits to determine re:-
aistance, voltages, or currents.

69
I

D.

E.

T9P1C5

5. Equivalent resisiRce
6. Branch currents
7. Total current
O. Power in Parallel circuits

a. total power

%
b. power consumed by In-

dividual components
9_ Kirchoff's currerl law

Series-Parallel Circuits
1. Equivalent resistance by

series and parallel rules
f circuit

stance by
Reg ft ET

on portions
2. Equivalent

Ohm's Law

3. Voltage dr
strings, c

branches
4. Power use by components
S. Designing loaded voltage

dividers

71-

s on series
onents, or

Advanced Analysis Techniques
1. Bridge circuit.*

a. defining bridge circuit.
1018. calculating'totel re-

sistance
c.. balanced bridge
d. calcdlatAng_missing, re-

sistance In balanced
bridge

o. calculating volthg
drum and currents in
bridge circ6it '

A IV

Work problems involving parallel Pass out and explain what 1

circuits. is expected in lab activity-.
Confirm laws pertaining to parallel
circuits through lab.exercise.

Students will build parallel circui
to specifications.

Worisheet on equivalent resistance

Students will wire a series-par-
allel exercise to confirm laws.

Demonstrate method on several
different circuit*.

Design and build circuit to span- Pass out lab activity.
fications.

oil; problems involving bridge.
nalyze methods.
erform lab exercise to confirm

laws.

omonstrate each technique
to the class.

I.

nataCha

(l6), p. 78
fx121. P. 98

( *16),p. 93
("12),p. 102

(*16),p, 122

70

5+



ri- D1RECt CURRENT CIRCUITS Continued

ORJECTTVq.

Students will be able to:
Analyze two-mesh circuits by
mesh anaisisr

Analyze tee circuits and convert
Delta to Toe and Tee to Delta.

Analyze circuit by loop analysis.

Students will be aware of super-
position, Thevenin,and Norton
methods of circuit analysis..

Students will be ablo'to explabi
capacitor action.

Explain how the basic capacitor
is constructed.

Students will be able to explain
the ratings of capacitors and their
significance in actual circuits.

7i

2. Nosh Analysis
a. mesh' currents
b. moth circuits
c. simultaneous equations
d. 'writing mesh equations

3. Delta-10e circuits
a. Toe circuits
b. Dolts airoults
c. Delta -Too conversions
d. Tee-Delta conversions

A. Loop analysis
A. loop cmrronts
b. writing loop 040ations Work loop analysis problems
c. solving fox' voltage

drops
d. solving,for currents

S. Othertechniques
a. superposition
b. Thevenin theorem
c, Norton's heerem

Capacitance
1. Dielectric field
2. Electrostatic induction
3. Charging and discharging

of capacitors
4. Capacitors

a. capacitor construction
b. dielectric value's

tc. effects of physical
construction on value

ILY1.1.1V.6

Work problems- involving mesh
analysis techniques.

Work analysis problems involving
skills of Delta-Tee traiforma-
tions.

5. Capacitor ratings
a. capacitance value
b. how capacitance de-

termined
c. working voltage
d. tolerance
0. polarity
f. capacitOr color coding

Students perform each typo of
analysis,

Si

ork related problems to determine
capacitance.

ILACHLRAREIT.11,1....

w. ,

et

Illustrate the use of each
with simple example problems.

( "16)p, 193

('16),p. I??

Demonstrate capacitors abillt)(016), p. 420
to stortrcharge. (112).p. 228

(NS),P. 52

Dissect several types of
capacitors.
NOTE: Some oil filled and
e ectrolytic capacitoKs con-
tain potential hainrdous
liquids.

r

72

(N46),11,424

012),p. 229
(015),P. 55

c
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VI: DIRECT CURRENT CIRCUITS (Contlitied U
. .

011JPCTIvUS

Name several typos of e4ariters-

,and their general uses.

Explain the transient response
curves.of capacitors, calculate
time constants,and explain their
importance.

Determine the total capncitance
and 'Working voltage of series and
parallel capacitor circuits.

.c..

v.
. .

,

. .

..

.

,

.....

4 '

.

. .
.

. '

.

.

w.

,

.

.

C.

11.

.

TORIU., ILIMPLAQUYITIUL ____

Build capacitor circuits and mottsur
changing times, graph capacitor
voltuges,and determine time con-
stunts.

Build R.C. circuit using series
and partillel capaciter connectione
And measure time constants and
voltage distribution.

.

.
q

.

.
.

1.

.

-

.

0

.

.

.

.
.

.___MTAILACIallIti___

Show students different typos
of capacitors and discuss
their characteristics.

Draw transient rosponso on
board or overhead projector
and discuss charging and
discharging,

Discuss fully series and
parallel connections and
the voltage distribution.

.

,

.

.

. .

.
.

_.

.

q

.

. . .

4
%

. ..

.
,

\
S. Typos of capacitors
'a. capacitor types ,

b. variable capacitors
0. typos of dielectrics

7, Transient response
a. transient response --

charging
b. transient response--

discharging.
8. Basic capacitor circuits

a. total capacitance in
soriles and parallel

b. voltage division in
series

c. voltego.ratings'in
series

d. total capacitance in
parallel

e. voltage ratings in
parallel

.

Unit Review

Unit Test '

i .

,

,

.

. .

.

._....____JIMYVY0A

("12),p, 238
("5),p. 1S1

012),p. 238

.

9

. .

,

.

4

.
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UNIT VII: MAGNETISM

INTRODUCTION
(PURPOSE/RATIONALIVINTENTION)

The purpose of thisunit is to introduce
the student to magnetiSm. Electric current
produces magnetic fields And magnetic fields
produce electric current.

I

5

UNIT GOAL (S)

To make the student aware of the theories
andprinciplos used in dealing with
magnetic devices.

t.

ORNERAlipIT ODJUCTIVUS

Upon completion of this pnit 00 student should be able
to:

1. Identify how you got magnets.
Understand permeability

3. Understand the term magnetic domain and
'why the crynals oro positioned in a north-
$okah direction.

76.
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UNIT VII: MAGN8TISM 8 hours

011.1PCTIVUS

At the conclusion of this unit
the student shouldhe able to:

Classify magnets according to
.the method by which they obtain
their magnetic field.

Demonstrate anunderstanding
of the ohserve4 phenomenon of
magnetic theory.

Name the basic building material
for magnets.

Define and understand the terms
and formulas used in magnetic
circuits.

Devnlop a worting,knowledge of
electromagnellc relation to
electricity.

TOPICS

. History o' Magnetism
I. Magnets

2.4Artlificial magnets
a. shape
b. material use
o. method used to Obtain

magnet field

tl Magnetic Theory
1. Permeability

a. flux

b. poles
2. .Domain

3. Taw magnetism

C. Magnetic Materials and Uffect
'1. Ferromagnetic
2. Diamagnetic
'3: Magnetic shielding

D. Mettabrang Magnetism
1. Magnetomotive force
2. Flux density
3. Intensity
4. Rbluct.anco
5. PormotAllitY
6. Retentivity

U. Electromagnetic Effect
1. Relation to4current
2. MAgOotlam in cuil of wire
3. Electromagnetic devices

a. solenoid
b. relay;
c. circuit breakers
d. spankers
') meters
C. recor4.ing tape

1111.11414T AU:11(1:015_

Note taking
Discuss magnetism history.
Identify shapes Al material used
In classifying magnets.

Uxplain what is meant by magnetic
flux, pormoabllity,and magneto -

motive force.

Discuss magnetomotivo force and
reluctance for making a temporary
magnet.
Discuss places whore magnetic
shielding is necessary.

Identify way to measure magnets.

State.the principle of electro-
magnetic induction.

Demonstrate a practical circuit
using the rein), and reed switch.

4111 notebook

'Lecture and discussion

Show shape of field around
magnet using laon filings
on white paper.

Demonstrate the strength,
of magnetic materials.

Lecture

NO compass to indicate mng-
netic-fleid around wire.

Nacos the operation of
seVerni electromagnetic de-
vices, including solenoids
abd doorbells.

Use chatS, overhead.pro)ec-
ter, and transpapecies,

(N17),Unit
pp. 5-7

(1'20),p. 56

(M17),Unit 5,

pp. 5.13

(N17)4Unit S;p. 10
(02014 ,p.. 52 "

(N20),pp. 56, 57

(q7),Unit 5,p. 56
(120),p. Si)

(117),Unit 5,p. 62

7.



UNIT VII: MAGNETISM (Cohlitkpuodi

OBJUCTIVIN

Define induction, inductanco, and
counter umr.

Desrihe the factors which deter-
induct.inco.

P. Inductance
1...Indueod UM'P

2. Lonz's Law
3. Measuring inductance
4. Uffoct of cores
S. Quality of coils
C. Transient response
7. Time constants
8. inductance In series
9. Inductance in parallol

F.1 'Cost Roviow

Ii. Tot

List the unit of Inductance.
Describo the factorswhich determine
inductance.
Draw the schematic symbols for in-
ductor.

Constvuct RL circuit and dotormino
changIng rates and timo constants
experimentally .

Test

Roviow test

Demonstrate inductivo kick
by using largo inductor and
neon bulb. Switch low
voltage DC on and off to
flash noon bulb.

Roviow tost.

41.01

7

(#17),Un4 8,

pp. 64
(N17 ,Uni, 8,
pp. 9-IL

80

1

1,0.*
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mit Vitt! TP.ST EQUIPMENT

INTRODUCTION
(PURPOSE/RATIONALE/INTENTION) UNIT GOAL (S)

This unit is intended to familiarize students Students will be given maximum opportunity
with the meet common test equipment and its to identify, select, and handle a variety
proper use. of electronic test oiluipment.

Teachers should ho aware of the importance of
uulng the correct nomenclature, au well en
the need Ler thoroughness in initial
demonutratIons.

.

Si

4

MURAL UNIT ODJUCTIVES

Upon completion of this unit the learner will be able
to name the Vtarioes types of test equipment and describe
the use of each by completinirthe unit test. Learner
must score at lonst 70 percent to pees.

Demonstrate on understanding of motor construction and
osellloscopq fundamentals.

a
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8 lours

(
_ .

. . ,
°mains . o C "UILTIO_,..t

Read chapter. "
Answer review questions.
Take notes.
Do lab on famillarizitlen of
analog motors.

4
)

.).

At

.

.
/

Road section on ammeter.

Answer Rrogrammed review questions.
Do lab activity to demonsvate a

method of finding the resistatae of
A meter movement or the ammeter
section of a multimotor

.

Road chapter on voltmeter.
Answer programmed review questions.

/

.

,

.

N 4

ifcillik MAUI

,

01-34

4'

IguRCA§

(#19),pp. 1-5 to
1-20

i. 4

(019),pp;i1-21 to

.,..

.

h

.
.

..

019),pp. 1-3$ to
1.-49:

.

\\..1----"/

f.

.

-

44,

^

,

,

.

g
;

,

(My

,

.

.

,

,

.
The lekrner will he able to road.

. caliqato, and Measure electrical
*anti-ties using the analog or
dig1\al ve1t. amp, and ohmmeters.

-

. .

0
.

,
.

-,

.
,

.

.

,

V.0
.

..

.

A

t \ .

.

,

. s 1.

A. Test Equipmoet
I. Meter movement. analog

a. dkAronval movement
1. construction

' 2. operation
b. taut-bond movement
c. iron me

1. rndial vane

, 2. concentric vane
.d. thermocouple

1
1. operation
2. construction
3. electrical charac-

teristics '

-2. Ammotor

a. computing shunt re- .

sietance to increase
the of the
ammeter

b. scalos
1. rinear
2. nonlinear19

c. ammeter accuracy
d. circuit connections

3. Voltmeter

a. extending the riange
1. calculating the

multiplier . -

2. multi-range volt-
motors

b. loading effect of volt-
meters .,,

c. typical v.optiectlons

d. typical voltmeters AC 6

.
OCT

a. scalos
1. DC 0
2. AC '

,

.
,

.

,,Lecture'

Show students proper tecic'nl-

quos and safety in using this
typq of motor.

4

.

D strut° possible appli-
en !is of ammeters.

Generate possible quit or
definition sheet.

. . e
.

.

Demonstrate
t

-proper use in
locking tip motor in parallel

/

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

ft,



DNIT/V111: TEST EtNIUMENT (Continued)

OBJECTIVES

The learner will be able to identify
the components, features; controls,
and meaqnro using the oscilloscope.
They will also learn'to:

avoid damage to the scup'.
pi.operly adjust and calihcate

the scope, and
,'onnect the 0.'opc with minimal
disturbanle to the quantity

1
bei' ng observed.

85

B

TINW

4, Ohmmeter
A. scale calibration
b. creating higher and

lower ranges
c. shunt ohmmeter
d. measurements
e. scales

5. Volt-Ohm-Hillimetex,
A. VOM

b. DC voltmeter
c. millimeter

6. Digital/LED or LCD typo
a. analog to digital con-

version
b- integrating techniques

(1) single-slope A/D
conversion

(2)' dual-slope inte-
gration

(3) voltage to frequen-
cy

(4) charge leilance
c. non - integrating tech-

niques
(1) linear-ramp con-

versien
d. processor
e. displays

Oscilloscope
J. Cathode,rey Cube
.2. Deflection circuits
3.,Oscilloscope citcuite
4. Special featutna
5. corals,

OuWIS A,CTUT

Read section on ohmmeters.
Answer programmed review questions.
Do lab activity which requires the
rending of different resistances.

Read section on VOM.
Anew): 'programmed review questions.
Do lab activity that involves each
soctiOn of the volt-ohmt-millimeter.
Read selected materialq,on digital
MOLOra.
Complete programmed review question
Complete n lab activity which
demonstrates learner's comprehenatot
'Of meter.

t

Read aeccion6) covering oscillo-
scopes.
Take notes.
Answer Progtammod.review questioft.
Display wave forme using scope.

4

t-

Demonstrate proper use in
reading ranges and scales
the ohmMeter.

Explain tIle-rilnge switching

sockets and ohm control.

t.

Demonotrats the operation.
function, and reading of the
meter.

Demonstrate the proper
handling, one and operation.

(#23),T,P, 1-59 to
1-63

(#23).pn. 1-64 to

1-73

(#2.1),pp. 2-6 to
2-28

3

(1123) ,pp. 1-51to
1-63

(#30)M1). ?-11

1, ..



UNIT VUh utsT Cont nued

.

. .015JECTinq ---11112a...---------
,

IC .

.

..!'

-s.

,

st V , .

-
-lis

Cr Fuly:tion/Signal Cenerata
I 1. ilatlic concepts.

2. Wavefams ro%1V -
*. sine wave 4newer.

b. aquare wave
c

c..triangle wave
d. sawtooth wave

, n. pulse
:3. Radio frequency. .

P. Transistor Tear
, .1. btta

.

.'2- leakage 4
3. fet toett4s ' f

. .1

. k *
.

, -

Unit Review

.
F. Unit Rxmn

.

Vil
t...

C

- C

.

$

,

4-

N

:,-ITMIZELAMYIULL----
?

0 .

*

.

f

,,,..
,

,

.

Read section covering function/4
signal generator.
Take notett.-

programmed review questions.
Complete lab actbv ity to demon-
strato how thcpUtput frequency
and voltage can be chocked.

t

, ,
.

.

Ile able to use this piocg.of toot
equipmortt. (if lab equippell). \
Reed chapter. \

, '
'aske notes
Complete plogrammed rc, -low

, _,,,,,

(toast Ions.

Select kCouple of different '

transit-1'051:o and test each.

'

,
,

,

..

e'

4,
.

,
f-

.c
ec...

.

,

.

..4 llgUallYint& _ .-

...._,

Display a wave (Or aform
.

sulectodportity thereof) and
'- meooury ito chdracturiatica

(amplitude, per)od, (reettonry).

Dotormlne *Cho relationship be-.
. tween two waveforms such as

ENOS Oblft. '
-/ pi. (lisDIS0145, ,16sajdo :

, fixturea). °
. .

.... Interpret the results of
oseilloscope muasatements .

tniting sla. ltmJiations of the.
.scope'int0 Account.

The learner will peable to use and
Identify the wavotormo of functiona
AO signal generators.

.

.

.

. .

. 1/4,-

'a,

..,
t"

eilM.,nrner will be aldeltO develop
a work La knowledge of the Ilse and
.function of a transilster,Znster.

.

-*
The learner will be able to fttentit).
'the type of irmleititor and tranvia:-

t..... loAds oslog a tr:upiistor tmster

.

' .

.
4

/1

.
.

.
1

.

.

.
, ..

-

e .
.

Demonstra use and Aperatien
of a tion generator.

.

,.

.

.

Demonrtrato/exproln purpose
and use,
Demonstrate proper set-up
and use of transistor teeter.

,

.
.

,

f

.

. ,,
.

,

.

.

,

(D19) pp.

5-125
.

.

.

-7

(19)pp.
(DT9).1)p.

6-'19

.

,
.

. ,

5-111

..

.

5-69
6-12 to

,

.

,:."

..,

t

to

.

.

4.

.

.

S

.

.

.a

4 -c 4 '
c



UNIT IX. A.C. CIRCUITS

INIROUUCIIUN
(PuRPOWRATIONALIVIN1UNIION)

This unit is designed to present to'the
student alternating current circuit onolyals.
techniques. Also tneluded is a study o
alternating current itindamentala and trans-
tumors.

-UNIT GOAL:(S)

;
m

40.

OUNIIIIAL UNIT 013.)UCTIVDS er

TheAtool:_of this unit is to introduce vector
analysin tetAlniqpes ,(or alternating curront
-circuits that contain risigtors capacitors,
and inductors.

Upon-cohletion of thla unit.theletedent will be able*
Lox

Identify specific quantity mosouromenta of AC wave-
forms apd convert from ono CO another whore appeopri.-

Analyze It1l,*11C. and RIX circuitit (ox Kna44 a0CO3

*patience, phase unglu% true poxerond poWnr fectot.
ti

Determine thp'resonent frequency mnd frequency
response curves of RLO'Cifteui,ts.-

intld various typos of filter circuits to specific
'requiremOnts;

Axplain the operation and applications of trans-
fiirniera.

t

p.

c

90
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a
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UNIT 1X1 A.C. CI U hou r

OBJETIVES
TOPIC BAMILLAcIllaif

Students take notes in notebook.

.

.

,

-

Discuss advantage of polyphase
over single phase A.C, -

A )

,..1

,
A

,

.

.

)

,

,

,

111NBLE-MILY111111
Display esamplu waves on
oavilloaope Or draw un
board.

$

Draw waveform and show wbnt
oach quantity represents.
Nave students convert from
one quantity to another.
Examplei Find wavelength of
1 MHZ signal.

Demonetrste changilo ofona
quantity to another,

.

Draw waveforms on board dr
use overhead transparencies
to indicate phave relation-
ship.

Draw out-of-phase signals
(voltage and current) and die
cuscareas of positive and.
negative power.

.

.

.

Orl-

_armacta____
(012),p. 147
(016),pp. )14,1a

,

,

(#16),pp. 317-322 ,

(012),PP:1111 48-l5'1

(112),p..157
(016),P- 345

(012)0. 166
(116)ap. 313
(#10).p. 72

..

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

Students will be able to identify
basic waveforms by their shape.

/ ,-

Student will be able to defkno
altern.ating currant quantities 0.nd
convert measurements where appro-
'relate.

,

%

Students 011 be able to sketch
three phase alternating current
wavoforAla and give application
and advantages or polyphase
clrenits.

.

e,

____

ir;

Student Nill be abl:Ao define the./ .

term* In-pnrise and out-of-phase fat
they taint° to alternating currents

.

, .

.

x

1

,

y

,

A. Alternating Current Furda-
mantels
1. Waveforms

a. eine wave
b.'aquare zavo
C. temp (sawtouth) wave
d. triangle wave

2. AC. quantities
4. frequency
b. period
c. wavelength
d. peak value

o. punk-to-peak values
f. effective (RMS) r,

g. average value
It. instentaneoue value
1, hermentous

3. Polyphase A.Cilia

a. two-phase waveform
b. three-phase waveform
c. uses of polyphase,

current
d. advantages of polyphase

current
u. polyphase distribution

. systems
4. Phase relationship

a. In-phase vpltage on
currents

b. out.-of-phase voltage
and'cutrents

C. power in A.C. circuits
t.hat.,ake In-phase

d. power ln,A.C. circuks
that are oul-of-phase

/

I A

.

-.,,

4.

9
4

a

or



_UMXT Xt A.g4 cxmin (co

oniccrtyrs ICS

Student will be able to define and B.

calculate capacitive reactance for
a- given circuit.

Student will be able to analyze
circuits involving resistance and
capacitive reacCItuce.

Student will be able to definehnel
calculate inductive reactance for
a given circuit.

Students will be able to analyze
numerically and voctorally circuits
involving resistance and inductive
reactance.

La

Students will be able to explain
the basic operating principles
of the transformer.

Students will be able to explain
the bard physical construction
of trans raters.

it

93

4 pr

t+

Capacitive cults
1.. Capacitors A.C.

a. capacitive reactance
b. phase shift
c. power consumption by

capacitor
2. Capacitance quantities

a. reactance
b. impedance
c. phase angle
d. apparent power
. true power
f. power factor
g. vector analysis techni-

ques

Inductive Circuits
1. Inductive reactance
2. Phase shift
3. Power connumption by

inductor

A. Inductance quantities
a. reactance
b. impedance '

c. apparent power
d. true power
a. power feCtor
f. vector analysis of R.I..

circuits

Val

Transformers
1. Mutual inductance
2. Coupling
3. Transformer construction

a. primary
b. secondary
c. cores

1111MLAcTIYIIIrs _
Students graph capacitive rcru.tance
vernue frequency.

Build R.C. circuits, applying a
varlet., of frequencies. Measure
voltage drops and use oscilldscope
display phase rclationshkp between
capacitor and resistor.

Analyze R.C. circuits.

Students graph inductive resctanc
vereue frequency.

Build R.L. circuits applying a
variety of frequencies, =wire
voltage drops and display Phase
relation between inductor and
restator .

sing coils and cores indicate
ffect of coupling of coils.

a

Discuss reactance and how
it it. determined.

Demonstrate .process of A.C.
circuit analysis using
vectors.

Discuss reactance in R.I..
circuits and how it is

determtned.

Demonstrate application of'
A.C. analysis to R.L. circui

Show actual transformers to
class.

40

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 94

RruvRCL§..._

(i16),P, 4/00
(t12),p. 739

(,10).P. 95

(lip), P. 100
(112) . p. 191

(#5), P. 138
(016).p. 499

(112)., p. 360

(112).P. 2O)
(05).P, 1"
(#10),P. 92

4

c'kerii



a

_111:11.1__DiL

F.Judenta will be 4b10 to use
turns ratio to analyze transformer

.circuits.

Students\NerT1 able to explain,
how multiple voltage iransformera
function.

Studen(o will be able to give
-aeveral 1144 of transformers.

Students viii be able to name the
loss*. of power in a transforoe
and method, of mini-Plaint power
losses.

Students will be able to define and
calculate resonant frequency o(.
an Lt. Lircuic.

Students will he able to analyze
FIC circuits and graph the
frequency reeponee curves.

J

LULU

a. turns ratio
b. voltage ratio
c. current ratio

S. Multi-voltage trensformers
a. tapped secondaries
b. topped primary
c. multiple aecondarleo
d. mortipla primaries
o. variable tape
f. auto transformera

6. Transformer uses
a. Oltage transformtion
b. isolation

d. signal aplitt /in

c. Impedance

version
e. coupling

7. Power losaea/curs
A. coil retrixtence/over-

Winding
b. eddy currenta/laminat-

ing

c. hystaresis/apecisl
alloys

E. Tuned Circuits
1. Resonance

95

2. Series tuned circuit
a. impedance
b. frequency response
c. apparent power '
d. power factor
o. phone angle
f. voltage drop,

t
g. line currents
h. flywheel effect
is figure of merit-9
). bandwidth

5.1114&ISACILMILL

Solve prob:em using turns ratio of
transformer.

Discuss how taps split vol:a0.

Students calculate-then export-
mentall determine resonant freq-
uency of circuit.
Student build neriss'ilLe circuit an
examine voltage drops and currents
t frequenciee above, near And

below refonant frequency.

'errors) A.C. analysis of Ric series
ircult.

Discuss tutna retie and
demonstrate solving prob-
lems by.turne ratio.

Show tapped transforners

Demonstrate determining
resonance.

iecuss performance of ircut
bows, below, and neer
usonanca%

emonstrnte analysis tochnf-
was.

IleCOPY MIME 96

(11=)4 p. 205
(1161,1'. 361
(#5),P 100

(#12), p. 212

(016.p. 30
(f1)P. 113

(f12),p. 206
( /10),P. 366-

(112),p. 271

(#5),P. 541

(112)41). 267

(010).P. .109
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oar tx1 .. A.C. CIRMTS

4111.F.C1 IA LS

tConttnuld

Student* will be rOli4to draw the
our major filters, 6404 9)w

each works and sketch theibl'aic\
frequency response of ea:

91

It

Tortes

1"4"

). Parallel tordni Lircuitn
A. imp.ea.co
b, freq6nc) rest;onse
c. apparent TPower
e. cower factor
e. phase angle
f, voltage drops
g. line currents
b figure a( merit--Q
I. .,t,;W%.ilith

1. tivvheel effect
4. Filters

a. high pawn
b. low past;

cr band pass
d. band' reject

5. Combination filters
a. notch filters
b. crousovers
c. bypass capacitor filter

C

-1 --.
P niU.

Unit Review

Unit
0

Test

c.
Students build pat-N.110 RLC circul\ Disc erformance of
add exaJilne voltage drops and' cult a e, below, and
currents..nt frequhncles' above, near near resonen e
and below resonant frequency. Demonstrate analysis tech-

niques.

4.

4"

Perform A.C. analysis of RLC
parallel circuit.

Students conIstruct passii-e filt*rs
And determinethe frequency're-
nponaos. a

.

Draw graph of thq response
carves,

Discuss Insep_of filters:

BEST COPY ilViIILABLi

e

a

'be

98
.

REWSIEg05.

(w),p. 269

(0-0).p. 111

a-

(110),P- =65
.12).1)% 279-
(*16),p. 571'

(M5).P. 173

V

a
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et. UNIT X: SEMICONDUCTOR tUNUAMKTALS-
.

INTRODUCTION
(PtIRPOSE/RATIONA(-L/INTEVTION)

ti

This unit 'is to'familiarist the learners with
the type-of semiconductor meterials,
cations and theory of operation.

I.

A

. A

UNIT GOAL(S1

t

-

GENERAL UNli OBJECTIVES

1 .
StUdbUti will be given maximum opportunity Upon completion of this unkt, the learner will be able
to identify and select sem.onductr to name" the vafious types of semiconductor matorisils
materiels. - * and their applications by scoring at least 70 percent

4._ A to pans:

a

,

I

ear COPY AVAILABLE



ti

4

0141T X.1 5E.M1UONDUCTOR FONDAMEhr,iS 5 haute

oitALtAtVW,_____
Thu learner will he able to under-
atand the importance, advantaato
nod dinadventegeo of aemiconductore

S,

101

4

A? Semiconductor Nalerials
1. Pure nemicouductotu

a. carbon
/ germanium

I c Silicon
. .

2. Lt temperature vhatactor-
i0,e* .

..b J1. Hie tempraturq (-havoc-
turiatics)'

fl. Doling anw.1-conducturn Underqtand Ant taken place with
S. N --typo maecrials doping. ri

6, P- -typo material V Be able to distinguish the differ-
.

7. .Current in aqacondqctinco once between N -typo and 1'- -tyre.

)

11).12 tAL.Aci LY ULU.

Ittititl age t. on .covaor ing aowlconductor

inaLur itt a titt.ough lush temperature
citurActoriat ice.

Take -no ton .

B. P-N Junction
1. Forml-t.ig junction
2, Doplotion region
1. Barrier potoutial
4. Forward biased
5. Reverse binned.
6. Avalanche breakdown
7. Charge carrier re-

combination

Read notarial covering thin section

Take notes.

C. Unit. Review I
1

D. Unit. E."Ittlm

7

(

-11EalliactiltaiLL5-
Lecture

ti

-
(#21),pp. 1-10 -
1-20

(021)0p, 17-20 to
1-23

021) .pp. 2-5 to
2-13

102
e+

ir,ilittx
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UNIT XII ELECTRONIC DEVICES

IYTRODUCTION
CPURPOSMATIONALE/IUTENTION) UNIT GOAL(S)

4

fUNBRAL UNIT 4.1BCTIVES

V

e

1

This unit is designed to familia'rizo the
student in semiconductor devices and typical
circuit applications:

TIN emphasis should be placed upon typical
applications end actual circuit operation
rattier than ihe.procOsa ofdircult design.

As this area is ever changing the teacher is
encouraged to add material wherever it is
appropriate.

a

t

.103

The goal of 'this unittls to prument to the
student the area of semicondvtor devices
and theirapplications.

Upon the completion of this, unit the student will be Able
to

Name aaveral types of diodes, explain
and state a typical 'use of each.

Construct circuits using diodes such as power suppliee
and voltage multlplifirs.

Explain the operation of diode circuits.

Name two types of bipolar translators and explain the
operating theory of each,

their operation

"Nam three typerof field -affect, tranaisfira and
plain thQperating theoty of each.

:Name four different'clrcuit typdS and theilmoic
charecteriatics of each.

Bxviko the operating parameters of tranerator
circuits.

Construct basic hall signal amplifier from given
circuit diagram.

Name several biasing and stabilizing methods for
trAualetor amplifiers.

Name three thyrIstor devices, explain their opera-
tion and give applications for esch.

Construct thyrlator circuits to spee'ificatiOns.

Demonnt-rato'00 understanding of Brace rioting and
'physical packaging designs. s ,

Briefly explain fabrication of intdgrated tit-cults.

ex

r

104

S

I



J

TENfiON)

UNII.AIL.LLWBOICAM.W.
14fRoDucliON

(PURPOSE/RATIONALE/IN

r
Air

UNIT GOAT. (S) GENERAL UNIT OBJECTIVES

Construct simple eiTCUits using I:c.%.0 to apecifi-
Altations.

Name several 'rues of I.C.'s.

Name several uses of operational amplifiers.

Construct op-amp circuits to specifications.
A

Name onrieral opto-electrical demic.# and appli-
cations of each:

106

1



URIT XII ELECTRIMIC DJCES

1i.1S%71tt GS

Student will be able to explain
. thq:operating eharactortsticsof

' the diode.

20 hours

Nemo
thei

rn

. Diodes
1, Characteristics of diode

a. reverse bias
b. leakage
c. breakdown voltage
(1: forward bias

a. turn on voltage
f. forward bias current
g. dynamic resistance

h. characteristic curve
1. testing diodes--

ohmmeter
j. recombination of carri-

ers
2. Types of .diodes

a. rectifier
b. switching
c. zener
d. light emitting diode ,

e. crystal diode
f. selenium diode
g. schematic symbols

1. Ratinga
a. pnak inverse voltage
b, forward bias cutront
C. zlinemrxoltaga.
d. power dissipation

4. Cathode markings
5. Rectifier circuits

a. half-wave rectifier
b. f1,11,wave rectifich
c. bridge rectifier
d. diode clipper
e. diode clamper'

several types of diodes and
normal applications.

Explain the different ratings for a
diode and identify leads on actual
diodes.

4

Students will be able to sketch,
construcyand explain the opora-
tion of several different dioal
ctrcutts.

107

_____§.33autsp.
AC 1.1Y.1.11.1=3L

Construct circuit using diode and Display characteristic curve
measure -voltage drops alta current on curve tracer if available.
in fouwItrd bitte4 reverse bias, and
with AC applied.

Students use ohmmeter to test
diodes.

(Instruct series circuit With
resistor and zenor diodb and
examine the operation characteris-
tics.

Construct rectifitr circuits;
ispinynoutOuts on oscilloscope.

4

(031),p. 18
(014),p. 178

(010),p. 21Q
(#16),p. 630

Use curve tracer to display (#6)4pp4 119J92
characteristic curve of each (031),p.23.
type.

.

Show actual diodes and mark-
ingsuse manufacturers data
sheets as source of rating
information.

(031).1). 31

(04)0- 298

108

I
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)(11 ELECTRONIC DEVICES (Continued

TECTIVES

Student will b- able to name
several methods f filtering and
regulating D.C. wer supplies.

Explain tfie operation of the volt-
age doubler as an example of the'
voltage multiplier.

Name and briefly explain the prin-
ciples of.voltage converters.

Student will be able to explain
the construction and basic
operating theory of the bipolar
junction transistors.' p,

rn

tog

Tura.
6, Diode packaging
7. Filtering

a. capacitor
b. R-C filtei
c. 1.-"C filter

8. Regulation
a. bleeder resistor
b. Zeiler diode
c. 1.C. regulations
d. transiatorNregulator".'

9. Voltage multiplier
a. half-wave doubler
_b. full-wave doubler
c. trl.plers

d. use of multipliers
10. Voltage converters

a. DC to AC inverters
b. DC to DC converters

. Transistors
1. Bipolar transistors

a. regions
11,i doping levels

c.'lead currents
d. biasing junctions
e. back injection
f. current gain

2. Types of bipolar transis-
tor*

a. NPN
b. PNP

3. Fabrications kliOniques
a. regions
b. grown junction
c. alloy junction
d. epitaxial lam

.40

Atuarst.IT ActurrniL,

Connect different filter eircUite
to rectifier networkebeerve
effect on output waveform.

4

Add Benet- regulator to filtered
power supply.
Add I.C. regulator.
power supply.

to filtered

Cenetruct voltage doublers.
Measure knpute, outputs and die-
play waveform.

4,

I

Indicate process of de ormin-
ing percent ripple--diacuse
method of elimigatfng ripple.

1

Dlecuss DC voltage conversion
methods and uses.

Draw simplified diagram on
board to aid in explauatFion.

Use overhead or board to show
,how produced: a

Show several types, of. case
styles.

(05),p. 141
(031),p 37
(04)0. 486
(010),p. 293
(#31),p. 43'

(04),p. 491
(05),p. 186

(010),P. 295

(031)M. 41
(05),p. 184
4) ,p. 490

0 Fp. 254 ,
04 ,p. 501

( #31), 55

(15),p. 95

(#10),p. 218

11 0

t
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UNIT X12 ELECTRONIC DEVICES (Continued)

It

allsweerrnr,*

Maw and.draw diagram on tho three
basiq transistor circuits.

Students will be able to road list-
ing of trim for operating para-
meters, interpret the informkion
and apply information to sotual
circuits.

Student will be able to define
cut-off and saturation os they
apply to translators.

Student will be atlo to test
translator to determine ti it is

withtransiscor Coster or
ohmmeter,

Student will be able to define shin
of an amplifier.

Students will be Able to build From
a schematic basic amplifier cir-
cuits and test each for gain and

, phase relotiUnship.

4. Transistor rcuita
4. common be
b. common collector
c. common emitter
Operating parameters
a. current gain
b. voltage gain
c. collector to emitter

voltage
d, collector. current,

o. bass. current
f. family of curVes
g. constant power curve
h. power dissipation

6. Transistol' data

a. material codes
b. function coder
C+ ease styles
'd. transistor number

7. Operating ranges-
a. cut-off
b. linear region
C. saturation

r 8. Transistor testing
a. ohmmeter
b. translator testers
C. curve irOCerS

C. Transistor Amplifier Circuits
1. Wu

it. voltage gain
b. curent gain
c. power gain
d. docibel

2. Amplifier,circuits
a. common' base
b. common collector
c. common emitter
d. common source

Construct and test Individual
translator circuits for gain,

Read manufactures data "Meets and
luterpret.

Drew circuit configurations
on board.

Give example of where each
Is used.

Discuss uso of data it\ design #10),p( 220
inA circuits. 31),p. 60
Discuan aourcen of this data.

Use,each method to separate good ancDomonstrAte the use of each
bad transisgors. to entire class.

t

Build and test basic ampliffer
circuits.

1'

(#31),p. 64

(00.P. 98

(#71),p. 67
('8),p. 102

(#31),p, 77

(#5).p. 210
010 ,p-



-uNITIli____WiMQVIcAtal(A5 sd)

Student will be able to define
biasing and use load lines on
characteristic curves to determine
biasing network.

Name methods of coupling multi-
otage amplifiers, the-advantages
and disadvantages of eisch.

ct;

Students will bo able to n'amo the
clasebs of amplifiers and Ative thtO
approximate biasing points and uses
of each.

Briefly explt n the use of the .

f
trnnsistor a. a switch or indi-
cator/relay river.

Students will be-able to-explain D.

the ctodcruct4on of the silicon-.
.controlled rectifier and Its opera-
tion in cl circuit.

11:3

e

3. Biasing method
a. load lines

. quiescent point
feedback method4

d. voltage divider method
.o. bias stabilization

method
4. Coupling methods

a. capacitor
b4 transformer
c. direct
d-sParlingkon pair

transistors
5. Feedback
6. Distortion
7. AmplifieL classes

a. close A
b. class
c, class
d. class C

8. Switching and driver
circuits
a. single tranalstor-e-

common emitter drivers
b. datlington dttveru
c. switching mpeeds
d. emitter 61lower drivory,

and switches

Thyristors
1, Silicon-controlled recti-

fior 4*

a. construction
b. terminals
e. symbol
d. volt - reapers charac-

teristics
e. circuit conndction
f, pc operation
g. AC operation
h. testing with ohmmeter
I. ratings

4

,1L

.

Use characteristic curves andfjoad
line to determinit operating tango.

Discuss which would bo boar method
under various conditions ouch -no
small signal, audio work, high,,,
froquoncy..signal splitting, etc:

a

Construct transistor relay or lamp
driver circuits.

Cotstruct, S,Crlt, controlled power
ua ply or SCR light dimmer circuit.
Tent response of SCR in circuit.

tl

Use class discussion.

pin

Discues,usoo of each class.

Draw construction on bo-ard.
Show actual SCR's,
Draw volt-ampere character's
tics on board or use curve
tracer.

114

...ittwacta

(#31).p. 85

(#5).P. 212
(#16),p. 651

(#31),p 97

(#31),p. 115

(#5),p.. 191
(#31),p, 237

(#8)tp. 232
(#4),p 258,

I
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UNIT XI! FIECTIIONIC DEVICES (ContInneJ)

OBJECTIVES

Student will bo)able to name Appli-
cations of the sIllcon-controlled
lectifiers.
,txplain the construction of the
MAC and Ito operation in the
circuit.

r

V

Explain the construction of the
unijunction tranaistor-and its
operation in the circuit.

115

.

2 SCR applications
a. ewitchIng
b. wave shaping

3. TLUAC
a. construction
b. terminals
c. cymbals
d. volt-ampere charactri.-

atice

e. circuit connection
f.'Operation in circuit
g. TRIAC applications
h. ratings
DIAC
a. construction
b. terminals
c. symbol
ds volt-ampere characteri-

etics

6, oiroutt connection
f. operation in circuit
A. applications
h. ratings.

5. Unijunction trtflysistors
a. construction
b. terminals
c. aymbols.
0. volt-ampere

characteristics
e. circuit connection
f. operation in circuit
g. application
h. ratings

4

p
Construct TRIAC controlled light
dimnor /m6tor tlwood control.

Construct DIAC control circus

Construct unijunction rellootion
oscillator circuit to AIM
operating charactoris ice.

FO,

11;1!C.,1411.1

Draw construction of TRIAC on
board.
Sliow actual TRIAC's.

Dfaw volt - ampere characteria-
tics on board or use urva
tracer.

Drew D1AC construction on
board.

Show actual DIAC's to class.
Draw DIAC volt-ampere

aractoristice on board or
e curve tracer to display.

Draw unilunction construction
on hoard.
Draw unijunotion operating
characteristics on board or
U80. curve tract* to display.

V.

401

116

(08),V. 219
(031) ,p. 241
(04),p. 261

(#8).p. 242
(04),p. 261
(031),p. 244

(08),p. 245
(04) ,p. 265

(031),p. 72

1



UNIT XII ELECTRONIC DEvICEScContinued

oniE(TIVE

Students will be Able to briefly I E,

describe the fabrication of
integrated circuits.

4.

Student will be able to use manu-
facturers data to properly connect.
IsC.'in a circuit,

?.

;

Integrated Circuits
1. Fabrication of circuits

a. photo lithography
b. preparing silicon divic
c. fabricating diodes and

1trane4itors
d. fabrication of resistor
e. febxicationbf capaci-

tors

f. probe testing
g. packliginv

2. Intevatiou types
a. monolith I.C.
h. thinfilm
c. hybrid I.C.
d. thick film

10
Q. moderate scale

,integration
f. large scale -

Integration
g. rtgs and TTL charaoteri

tics
3. Package styles

a. flat pack
b. dual In-line-DIP

. c. TO style
d. pin determination

4. I.C. circuit construction
A. pin numbering
b, supply voltage
c. ground pins
d. unused pine
e. IX. sockets

it

Develop handout on fabri-
cation techsieueed

4

1'

Disouns.integrationleVkis as
a function 6g somicond,tor
technology-liOint out historl
cal roforences.

Show students p e styles
with example

Give handout to studenta in-
dicating pin numbering system
supply voltage And special
handling considerations of
dIfforont

(031),p 215
(04),p. 271
(05),p. 357r

118
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XI: FIX:it:IRONIC DIWICESiContinuotil____

CI:

Students will 60 able to name
svvoral applications of integrated
circuits.

Students will be able to construct
amplid.or_cireult using operational
amplifiers.

Students will be able to explain
the, operation of the thermislor
aced name some uses.

119.

TOP1t.

5. Analog 1.C.is
a. amplifier
b. oscillator
F. LiMiar8

U. voltage regulators
iie. phase-lock loops

6. Digital 1.C.'s
01. flip -flops

b. logic gates
c.- microprocessors

7. Systems using LC-
a. automotive electronics
b. industrial'electronics
c. aireraAl 0,6etronies,
d. communication electron-

ics
e. medical electronics

I

f.

S.

pe onal electronics
entertainment.
electronic:[

B. Operational.-amplifiers
a. 'differential amplifier
b. split power supplies
o, opcirntjag characteris-

tics

Cl. cirmit connections
e. operational-timplifter

applications
f. summing and Integrating

amplifiee;

Thermistora
1. Negative temperature co-

efficient
2. Positive temperature

chstactoristics
3. Construction styles
4. Operation

Applient loon

Students build 1.C. controlled
square -wave. generator.

Students build 1.C. L.E.D.
eflneher.

Build or test differential amplff-
fier circuit.

Build amplifier circuits using
op-amps.
Build active filler circuit using
op-amps. Henthkit 110 - (Electronics
circuits.)

1.

.312Aciik_11

1

(#31),p. 135
(#10)0. 275

eatht Electronics
Circuits, Exp. #6

imilar

Use curve tracer. to display

volt-ampere characteristics
of thermistots.

120

loath: Electronics
Circuits, lixp. Its

)r similar.

(#10),P. 395
(#6),p. 239
(#5),P. 49
(#12),p. 70

.40
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UNIT Xi: -1CCTRONIC DEVICES (Continued

OBJECTIVES

G. Optoelectric Devices.k
1. Definition -

2. General uses
a. isolation of circuits
b. communication
c. safety
d. counting and rnading
e, light 'level controls
f. lower distortion

3. Light-activsted silicon
controlled rectifier

4. opto-ioolatore
5. infra-red LED
6. photolresistors
7. photo diodes
8. LED
9. laser

H. Unit Review .

I. Unit Test

.

.

_

t

.

,

..--------,..3.10MATIMIE.4..--....-.
I

e.

.

.

.
,

.

..;

A

.

Twuramanual

.

1 99'

_______Buszaa5_,
(010),p. 42.6
(04),p 263
(031).p. 245

,

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

Student
several
devices,
operation,
of

.

.

........----... --.!------------......---MICA------.......--,..-
will be able to name
types of optoclectric
explain briefly their

and give application
each.

,

'

,

.
4

_

0,
.0

.

,

-

1.21
e

.

,

.
.

.

A._

.
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INTRODUCTION
(PURPOSE/RATIONALE/INTENTION) UNIT Gq4(8) MURAL UNIT OBJECTIVES

The purpose of chi; unit is to provide
students wAh"a wocking knowledge of
fabrication techniques and in ,the process
of making printed circlat boards and other
type circuit construction.

0

r

14,

The Student should be able to identify And
select the processes and materials in making
a printed circuit board.

s..

;+rtyt4- 3.

Upon completion of this unit the 'earner. will be able
to demonstrate knowledge of the processes. techniques,
and safety practices used in making printed circuit
hoards, by. °coring at least 70 percent on unit teat to
pass.

o.

S11011 AVAllAttE

"it

124

0114141140t,'
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UNIT XII: CIRCUIT IMWMON

OBJECTIVES

5 bovxs

Upon compAeLiom o f this unit the
learner will be able to list the
processes, techniques, and safety
practices used in the making of
a printed circuit board.

The learner will be able to under-
stand electrobic cemponents and
their symbols in electronic
schematic diagram*.

1'

125

4.45

A. Schematic Diagrams
1. Understanding electrical

and electronic symbols
2. Identify symbols 3!,

3. Droadboarding

Set up a simple circuit on n bread-
board and be able to complete the
following;
Trots a signal flow through the
circuit.

The connection data in the sche-
matic do not necessarily coincide
with tie-points in a pictorial.

The schematic is drawn with
straight connectingiinen either
horitontal or vertical. Note:
They bear little resemblance in
location to the wires in they
Actual circuit. .

The schematic- usually "proceeds"
from left to right following the
current flow.

The schematic identifies each
component by a letter and number,
such ns RI, R2, C1, and so eni

for reference purposes.

Values of the components are \
shown on the schematic, but no
other labeling In used.

tg,

1

4.

Pail; out sheet(a) with
schematic componehts and
supplies.

I

(#7):p.p. 11-14

2.

41:ei

"..44



UNIT XIII CIRCUIT PABRICATION(Continued2

9311'.CTIVRS mknalisa ACTIATIUL

The learner should be shle,to B. Printed Circuit Boards List and describe each of the
identify the materials involved In I. Materials different types of circuit, boards.
a PC board. a. coppbr electroplating

b. gold plating
c. tin-load plating
a. tin-nickel plating

The lentnor will be able to clean 2. Frinting Given a pc boal'd the student will
a PC board. a. PC board cleankngi be able to go through the proper

industry related steps in cleaning it.
cleaning procedures
(1) chemical cleaning.
(2) degreasing
43) acid dipping

The learner will be able to us b. photorealsts If facilities exist print these
'one of the following C'ircuit (1) negative acting two types of boards,
pattern trhnsfor methods. (Notts: (2) positive acting
-limited only by equipment available c. silk screen printing
in the lab.) (1) ocreenwpreparatlon

(2) screen Inks
(3) problems '

-5 d. contact print
e. rub -otf transfer
f. etch resistant inks

3. Etching A

a. etching solutions
(1) cupric chloride
(2) ammonium porsulfate
(3) ferric chloride

Leatnex should bo able to set up b. equipment and techni-,

and otchteircult clues

(1) plastic and,glasp
trays

(2) plastic utensils
for stirring

(3) rock the tray to
agitate solution

127 e.
.61,,,,44/.1.7=-.1-13,1747Z71771=71i=7.117=77.177=7171:777.7770.4,7.1Mt4404

:MAMA kW/MU_

Display diffpront typos of
PC Boards.

Demonstrate steps involved
In cleaning a PC board.

Lecture on this ways industry
mans produces this process.

Demonstrate both typos of
processes,

128

(014),pp. 5 -'20 to
5-22

UM, pp: 1-38

(014) .pp, 4-8 to
4-10

(#14),pp. 4-15 to
4-22

(114),pp. I-25 to
4-33

4

"it 44;

;,?..at
-4414*.'10Y.;74.4:04Z=Zi.i.t41 st: litiAtAttLig,
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)NIT xII: cuteoT FABRICATION (Conti:axed)
----

.

0114licTIVIO _

Learner should be obit po pass
oaf sty toot with no tooa-than 100
percent.

.Properly uac and sot up drilling
operations.

4

Learner should be able to ',elect
and solder Ploficlently.

Learner should become aware of how
and when b and it:should bl ueed.

129

4.

SIUMIAMILT111_

e. safety precautions pa able to list all safety
(1) rubber sloven precautions.

(2) 8080e4
(3) lab coat or aprpn
(4) running water

Drilling 0 scoou safety using drill and
a. drill type (carbide drill sizes.

or high speed)
b. speed
Q. proseure A

I

Sbldering Discuss and practice making good
1. Rosin core flux solder joints. ,

2. 60/40 ratio (tin to load
mixture)

3. Contact time between board
and component

4. Cold solder Joints

Wire Wrapping Dispuse and take notes.

. Point-to-Point WiringNI Discups.whern and when it might be
used.'

Unit Review

Unit Exam

.1.0 .1, r,A.r 114,.11

Take( Lest over unit.

. : . .

.eitA4thic,*iiill6tiaktOft

4.

h , k '; :!,146:YA,

-/

AS;UUILUI

Give demonotr'ation.

Give demonstration,

Give demonstration.

EVIBC14§.

(020),pp. 5-6

#20,pp, 5-35 to
5-4Q

130



11.

WAY_41III_ pulloDuCIR ILIM JAI=
INTRODUCTION ;-

(PURPOSUMATIORALE/INT1NT1ON) 4

The purpose of this unit .Is to provide the
students with aworkina vocabulary of terms,
equipment and processes In the use of a
microcomputer.

!,11.0 .. .

11,

13'i ...'

*It UNIT GOAL (S)

The g'ii of this unit is to make the learner
knowledReablo and be able to interact with
mierocomp,ut&s.

demi%

,

1,1 ;;.-4-117,17IVIV$A00gal

t

GENERAL UNIT OBJECTIVES

The learner will be able at the completion of the unit
to list components, devices, and toms wind In micro-
computers. A score of at least 70 porcent on the unit
tout iu needed to pans.

r

7'.' , ,574k - !-,\.,,4ye,



The learner should be able to
understand a blook dlagrap showing
Allow information is processed in
a computer.

ti

The learner should be obis to
understand the different typos
of memory storage devices. ,

The learner will be able to identif
acceasAries, neftware types and
sources.

133

0

A. Astory of Computational
Machines

Processing information
1. Central processing unit

(C114
2. Random access memory (RAH)
3. Read only memory (ROM)

Hardware

1, Main frame
a. Due concept
b. Due system categorise

2. Microcomputer
34 Microprocessor
4. Storage devices

a. cookiet,ce

b. soft disc
c. hard diet
d. tape
e. card readers

5. Input/output devices
a. types' of Cr-video

monitors
(1) black and white
(2) green phosphorous
(3) ,color.;

b. keyboards
c. printers

(1) dot matrix
(2Y daisy wheel
(3) continuous band/

motel band
d. joystick paddles
e. modems
f. voice synthesizer

AfACII('

0.1ffeELAMILIBIL 2____ILAWAILLWRILEM

Read section in brit, Lecture
Take notes. Discuss aud show students N.

If Computes& arepreaent in school, bow information is processed
take a look .inside one. ruling a block diagrom seed

possibly a microcomputer.

Show picture of microprocess-
or.

Read eolectedinformation.
Take notes and define each.
If school is equipped with such,
get some hands-on activity.

Show student diuketten,
punched cards, etc.

Disc:Use and relate how all
devices work and interrelate.

rl

_Ig14911.11r,g,

(#22),pp 334 to 338
(029) ,pp. 33-40

(#22),pP.0-11
(#29)P-1

(115) ,pp. 23-67

(#11), pp. 27-37
(#1S),pp. 16-22

134

4,1,(4r, ' S. .
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T XIII1 INTRODUCTION puomIng i i (Conktmwd)

PC TIVU

Softwaia
1. Programing languages

a. BA81C
b. PASCO,
c. Fortran
d. Cobol
c. Assembler

2. Programing logic
3. Software sources

A. COMMOreilli .

b, user groups
q. self-generated.

135
71-10:77,7--A=0. iMISZIVit.gitaii, .VVOMIVaINIVAt".A

"ttC'- W.!`4.7`44,
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UNIT XIVt ROBOTICS: AN INTRODUCTION I?OR YOUR CLASSROOM.

INTRODUCTION
(PURPOSE/RATIONAWINTENTION)

The purpose of this unit As to make the
student aware of the changes being brought
about by automation in induotty.

Since robotics in in its infancy, there is
to date no known textbook covering robotics.
Therefore. resources for this unit Ara made
from manufacturers and industrial robetice
books.

Al

1_31

4

UNIT GOAL(S)

3 V

4

The student should become award of 'oyborneti4
ne it rel4ten to induotley and be folallier

With the eoneepts involved in robotics.

CIINURA UNIT OBJIXTIVES

The learner will'bd Able to klenOly the -ompononto
of a robot, define this robot's. work-euveXelpek know
different typed of robots and their applications, and
understand the uoci0-ecovomic impact of robots' upon /.
nocicty. A score of At least 70 percent on the -unit -

exam is necessary to pass,'

138

.

".'
4-
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IP
a

.

......V.41-4,ILL___SMILUSALari.../13.14ii , _IstiaLltkarionzin__a_ti z,
I

QIhI E Tau lowiAnnura__ Bmt yll..I
.....1211

The learnor ahould be table to de- A. What in Robotics Read sob:toted material. If possible havverobotic (04),p. 1Pine what constitutes a robot and I. What is a robot, . Take notes. demonetration ill clam) by (19),pp. 19-30Aft components. 2. Componeuta Of) rObot It poeuibiu take field trip to a a distributor,
a. marilpulatcHmschanical local industry to see robots in Diacuen and point out

unit -,maohanical action, componente of a robot using
linkagas and Joints. , either a robot in class, text,
(1) pneumatic cylindora

isual aids or handouts.
(2) hydraulic cylinder

motors
.

,(3) electric motors
.

1. -controller/brain of it

1robot
.

.-..__.

(1) Control the motion° .
.

of the manipulator .

(2) *tore program data
%,

.:P In memory
.

t4 4 (3) interface with the
eeeipment.with

,

/It which the robot .

.interact* . i

03 c. power sourco to
,xregvide energy for

the manipulator's
actuators

3. Work envelops Or Read solacted information. If possala, use robot visual (09),p.-42
a. what it was designed for If lab is ao equipped, do lab aid or 'handout.

(#2);11. 3-9
,

b. coordinate system ' activities. If not list and diseu
where they work pros, cone, mid limifations.

. e(1) jointed arm _ .

,

4

(2) spherical coordi-'
..

4

.,tats
,

.

(3) ilylindrictal coordi- .

nate configurations

. .

r
,

.

,

.
,

.

o .
,

.)
.

' .

40
4. 139'
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oui_ficTlyns

The loarnor,Ohould bo ebbe to list
and define bre typos of robots.

'The learner should be able to liat
and compere robotic applications
in kpduatty relating it to lab
actp,tiesseithin the 'cld'asroom.

. 4

h .

intted

Typos ofltoboto
1. Non-servo controlled

a. aimpleat/leruit ex-
pensive

b. responda to a pre-
detirrmined soquence
has the capacity to
respond to changoa in
manufacturing envtron-
Mont

2. Servo-controlled
a. environmentally adap-

tive
b. sense devious

(1) liositieh

(2)' speed
(3) load
(4) force 4..

.3. Remote controlled
a. typos,

(1) master-slave unit
(2) telemetry control
(3) wire control

b. application
(k) environment where

human cannot
function

'(?.) wborb robot travels
'great disfancea

Robot.le. Application

1. Industrial
a..spot welding
b. arc wolding
c. material handling
a. assembly
0. spray painting

,T1111111LAWAILLIUL

Take notes.
Define nee of ouch,
Discuss lityit.ntiona and appli-
cations to each.

M

Old, list and discuss 1,hotics to
industrial situations.

_ .

LLUILAU 1 V _

Discuss the different, typos
of robots and whore they
may be used.

a

(09).p. 33

Introduce induatrial anvil- (#34),pp. 3-5
cations.-

142
141

.
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xivi Rolgick AN IINTR9DU ON FOR Yopil cu1, 9011

ThR learner should ho able to list
and discuss the implications of
robotics to the work place.

4P

2. Industrial Arta clsastoom
4. Op& welding
b. Art welding

c. electronic component
assembly

d. machine loading and un-
loading

a. line production

(1) materiel handling
(2) oaatmbly control

(3) fioiehing procaso
(4) quality control
(5) reaoarch and de-

velopment
(6) metal canting

a. pouring
b. shako-out
c. Mold venting

(7) other imasinative

applieationo,

D. Social Econoic Impact
1. What cybernetics manna to

industry
2. Productivity levels

141
.....T=IWITC70ATrag147*".04.411,*

Student tan become moat ()restive
and imaginative if lab in equipped
with a robot. Learner can simulate
industrial robotic procoanes.

Discuss future implications.

' k ."

" 4z0 - ,31154407441,1.118.

Callitt-MaLMLA

If possible tie-in the
iaduatrial procesa with
automated application to
the classroom.

1

Encqurage students to tAka a (#0),p. ill
serious look into the'past,' (#2).p. 11
present And future.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE,

144
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VIUT XV; INDOTRIAL ILEtilWiTY ELECTRONICS

INTRODUCTION
(rURPOWPATIONALE/INTUTION) UNIT (0A1 (5)

This unit is delligned to present to the
atudent information on the industrial appli-
cetions of electricity and electronics.
The unit includes a study of motor* And
generators, heating devices And aetbodo,
litbting and Producing ohemle*1 remokione.
That portion of the unit on producing
Chemical reactibn may be particularly
important to students in the potro-chamIcal

--corritior-of-loa4m-tane.

0'

14'3

The goal of this unit Is to familiarize the
etudente with induefrial npeltcationn of
electricity and olecaonics.

GENtRAL UNIT OWJECIlqS

Ao indicatod by a minimum moor*, of 70 pateent, uror 00-.
plQt100 of thie unit the.atudant will bo able to: -

N4009 four type!, of genaretar* and explain hog
they operate.

Wine several types of motors, their use. and
starting method*.

Read a motor nameplate and gather specific in-
fOrmation and apply that information to a *pacific
need.

.Ham ever*/ iethoda of prudacing heat fro*
taliKtriettyend briefly explain each,

txplein hOu different lighting erste** operate

Zaplain the importance of elettrochweital rtattio4
In industry and name several important electro-
chemical processes used.

4I

146
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Student will be able to explain A Generators
the °pointing theory of AC genere- 1. Generator action
tors. 2, Inducing voltage and

torrents
3. Generating the AC cycle--

01410 loop-,
4. Output voltages
5. Moving field alternators

Explain the operating theory of 6. DC generator
DC generators). iv brushes, pslea, field

toile
b. W4MuLAtOr action
ev-pulaing DC
d. lowering' tipple
s, geuerator conetructiou
f. Split rings and commu-

tator
Name the four different tyres of 7. Types of generators
generators and normal application e. aeries generator
of each h. shunt generator

c. compound generator
co

d. independently excitedr.)

Q. generator applicatione

Students will be able to explain Hotora
4

Assemble and teat simple motor
the operating theory of DC Mptots. 1. DC motors demonstrator.

4.1182REACILYILI6T .___. _
assemblirand teat generator
deponstrator.

r

S
5

a. motor action
b. commutation,
c. counter EMF
d.current drawn
e. speed
f, motor starting

Delsoostrate generator effect
',wing magnet or wire coil or
telephone generator.

Diesect automobile generator
And show parts.

DiPCU44 typOtt.

f

. .A 1 4 8
.c .

i ,

. . PI CQFY 4410 ,.

.. ",
...A.:A-1' .,it,10.. ::t.:,,' i , . T.%.,',1', o.. ';'- :, .s\-.. ';',, ..-, . ,.. ..1.....li.,. 4 ,,,,,,sic . '. , :),k *-...:, hli.A 1 ,,,.. A,..1 ..m.

. ... . 1 . .

wv*4:41(4P4P,4**yrirlIWiliM ot,f,At- 1 ,g:. 00144I:1014,:.111--.'-av-PWcw7-`*0,'''t ',404w4iiv0v**;"7-1.'n.3fV,,_
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(P12).p. 153

(I16),P. ill
05).p. 90

(123).P. 179

(,10).P. 133

(#10).p. 13(

(0100), 141
(06).P. 267
(#23),p. 173

11.111,44
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UNIT XV: INDUSTRIAL

OBJECTIVES

Students will be able to explain
the operating principles of AC
motors,

Ramo several typos of motor and an
exempla of their normal ippli-
cations.

Student will be Mae to identify
major parts of the motor.

00

Student will be able to rend motor
plate or information shoots and
interpret information.

0r4

149

0.0

2. A.C. motors

n, rotating the magnetic
field

b. inducing rotor voltages
a. starting the rotation
d. motor force
e. centrifugal switchos

3. Typos of motors
a. sorios DC motor.
b. compound DC motor
c. brushless DC
d, split phase AC
e. polyphase AC
f. synchronous motors
g. shaded pole motors
h. repulsion inductions
I. dual voltage
J. linear induction -motor

4. Motor construction
,a. poles (stator)
\ll housing
a, bells
d. armature (rotor)
o. commutators
f. centrifugal switch
g. bearings
h. fan -

S. Motor ratings'
a. voltage
b, current
C. horse power
d. phase
e. cycle
f. speed

g, temperature rise

,

-,V-444r

_35.1111211tilaliME15-

Operate motor demonstrator on A.G.

Discuss use6 of motors and try to
determine typo from use.

Road motor platen and ,eport
inforMation.

r.r,r,-6,.4...-..=1V.0116.16fArn

TEACUTIUM/LILLI.

.10

(110).p. ISO
(16).p. 290
("23),p, 176

Give normal or common appli- ("10),p. ISO
cation for each type named ("6),p. 292

("23) ,p. 176

i.

V

Disassemble motor and show
parts and how they interact,

Discuss motor plates and
information found on them.

150
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p. _IMIT XV- 1NDUSTRIAL_Vi1Cili

mitailps
-

6toont will IA) able to tome ,

several typos of motor starting
'systems an examples ,of their
ApplicatIORS,
Ariefly explain procedures for
care and maintenance of electric
motors.

Student will bo able to eplaln
resistance heating and name
several applications.

Student will be ableto name
several uses of electricity to
produce chemical reactions.

Students will be able to explaiNth
different aspects of high frequency
heating and giig examples_ef their
uses.

WV,

I

a

pars

.6. Motor starting systems
, a, potentiometers

b, stopped resistors
0. Magnetic, Starters

/. Care and maintenance of
potors
a. lubrication
b. cleaning

. Resistance floating
1. kesistance heaters

a. radiant th
b. infrared

2. Welding
a. arc welding

'b. spot welding
3. carbon arc
. a. furnaces

b. lamps
c. welding.

ElectrOchemicalTrodoction
by Electrolysis
1. Oxygen
2. Hydrogen
3. Chlorfna

E. High Prequehey Heating
1. Induction heating
2, Microwave heating
3. Dielectric. beating

15
,. . ,.. ..,:,,,......w,,:..,,...,,.,,,,,,,,...,.,, ..,..,,.,,,,r !`.. 1-1 A'.1:vr.-. -V.: .. ,, .1i..0,,!.. 1.,..., it-'fc, ri,4;, , s,t :;(,. 11,:a,f;'1,,Itr.r01-7,01:1151AtitireriPlitt,trA

;44. *;,.iVi;;;,,AiNi4k,1'...;;;61.0..:-4'; 4tt4141 .\ "i,;, '11!r', 4o4444.410e
, . . .

,4

Wire magnetic starter,to motor or
Inmp,Ao indicate hook-up,

Student coMmktpae to service motor
in'Inb. N

61Wind heating coil 0 nichrome wire .
and test.

Discuss grousing, cleaning,
oiling parts, and thermal
overload protection,

Produce oxygorktand hydrogen by
eldetrolysis of water.
Caution: 'dragon is flammable
Students etal plate small objects.

.0 y

high voltage transformer tN6),p. 302
ti indioate heat and light
aspects of electric arcs.

0i,s0um importance of those (06),p. 269
pretenses to industry And
society,

Use microwave even,,as example (#6),p. 306
of high frequency bpating,

'

152 a.
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bemonstreta turn-on voltage
and currant response or glow
lamps Laing neon bulb.

...

.

t

,

a

%

..+.-:--44 Viltait.,,..-1'
(Pb).p. 259
(01,!),p. 62

.
.

.

.

.

,

d

.

.

..

. c .;

St.M4*At$ will be be to explain
the .methods used to produce light,

-...

.

(

.

co

.

,

_

K

.

1

.

.

F. Electric bighting
I. Incandescent lamps
2. Tonizo4 noble gasses

a neon
b. argon .

.

o. xenon
3. Ionlzod natal vapor

a. fluoreac4ot
h. black light

4. Metal vapor-'art lamps

G. Unit Review

H. Unit Test

.

.

.

. -

.

Student use noon bulb to construct
relaxation oscillator.

I .

_

. .

.,

.

.

4.....

.

.
.

i

.

,

t
.-

.

.

.

.
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tIN!T anews

INTRODUCTION

(PURPOWRATIONAWINTENTION) UNIT COWS)
.111.41111M -

As industrial arts is, to old `in vOtotiOnol The goal of this unit is to familioriae the
selection by the atudont it 14 ivortant that, student with possible moor opportunities
the atudtavb4 provided tarter information in the field of tlectricityhElettronics.
This unit 1* desi.siI te.provide tuth in-
formation. The toachors'should fool fro*
to incorporate this unit st,any point in the
coots* that is proetical,

11,3?4,0-14-11-4

1,55

r.

. GENERAL UNIT OSJECIIVLS

Upon the completion of this unit the student will be
Able to use sevoral sources of career Information.

156
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*1.

mucTivrs
37.9.M.1_... _...211= AcTlVITILL.

Investigate possible careers of
interest.

t

MAMIE
Bring in resource
from community
class.

-

.

ACTIKITILS

.

Student will be able to name
several occupations related tee, the
ElactricitY/Electronics and
state sources of further informq-
tion on those occupations.

A.

U.

Engineering
1, Nature of work
2. Where employed

.3. Umployment outlook

Technician
1. Job types

a. telav1sion
b. radio
c. communications
d. computer

people
to speak to

r

2. Training reOirements
3. Traihing sources -

C. Utilities .

1. Power plant workers
2. Transmission and distri-

bution

,

3, Consumer. services
.

. Telephone Companies
1. tnstallers and repair .

2. Operators '.

3. Central office installers
4. Lino construction and

maintenance -1.

E. Manufacturing )

1. Managerial

.

.

2. Technician
a. lab technicians
b. draftsmen
c, ,electronics technician

3. Assembly

.

r

4. Machining
S. fabricating
6. Processing
7. Testing

..

. .

.

f
.

. _ .

.
.

.

. .

. . . .
.sue

. .

111.s(NAcLa

..cd0.10

ti
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BOIT XVII CARWAS-(Continuod)

OBJECTIVES TQCLC1
.. _

RUM JETIVIIIIIS._ :Mc 1 RILACIIVIT Ira AO VII.Clis

F. Construction Electrician
I. Industrial

.
2. Commercial

esidential3. Residential `

1

. .

,

4
G. Maintonanco Electricians

q
H.

I.

Broadcasting

Teacher .

,

N

.

1. Secondary
.

2. Technical school .

3. thliversity .
,i.

I'
A

J. Sources of Information
1. Government agencies
2. Companies

Demonstrate use of oecupa-_.

tlonaI outlook handbook and
other sources.

3. Unions
.

.

-4.

.

,

.

.

-..,,

\ .

T
I

1

4
. .

It
. .

" ) 5

, 9
.

1
1 ; 0
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Unit 1Electricity/Electronic Safety
Sample Test (Review)

*

)

Name: Date:--r- 1,3

I. Multiple Cheictez F9r°06 item below /select the one beet answer, Then write
Ow letter^th4'representa your choice 'on the line to' the ileft.of each item.

. ,
.

'1 . .

1. Xou should wear.suitable qe protection

A. to improve y'our vision
B. to avoid myopia
C. when engaged in any activity ,re hazards may exist

3,

D. to improve your appearance

2. Joelry

A. should never be word in the electrical/electronics shop
B. should all be removed when working in the shop except rings
C. should be worn to improve your appearance
U. can be worn if the student wishes

I

3. What,fac'tors determine how much current will flow through the human body?

A. The -amount of volts in the line
B. The length of time you are connected
C. The resistance of the body and whether the skin is moist or dry
D. Thq strength of theqierson and his/her age

4. Some typical electrical shock hazards are

A. wearing rubbed solo shops
B. using the wrong extenSibn cord

-C. working in low voltage area
D. working around worn insulation

5. A safe distance for operating around live4circuits 3,501 to 11,000 volts is

A. three feet
B. two feet
'C. one foot
D. one-half foot

v.

6. To control fires associated with eletrical equipment and facilities, tie
extinguishing agent must be.a nonconductor of electricity\and provide a
smothering effect, How is this type of fire classified?

A. C

B.

C. A

U. B

7. In marking physical hazards, "caution",identification of high voltages at
machinery is done by which of the OSHA color codes,

A. Purple
B. Red
C. green
D. Yellow

90 162
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Unit 1 Sample That (Continued)

8. W11.14 work 4s done-with side,catting pliers?

A. Use for cutting very-soft wire
B.. Use for cutting heavier wire
C. Use for forming loops at the end of wires
D. Rending wire lugs

9. pnth to ground ig permanent and continuous so that the path has nmplc.
current-carrying capacity. This is 4

1 0

A. n live circuit
B. ,n poor ground
C. -(1 good ground
D. 'none of those

The ohmmeter should

A. never be connected to a source with power
B. always connected In parallel /
C. always connected in series /
D. nny of the above

t

91

. 4 ,

, 0 . I jOIr , .
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Unit I -Electricity/Electronic Safety
'Feat }Coy

C 1.

2.
-1

sk

3

4,

5,

A. 6.

D 7.

B 8.

C 9

A 10.

1
A

t'

a

;

," " r .

4villvt-v4;H:titqcv.t.v."0?..tKir-'44'..444"1"ftsrle-.;',4'4*0 PAR;

'Mr
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Unit !IMath
Sample Test

Review

2.

6.

2

t.

2 .

836
x79

" 6 1

Tr 7
e

7

6-195

x 086

Express in scientific notation:

12. 186,000

14. '.0000056

Expresseas decimal numbers:

16. 3.26 x 10&

18. 1.346 x 10
6

.

,1

6 4

7

9. 5.26 t
x3.5

13. 3,4.62,000,000 .
A

15. ,b0102 = *

17. 4.71 x 1^0
-8

Make the following conversions 4s- indioated.

. 19: 34600 A

.20. 3.64 ue .f A

21. 1.0 K

2k.. 1.43 M K /L

23t 150;000,000 K r KV

93

1.6.5
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Unit fl-- Sample iTest 4(Cont1nued)

0

Sol the following equations for E.

24.. 3E m 16

25. E§- . 56

26, 2E . 36 +.E C

4'
V .ERE27, t

28. 1.26 x 10 3,
+ 1.4 x 10

4

30. 44 X 10-

'7 1

--sNe^

4..,

166
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Unit IT--Mathlevi6,;
TAst Keiy

1.

2.

3.

1/4

4/3

10/9

23.

24.

25,

150,000K 1"

M * 5.333

ti . 280

4, 1/8 26. E w 36

5. 5/3
VR VS

6, 9/4 28. 15,26 x 103 * 12526 x 11Z

I.

7. 66044
29'. 25

8. 5,97.70 30t 3.88 x 10'2

9. 18.41

..1 10. 21,3
1

11. 14.25 N,

12. 1.86 x 1INI
13. 3.462 x 10

9

14. 5.6 x 10
-6

15. 1 02 x 10-

16. 326,000,000

t 17. .0000000171

18. 1,346,000

19. 24.6 K

20. .00000364N

21. 11,600 jt

22. 1,430Kft

95
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Unit Ili -ti 66re 0-Electr1city
Sample Test (Review)

A

Name; Class:" "Date:

T. Multiple ChOice:"Por each iteit below select the one begt abswer. Then write
the letter:that.represents /our choice oft the line to the left of each item. :

Pill in the blank for l thrQugh 20. ,

c h 0

d. The basic material 'that' makes' up all matter is the

A. atom
.'1,

.

11. element
C. electron , -.-

.

D. prow, - 71, .

.

. 9 , .P

,

____.2. The smalles unit of matter that, still,rotains.di 0:rpcture Of the element
ts,, .

. ,..., ,,, , ,.

..

.
.

v i' .!
.. .

:.:PY

A. proton . ,
:'

B element ,
/

C. neutron
D. ltom

An, atom Oat has lost an called

sitive ion
ative ion

utral atom
no of those

. Lt

1).
,:-

Part-Acid-a with like',cbargeS All repel each other, particles with unlike

charges will AttTact. each other. lOpt law of principle is this?
,.

I,

r

,

A. Ohm's Law ------, .
id ,

B. Electrostatic field .
, ,

C. Law of electrical charges
D, .MP . .

S. The outer part of the nucleus with a negativo charge is

A. electron
B. neutron

F.

C. proton
D. atom

6. Matedal that has a lArge number W free blectrons is called

A. insulators
B. terminals
C. conductors 7.4--

D. atoms,

',i4 14, 4

r 96
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,;. i ,

bnit I.Wtpamp.fe Test (6itirked) ;

7. Which is the best conductor for electricity?

A. Copper
B. Aluminum
t. Glass
D. Silver

tra

8. - A material With few free electrons is called a/an

A. insulator
B. terminal
C. conductor:

protorr

9. Which As not an insulating material?

A. Dry wood
B. .Rubber
C.., Wire

O, Glass
. -

Ga'jatitors make.it possible to store electric energy. -Electrons hold

7

n77717. 77. '.0005Wilal

in store sCe also knqwn as

Insulating
B. eloc.trtcal p ntial
C, -cam -co hdiictin

,0

/1. Aolding-back impeding' the movement of electrons along a conductor is
known as-

tomporature
B. material
C. resistance
D. , semi-conductor

125 The relatlonshipof veltage., curop, and resiatance to each other is
covered by a, set. of basic eleatical Oinaplee known as

A. Ohm's Law
B. Kirchorr's Law
C. EMU
D. Law of charges

13. The equation for yoltage (emf) is

A. 1 m
R

B. R

I
C. fi:* X R

VA,

w 97

169
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Unit IIISample Test (Continuid)

14. Thp equation for current is:-

A. EmIxR
B. R g i

C. I J., 13

7

X15. The equation for resistance is:

A. E*TXR
B. R E

T

C. E

16. The rate of doing work i oalled

17. Tho rate In which _weigh' 110

1

18. Electric power is measured in

19. The basic u for determining power in watts 1s

20. .There are w many watts in a, kilowatt/
.

. .. - .,.1.- . ..,4 0 . ..--.. 7,-et-.4
11.1`41-;,. : i. -."' Yi ,./..ki . . , .... .....,..}*:,t J., cf. .'..;0;1.01, -4..1 ..t,..;1*Z:trli,Ww:V.I..:'.,,.4 ..''.. .

1,

OR-



J .0 ;; .o ;: ;.1. 4.4, "11".r. ';

1

'Unit IIT--Natpre of Bloctrleity
Test Key

. 1. , 8 61 *my

2. D Atom

3. A ,Positive ion

Law of electrical
charges

S. A Electron

6. C Conductors

7. D Si iver

8. A' Insulator

9.. C - Wire

10. B El ectrical Pot enti al

C Resistance

12. A Ohne s Law

13 EmIXR

In. C .

15. B

16 Power

17. Horsepower

181. Watts

19. P Q E X 1

20. 1000 W

4

h 7+1

.

144 g..ZiVAV:14W. 1'4,1;;OTV 46 4 \t.41 r
. .

1
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Unit IV --- Meters and Measuring

Sample Met-

Bead 'and record the resistance on the ohmmeter scale aboire.

1. rundtion a tch in the R X 1 position. Needle, is pointing to
on .the.oca e.

2. Function switch in
"C" on the genie.

!In 1I

theR X 10,000 position, Neldle is pointing to
"410

3. Function switch in the R X 100 position. Needle is pointing to
on the scale'l.

4. Function ewitcb in
'''"E" on the scitle.

the R X 10,00

1;1311

position. . Needle is pointing to

Function switch is in the A X 100 position. Needle is pointing to

"E" on the scale.

HST COPY AVAILABLE

wo 172
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Unit IVVoters and Measuring (Continyed) e

Read and Tecprd the voltage of voltmeter.

Ite

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Range switch in the 100OV'poeition,
the scale,

Needle is pointing to 11F

Range switch in the 50V.position. Needle is pointing to "F" on

scale.

Range switch in
on the scale.

Range twitch in
on the scale.

AO
Range switch, in the 2,5V position: Needle is pointing to "F"

oh the scale.

the 250V position. Needle is pointing to

the 2.5V position. Needle in ?canting to

I ID I

101

173

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Unit IVMeters and Measuring
Test Key

1, 3 ohms.

2. 70,000 ohms

3. . 300 ohms

130,000 ohms

11.300 ohms

V. , 4. WV x 100 . 450V

I

4.1

-4

7.

8.

9.

10.

22.5V

225V

2,25V

1.125V

st4
N.;

Z"Ksoit_r

1.

9

9

114
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Unit VResidential Blectricity
Sample Teat

.

Multiple Choice: Seloot the one best answer and write the letter that repres'ents
It on the line to the left of Bach item.

What is the AC voltage produced at a generating station?

A. 186,000V
B. 40000V
C. 132,000V
D. 13,200K

2. g!t is the voltage at which electricity is delivered to the home?

A. 186,000V
B. 2,300V
C. 24bV
D. 13,200V

3. Once electricity passes the meter, it 1p hooked up to a

A. branch circuit
B. distribution panel
C. service drop
D. service head

4. Most laws 'or regulations cove xng the wiring of houses are based on

A. Underwtiters Laboratori , Inc.

B. Canadiarf Standards

C. New York Board
D. National Electrical Code

Matching: Match the tools to their common uses by selecting the letter of the tool

to match your choice on the line to the let of each item.

A. Lineman's pliers F. Ammeter

B. Long nose plier G. EMT bonder

C. Adjustable wire. strippers Vblt ohmmeter

D. Multi-purpose tool f. DrillInotor

Soldering gun (pencil) J. Fish tape

S. (a) Forming small conductors (b) holding and pulling o conductors

(e) cutting conductors

6: (a) Stripping insulation from conductors (b),eitting conductors (c) forMing

conductOTs

7. Boring hpes for cables or conduits when electricity is available

8. Cu.) Checking circuit amperage (b) checking individual load amperage

(c) checking motor starting and running current

10,

1 75

.10
.a;

eY
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Unit V.-Sampfle Test (Continued)

(a) Stripping hAulation (b) use to crimp terminals (c) cutting smdll bolts

Bending EMT

(a) Pulling wires or cables through EMT or pipe (b) pull cables up insulated
wolfs

12. (a) Cutting cables and conductors (b) cutting .screws (c) forming large
conductors (d) pulling and holding conductors

13. (a) Splicing conductors (b) splicing soldered conductors

14. (a) Measuring circuit voltages (b) measuring circuit resistance (c)Aecking
for circuit vo4a4e

True-False: If you believe the statement is true, circle "T". If you believe it is

false, circle "F".

T F ls. Single polo switches are used to. turn lights on and off in-one place.

T F 16. .Three-way switches are used to turn lights on' and off in two places,

r:

T F 17. Romex cables are available with two or three wires and a bare ground wire.

1 F IR. Flexible conduit-and rigid conduit is bent with a 1061 called a conduit bender,

T F 19. Only two large applia cesshould be on one circuit. Example: range, dr)cr a

dishwasher.

T F 20. Most electricai boxes ark nailed to the stud to hold them in dace.

104

176
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Unit V- Residential' electricity

Telt Key

D - 13,200V

.41A

s
2. C - 240V

3. .11 - Distribution panel

4. 0 - National Bleotricl Code

S. Long nose plicrf

6. C - Adjustable
N.tl

7. I Drill motor

8. F Ammeter

9. 1) Multi-purpose tool

7
10. G UMT bender

11. - Fish tape
-

12. A - Linemans pliers

AMNION.
13. E - Soldering gun (pencil)

'14. H - Volt ohmmeter
1-,t

40. r

15. Taus .41

16. True

17. True
14

18, False

.4

19. False

20. True

1i r

105 177
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Unit Vi- Direct Current Circuits
Sample Test

1, State Kirchoff's Current Law

2. State Kirchoff's Voltage Law

3, Define dielectric material

4. Name 4 types of capacitorsx

S. .00Sui pf

6. Define working voltage

7. Calculate the time constant of an R.C. circuit with a 1,2 uf., capacitor and
100KJI resistor.

Define series circuit

9. Calculate the total capacitance:

30Aa

10, Give the formula for equivalent res.istance in parallel.

Solve for each of the indicated quantities,

1.8 KA.
11.

12.

ER1

10 v

100.n.

E.
4

fk

\ 2,0v 4.reut,
"-4-

20A `P)1.70A":

106
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.

1a.

14.

INV

R(

PT

10)1-

47

To what ie R-e4ual. if the

voltmeter reads Ord
.. f

%.4

Determine the current through the 1(
ohm resistor, ,

17,
r.

-4-r" It
,', V,

1111 .

107

Whet is the current ii the circu;it
after

w
aft10 eeConds?

.7
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Unit VI--Direct current Circuits
Test Key

1. The Algebraic sum of the ourrenta entering a pode is zero.

2. The Algebraic sum of the voltages around'a loop equals zero.

3. Insulating material

4, Electrolytic, disc, polyester film, wax paper, mica, env.

5: 5.000 pf

6. The maximum safe voltage a capacitor may be charged to.

7. .12 aeNnds

8. Circuit with only one path

,9. 7.5 of

N. 1

q

'13.364v, 11K .h-

1

R2.

12- , 25.:3 MA, 031

13. 2-4 0.L. ,

44.
14- 17.33 z.

15. 1600 -..2

16. .368A'

17. 0 A

/

}AN

ift

.41

C:

108 ,

180
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Unit VIT--Magnotism
Sample Test --

pi 11 in the blanks-:

1. Lodestone Is an example of a natural

Man-made magnets are referred to as magnets.

3. The property that determines a material's magnetic characteristic is called

permanonee or

4. Permeability is defined as t'he ease with which a substanc6 will accept
lines.

J. Small groups of these atoms tend to form tiny permanent magnets called

6,. When current flows through a'itlre;
is devel9ped nrpund the wire.

a magnetic

7. Horseshoe shapes have an advantage over the bar shapes because the
are close together.

Answer the following questions:

8 What determines the polarity of'an erlectromagnet?

a \

9. What two factors determines the strIngth of a coiled conductor?

10. What kind of magnet results when low-carbon steel is used?

P.

4

J81
.109 .

A

e,

4
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Unit TITMagnetism
Test Key

1. Maihet

2. Artificial

Permeability

A.

S. Magnetic, domatns

6. . Filed

7.

I.

S'
x.

.8. The direction of ,current now 1
, MI

%- \ A
?

9.'. The amount of current flowing in the coil and -the,number of -turnitf wire
,

4N: t
10. Temporary magnet

ti

f
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Unit. VIVIElectronic Test EquipMent
SaMple Test

- v k.

1. The pdrmanent Maittlet' moving coil meter is the typo used in most general
purpose; "moteft,:'"rhis tylie 9f !Moment is oft9n called

_ VNICUP011..01.0T

-filovement.

A. taut-band
B. ;iron warm
C. 'd/Arsonvit.

D. EloctreOnamometer A

a.
"

Al voltAge. measuromontw axe made with the motor in
. with tl-;e-ol,cult.,

14,

11:110 purpose of the zero-adjustment on thy othmmpter Is to comp-enl,mte for
changes In

,

4." ..Bofore M circuit Way be tested with an ohmmeter, the
mu01JaptLI . ,

, ..

5: 1111-en...th voltmeter,
v

al ter, and 6fimmeter.are combined into a sngle 'unit;

) .

_ ...........4

o a I.
\*the unit is calla a

-
. , . .--

.'N

.. .

A motor which conVe-rti.heat to.olectritity to Ative a d'ATrsonval movement is

called a k ,,*
' 4... .

s
s

0,"

7.- When convertinCanalog to digital, the single sibP-'Mothodiias hotter
resolution.and accuracy than the dual.,slope -mothedi True or False

Tcymeasure larger, current values with a.,, digital meter, 0o-resistance in
the motor 4.incroased/decreased.

,.0,

. .

10.)batt. is the mast= Opular type of display used An's digital:meter?

A. d'Arsonval
B. Liqu,id crystal display
C. Electrostatic

Light emitting diode

10. Asplay,whfclijs brighter than
candescent 1's the r

,

the LED but not 4* bllght as the th-
, .

. *.. -, ,,,.,' ,'.,1

11. The liquid crystal display uses mord/less power, than kny'other'drtPlay,
t .

.

12: A .t-digit meter has a maximum range OK-
-0,

.

A. 99V
B. 999v
C. 9909V,
D. 99999V

s
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Unit VIII--Sample Test (Continued)

13. The Heart of any of is the
S. .

14, What are the two methods for electron beam Afloction. in the CRT?

and

15. '.Thy should thu beam keep. moving across the CRT screen?

16. The triggering in the oscilloscope helps to
tile display on the screop.

1/. Oscilloscope voltage measurements are:

4

r;.

t.,

A. peak-t.o-peak
B'. RMS
C. average
D. AC only.

Which of the'-,f el1owinn statements is true concerning 'transisvir testers?

A. Leakage c be suced in the circuit, while beta must betmeasured
of Ow circu t.

B. Beta can be measured in the circuit, while leakage, must be meastired out
of the circuit.-\ .

C. I akage and beta can be measured,in the cirouit,
D. glithprlsakage nor beta can be measured in the circuit.

19, A power supply in an oscilloscope must

A. Qnly produce a number of yoUsges
8. be able to produce a variety of vobtages

- be, wet] regulated

'D. all of 04 :above,
,0

20. A delayed sweep:-

A. ip tided in. place of a magnifier
.

B. 'is ttenormarsweep
4 C-alithas a.teparate.timo'base

0.1'ell of the-above, ..

4.

'

. t

*;-7,"7-72414-



1.

2.

3.

4.

Unit VIIIElectronlc Te'st EquipAnt

Test Key

C

parallel

battery voltage

power; removed

S. VOM; multimeter

6. , thermocouple

7. talse

8. decreased

0. LCD

10. gas discharge

_an 11. less

12. B

13. cathode ray tube

'14. electromagnetic, electrostatic

15. .
because the-,phosphor will by.rn

16. stabilize

17. A

18. B

19. D

20. D
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Unit IX--ACircui-0
Semple Test

IdentIty,4404 ef 6$10wing wavefotmi

. .

2. 3.

i. Ifs sind wn've has a peak voltage of 121I, what is its RMS value?
A.,

S. What is the period pf a ISO MU signal?

.6= Why do laqd motors and heating,ulgt.S:uie-throo-phase alternating currenpt

7. Opposition to altepating ,urrent produced by ideal capacitors or inductors
is called

8. Impedance is the combined pposition of'

.9. Impedance is measured In

of a alrcult,

10. Throe losses of power in a transformer oro
, and

and

. .

11, A connection to, the secondary of.a transformer i 4ca1'led a
. ,

12. Define electrical isolation.

3/

13. Power factor is the ratio of
in an ac

14. :Calculate the resonant frequency-, of a circuit that -containe,INi m91 of inductance
4 and 6.25',pf of-capacitance?.

.
,

to

Solve for the indicated quantities:

Primary. = 100 turns
Secondary ,t'WO tUrns

Secondary .

Polder into PriMary +



Unit IXSample Test (Continued)

'trerr

ISQA
16.

zoo

17.. 1-7 .111

1040h

J

R.: 100/1..

Rt

, Identify the circuit diagram below.

19_

20.

f.

.")

O

0

A-

.1., 115

-v-eri

Find:

Thase angle

1

z

187



Unit TX--AC Circuits
Test Koy

1. Sine wave

2. sawtooth or ramp :wave

3. square w4vo -

4. 8.484

5, 6.67 U. seconds A

1 {.' ,
.;.

.4; constant pouior , '

7. roactano ;

4:
8. resistance; roattanco

9.. ohms

hysterysi,s, ow currents, resisfance

,J1. tap

12. physicol,separation of twocircuita.

1,'5v:tr40'11)010:11';' 4PPO.Yent poWar

14: 1.59 MHZ

A, 281, 250 W

16. 2$0.1r

,17. 66

18.. "High ptass

J9, Low pass

20, liafid tejoet.

4

1'4

3

IR

A

4

.1

11

-3
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Unit XSomiconductor Fundamentals
Bample Test

1. Atoms held together within a pure sonilconductor a e held together

A. by pOsltive and negative charges
B. in random manner
C. by covalent bonds
'D. like the atoms within a conductor

2. Current flow in t.semiconductor consists of

A. holes only.
B. ions
C. electrons only
D. electrons and hales

3. Which of the following is not a benefit of semiconductor devices?

A. Higher reliability
g. Lower cost
C. Smaller size, less weight
D. Iligher operating voltages
E. Less power consumption

4. What type of semiconductor material utilizes electrons as majority carriers?

A. P-type
B. N-type
C. TrivalentL,_

J. Both germanium grid silicon materia are made up of atoms that have four
electrons in their 'outer shell. These electrons are referred to as

I

electrons.

6. The basic function of a semiconductor device in an electronic circuit is to

A. control current dr voltage
replace vacuum tubes
simplify design

op

7. When an-electron breaks away from a covalent bond, a hole is created. True or False.

A. The resistance of a semiconductor as the temperature decreases.
4

9. tAiesemiconductor at high temperatures will function as a

10. The two must used materials in making semiconductor electronic components are
and1.-

117

1

189
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Unit-X--Sowtoonduotor Puhdamentals
Test Key

1. C

2. t

3. 0

4. B

S. Valance

6. A

7, True

8. Increases

9, Conductor

10. -Silicon and germanium,

9.

.1

I

118
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Unit XIElectronic Devices
Sample Test

1 If a positive voltage is applied to the anode of a diode it is snid to be in
the

2. The white,bnd marks the

3. The three basic bi-polar transistor circuits are

condition.

4. Define) cutoff,

40

of the diode.

5. A thyristor used to control alternating eurreals called the

' 6. Name three case styles P6r integrated circuits.

7. A'cliode that has a controlled avalanche breakdown voltage that can be used as

a regulator is the. diode.

8 Light emitting diodes produce light in the

bias condition.

9. 'he terminals of a field effect transistor are,the
, and

10. A deNrice whos; resistance detreases with light' intensity

11 A device used

is called a

no-ease voltage without a transformer is called a

12. An increase r the'amplitt e of a'signal is

True-False:

T F 13.

11 r 14.

T F, 15.

I F 16.

Light omi ting.diodes produce light by getting hot-,

Integrated circuits are used for digital and analog signals.

The bias n r1. transistor. if its operating point,
.

Transistors can be used to operate a relay from a small input signal.
i4

T. F 17. The silico -contiolltd rectifiser is it Iii - directional device.'

I F 18. A full wilvd, bridgeirectifl can be packaged as a singlo.mnit.

'I' P 19. Some op-amps require both pdsitive and negative voltage supplies.

I F 20. Capacitor coupling Is used to block 'excessive currents from 'the previous

119

9
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Unit u--bilaronic Devices
Test key re

1. Forward bias

1 cathodes

3. common base, common collector, .coMmon emitter

4. the rhe bias point at which a tansistor no longer Pconduc

S. TRIAC

6. .Can, DIP,\flatpack

4

T1"

7'. Zeiler

8: Forward

gate, source, drain

10. photoconductivd cell

11. voltage multiplier

12. gain

13. false

14, _tX112.,

IS. true

16. true
s

'17. false

true

4

20, true'

R

*

a

4,



Unit X1J--Circuit Fabrication,
Sample Test

\ ;
,

1 What type of pc board matorial is, used whore dimensional stabil ty is not
a concern?

A. Epoxy glass .

B. Polyester glass
C. Epoxy paper
D. 'Phonollepapor

Copper. foil is dosignatedby the-weight of the copper onthe surface; the
term "ounce" indicates

A. ouicos per square inch
B. ounces per.square.4ioot

C. ounces per square meter
D ounces per square. centimeter

"2

3:

4.711.

If ,au are wing a one ounce copper elad board whqt would be the copper surface
thi kne'ss?

A. .001

ES .002

C. '4,003

D. .004

4. Epoxy glass boards have. approximately times the flexural

'strengNof phonqlic-paper boards.,

A. 2

B. 4

C. 8

D. 16

5. Which of the following PC board's would be the most expensive to purchmse?.

A. Phenolic paper, one ounce single -sided board
B- Epoxy glass, one ounce single-sided board
C. Phenolic paper, one ounce single-sided, sensitized
D. Epoxy glass, one ounce double-sided board, sensitized.

6. The chemical process used to remove unwanted copper from a PC board during
N. the substractive process is called:

._,A .
.

A. laminating
B. etching 'MP'
C. plating 4

D. routing

7. Componppt leads usually require,relatiNcely small mounting holes, however on over-

sized boles, especially those inch and larger, you should

A. increase the drill 'rpm

B. eiert.greater'teed pressure
C.e- 14e a,countersink
D: drill a smaller pilot hole first

v

121
AA
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Unit XJI -- Sample Test (Continued)

8. The entire process of printed circuit board design starts with a basic
document which is the

A. master pattern
B. schematic diagram
C. block diagra0
D. photo'mask

9. What would be the most accurate aid
.

A. Reset ink pen
B. Rub-on transfer pads
C. Layout dolls
D. Crepe ;art tape

10. 'Before dilect pattern artwork
must be

A.

B.

C.

D.

etched
resist- coated

free of grease, dirt
exposed to light

11. When expoinglr positive
light must be used.

A.

B.

C.

subdued incandescent
incandescesf
infrared 4/

D. ultraviolet

for use in positioning

can be prepAred on a

and fingerprints

r.

full-size'IC pad?

circuit board, the board

Hype ,photo - sensitised circuif board,

I

' '-'""

12. Majorcircuittdefects-after etching, such as .edge definition; pitting, and
voids,can be caused by

A. poor adhesion of artwork
B. dirty hopper surface
C. improper board preparation
D. all of the above. A

13. What is the Safest etchant to make a printed circuit board?

A. ammonium Rersulfite
B. ferric chloride ,

C. cupric chloride
D. hydrochloric acid

14. What axle the two methods of bilge transfer .suitaAe for producing several
identical circuit board patterns from a single piece of art work?

Zi

A.

B.

C,

screen printing and direct pattern
screen printing and,\photoresist
direct etch and dirett pattern
direct' pattern°and photoresist

--7,tM:11-7

4

122
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Unit )II--Snmple Test (Continued)

-

IS, When working with etchant cheinicals in the. shop, which of the following
should you do for safety's sake?

A. 'stir etchAts with kitchen utensils
B. pout etchants in aluminum trays for mixing
C. dispose'of the contents after use
D. dispose of etchants in the sink

A

16. Name three tools which can be used for,cutting PC boards..

1.

2.

, 3.

A

I

, 17. A cutting tool used.to chip off the excess length of component leads is
called 'cutters.

-18. Of the four common,drill bit sizes listed below, which .one has the smallest diameter?

A. 1/16 inch
B. No: 55
C. No. 60
D. No. 65.

19. Of the following, which composition of solder for electronic work would work best?

A. Lead: nickel, and resin flux
B: Nickel, tin, and resin flux
C. Tin, lead, and resin flux
D. -Tin, lead and acid flux

20. A good-solder joint will appear

A. (N1
B. .rough
C. shiny
D. white

./W

123
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Unit 'XIII--IntrodudtiOn to Computer Literacy
Sample Test

vt

.

1. What is the difference between a microprocessor arld. a microcomputdr?

2. VLSI chips ccitain at least

A. 50

B. SOO

C, 5,000
D. 50,000

transistors.

3. With what invention could mathematical thanipulatipns be done electronically
rather than mechanically by DeForet in 1.906 ?'

4. Memory that can be read or written by any selected random address is called

A. ROM
B: RAM
C. PROM /

D. EPROM
4

.

5. A term used in referring to groups obinary digits is called

A. nibble
B. CPU

C. Byte
D. bit

6.. What is the smallest wit of Information in a digital computer?
,

A. Bit

B. Byte
C. Nibble
D. RAM

." 4'

7. Scientists were first to develop what programming language?

A. Cobol
B. Basic '

C. Fortran
D. Assembler

8. A program which is normally prepared in typed form on paper and not designed

into the circuitry is logically called

9. 'Prior to magnetic dies what type of magnetic memory was available?

A. Punch card
_B. Magnetic tape
C. Paper tape
D. All of the above

. I

125196'
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Unit XIII--Sample Test (Continued)

MP

re

10. A device which contains arithmetic lOgit and.6ntrol units in a single package

7.

is called a

A. microprocessor
B. programmable. ROM
C. main frame
D. power supply

a

a

4

J
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fU;it KrI--Introduettiaito Computer Literacy
Test Key

1. A microcompaer is a system containinga microProcessor\'

2 D

3, Triode vacuum tube,

1

6. A ,

7.. Fortran

8. Software

9. B

10. A

ti

1

Ci

O
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Unit XIV---Robotics! An Introduction for Your ClassrOom
Sample;T6tt

1. The word robot was first used by Czech novelist, essayist, and dramatist
in 1921. A

2. In what operation in manufactnrinkt assembly do robots play the biggest part?

3. What industl-y uses the most industrIllirobots?

, 4

4. What are at least two classes or types of robots?

t5.s,t The hid or gripping device is *Usually attached to the. end of the robot'S"

6. The majority of the industrial robots are stationary? Tri or False

7. All4robots cpnstst of two major component systems. They are the the control

system and the

A. 'programmable memory
B. stepper motors
C. X F Y limit switches
D. manipulators.

8. Kist at 17st three ways a rot can rasp or otIlerwise ha e a job.

9.

1:
2

3.

The shape ofthe work envelope for a robot 'Is determined almost entirely by what

three majOr axes?

1.

2.

3.

10. Name'dt least five possible robotic applications for the industrial arts

classroom:

3.

4.

5.

d
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Unit XIV--Robotics: An Introduction for Your Classroom
Test K;y

1. , Karl tapeic

2 welding

3. j automobi le
A

4. non-servo controlled, servo controlled and remote controlled

5. manipulator

6. . true

7. D

8, Mechanical grippers, hooking on to a part, scooping or ladling, electromagnets,
Vacuum cups,, quick disconnect bayonet soatts

9. 1. jointed arm
2. spheriial coordinate Ir

3. cylindrical coordinate configutations.

41,

, - 1 c .

10. spot welding, arc welding,.eleetronie component assembly, machine loading and
7milr,

unloading, material handling, assembly and quality control, research and,developmeWO
:,

metal casting, using wax instead of molten metal. . 4

,

"No
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.Unit XV--Industrial Elecilicity/Eletronics
Sample Test

re .

1. Explain how electricity is produced in an AC generator. -

2. Define countei EMF and explain importance to the operation of electric
gmotors. I

3. Name four pieces of informatiOn found on motor name plates.
*

4. Name fom"types of AC motors.

5. -Explain how heat is generated in spot welding.

6. List three uses (besides welding) for resistance heating.

True-False:

T F 7. Electricity can'produce chemical reactions.

T F 8. Aluminum i§ refined by an electrolysis reaction.

T F 9. Oxygen can be separated from water by electricity.

T F 10. High frequency radio waves. (microwaves) can be used to produce heat_

4
T F 11. Incandescent lights produce light by producing an arc in agas.

I

T F 12. The speed of an AC motor is related to the voltage.

T F 13. Generators lose power.
;

°T F 14. Copper can be electrically plated to other metals.

T F 15. Chlorine gas is produqmd by electrolysis of salt.

r

1
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Unit XV,7-Indultrial Efectricity?ElectrOnics
Test Key

1 As the armatuce revolves through tiheMagne4 field, current is induced in the
'wire, The pOlarity and amplitude are dependent on speed, and angle of armature.

.
. -

. ,

2. Counter EMF Is a voltage produced by a motor that opposes the applied voltage.

Counter EMF limits the curtent ingrhe motor to.safe levels.

3.. Br -and; speed,, horsepower, voltage,: current, cycle, phase, et al

4. Hysteresis, split phase, three phase, repulsion Induction, shaded pole

5. As current passes through the weld the resistance of the junction of the dissimilar
metals produces heat.

Incandescent lamps,*arc lamps, radiant heating, infrared heating

7. True

8. True

9. True

Al
10. True

11. :False

12. 'False

13. True

14. True

15. True

-V

0-

a
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APPENDIX 2'

TOOL LIST

4
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. Hand Tools (Continued)

gic probe
Magnet, Bar
Magnet, Horseshoe

M9ter, AmMet0
-Mcter, Oalvanoment
Meter, Inductance
Meter, Volt-ohm (multi-range)
Meter, VTVM:pr Electronic
'Neon Test Light
Nibbler, Hand operated
Oiler, Bench
Oilstone, Combination, India
Oilstone, Combination, Silicon carbide
Oscilloscope-15MHZ, Single tract
Oscilloscope-50MHZ, Mal trace
Pipe Cutter
Pipe Reamer
Pliers, Combination (6")
Pliers, Duckbill
Pliers, Diagonal cutting.
Pliers, Needle nose
Pliers, Side-cutting
Pliers locking jaw
Power supply
Press, Drill
Punch, Center (set)
Punch, Chassis (round set)
Punch, Chassis (square set)
Punch, Pin-(set)

t Punch, Whitney hand
Reamer, Electrician's hand
Resistor, Substitution Box
Rule, Steel (12 ")

Rule, Folding
Saw, Coping
Saw, Hack-(hand)
Saw, Hand, Crosscut.
Saw, Reciprocal -

,SQissors
ScrewdrIver, Insulated .(set)
Screwdrive, Phillipf(set)
Screwdriver, Retainin8 type
S ar, Squaring foot '
Sh p'face

"Signal Traco

SOP, Ay,140,913.(,left).'`
Snip, Aviation (right)
snipA, Tinner's, Straight (#8)
Soldering Copper, Electric pencil
Soldering Pencil--controlled heat ground tip

\ t t
tP40

C'7 t ,-.1r-I;VerlItStleAdiAlk,r4;41M
41"f.\;
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-Hand Topls (Continued)

Soldering Gun, Electric it

Square, Combination
Square, Steel Framing
Square, Try (6")
Strip Hddter--Plastic
Ta andjlle, NC (U.S. standard) (set)

TapNnnd Die, NF (S.A.E.) (set)
-Tap a eDie, Pipe (set)
Tester, Transistor `--

Tester; Tube
Tray--Plastic,-Acid Resistant

1

Welder; Spot

Wire Wrapping tools--Hand
Wrench, Adjustable end (6")
Wrench, Allen key (hex) (set)
Wrench, Nutdriver (set)
Wrench, Open end (set)
Wrench, Socket (3/8") drive) (set)
-VI-se, Circuit Board.

a
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APPENDIX 3

t FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
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Fife Extinguisher

',":771701,14i

Each fire extinguisher'bears a letter (which nsuallythas a metallic
or green background) which indicates whati.class of fire the. extinguisher will
successfully put aut. Water types of extinguishers,-wbich are effective for Class
A fires, can be of several kinds: stored pressure, cartridge operated, water
pump tank, and soda acid.

I .

Foam extinguishers are successful for Clqss A and B fires, while carbcm
dioxide and sodium and potassium bicarbonate (try chemical extinguishers are
effective for-only Class B and C fires. Multipurpose ABC dry chemical extin-
guishers, in either stored pressure or cartridge operated types, work for A, B,
or C "lasses of fires. Class D fires should only be fought with special extinguishing.
agents approved by recognized testing laboratories (seg chart on the following
page).

of,

If clothing should catch on fire, avoid panic. The flames should be smothered
by wrapping in a blanket or coat, or by rolling on the floor or ground.

4

Fire Prevention

1. 1 Do not overload electrical circuits.
*4

2. Do not use frayed oK defectis:re electrical cords.

3. Do' not allow any electridal r epairs to be madi by the students unless
they are supervised by the instuctor.

4. Do not use gasoline for anything except to run an'engine.

5.. Do not prime the engine with gasoline while it is runfiing-

6. Do not weld near gas tanks, fuel lines, or any combustible materials.

7. Retain gasoline' and stare its in a safety can only.-.

8. If a fire should occur, use the proper exttnguiSherd see`chart on the

following page).
1

A. Carbon dioxide: all electrical equipment

B. Foam: oiks, gelioline, grease, or paint r

C. Soda-acid: wood, cloth, paper or rubbish

D. Vaporizing liquids: general purpose

.4

4

4'. If a -fire cannot be readily extinguished, keep calial, evacuate the shop

immediatelvand turn in an alarm.

ti

4
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KNOW .YOUR FIRE EXTINGUIS'ElpS

O
l li01(940 5

A
.

t>
l.:+. V

.

WATER TYPE FOAM
CARBON
DIOXIDE

. .
DRY CHIMKAL

SODIUM OR POTASSIUM I Mtn TT- PURPO SE
BICARBONATE ABC,

,:i y,t.
".,..,

STORED
PRESSURE

CARTRIDGE
OPERATED

:

-,,..

1- .4

.
li..1:11i'
1121

1 Mt:O..
I kr. 0

-WATER PUMP
TANK

,

, deb \

711
'7:.-;:r

i tisl,
erro. .,...1.,.....04,

I I

SODA ICIO

. ( ..

1,1:. --.
fir
FOAM CO 2

,

k.."...;,..:.,..?.,:::4,1,,,

!4:21
li

i

CARTRIDGE
OPERATED

.

STORED
PRESSURE

5

STORED
PRESSURE ,-,-OPE

i

,1

INI
. ..., ..
. 151/ I
,t; .4

4 it

CARTRIDGE
Ri\TED

Adte.

.

.
CUSS A .,ir ORDINARY

FIRES X AwpOD. PAPER'. TRASH YES
I

..

'YES
OBSOLETE OBSOLETE

mem
YOUR FIRE

EIMAGUISINIO
CAPAINUT/

ma Fill %
N kTRAIW111

MAW MICE

.

..

'

,

OBSOLETE
UPDATE

TOUR FIRE
EKTINGGISNIN
CAPHALITI
-- ASS .FOA
c IpAst-au
MAW. mom

,,

NO
(GUI:WILL

CONTROL SMALL
'SURFACE FIRES/

IGUT
CONVOL
SURFACE

.

WILL
SMALL
FIRES)

NO,
. (BUT WILL

CONTROLS MALL
SURFACE PIMP/

YES'
...

Y-ES
.ifHAVING GLOWING USERS cOleigsl'H I!

CUSS I naitwAste

FIRES '1,

FL AMHARA& LIOUIDS.
GASCILINE, 011...PAINTS.

GREASE. ETC. . .

..,NO
row

IOUR FIRE
!KINGMAN
CAPIUMUIT

ASK FOE
'WAWA

i

I

t

YES y ES'. YES YES YES

ASS' C
wawa&

PIPES

ELECTRICAL EOUIMENT 1'.

NO
WWI" MCI

, NO YES _YES YES YES YES,-
-124?-!---""

CLASS D
cos smut

FIRES

CONGUITHILE METALS WAS

SPECIAL EXTINGUISHING AGENTS APPROVED
.

BY RECOGNIZED
I

4

,
1

TESTING LABORATORIES
I

, ,

METHOD OF OPERATION

s

PULL PIN-
soul EU
HANDLE-

v

OBSOLETE

PUMP H. AHErLE

--- ---j
, .

.
OBSOLETE , OBSOLETE

PULL PIN.-
IcAluil

LEVER

.

- RUPTURE
CARTRIDGE-

mut au LIVER

ra.a. PIN
MULE gi
HANDLE

. PULL PIN -
, WWII ZE
.' HANDLE

RUPTURE .

C ARTII root-
/PM lit' LIVER

301,- 40'
. UPDATE
YOUR FIN

EXTINGUISHING

30'- 40' UPOATE

TOUR , FINE
ETRANISIKIIG

UPDATE

TOUR FIRE
EKTINOUISNAS

3' - II' S'- 20' 1 s' - 20' S' --49' 51.- 20'
RANGE

I,

MAINTENANCE

, \

CHECK. AIR
PRESSURE

GAUGE
MONTHLY

CAPANUTY
ASA FOA

"TMOE
Wiwi. PRICE

,-

,

DISCHARGE
AND FILL.

WITH WATER
ANNUALLY

.

CP.PAMUTT
AU FOR

4;ATIWITICIN
c, Tr. "

.

-

COMM
AU 100

"TRADE111wow. pma WEIGH SEMI-
ANNUALLY

WEIGH GAS
CARTRIDGE.

CHECK
CONDITION OF
DRY CHEMICAL

ANNUALLY

CHECK
PRESSURE

GAUGE AND
CONDITION OF
DRY CHEMICAL

ANN/ALLY

CHECK
PRESSURE...

GAUGE AND
CCINDITKIN OF
DRCHEMICAL

ANNUALLY

WEIGH GAS
CARTRIDGE.

CHECK
CONDITION Of

.DRY CHEMICAL
ANNUALLY

NOTES:
Class D Fires, - In hot metal-areas which may use magp4sium, titanium, zirconium, and sodium, one
must provide Type extinguishers or D rated-dry chemical available for use on metal fires.
It is important to use E hO corre'c t extingui,gher on:the ''proper -class ,of

.

.4
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APPENDIX 4
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SAFETY RECORDKEEPING
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Safety Recoidkeeping

One of the primary reasons for keeping health and safety records4is -to
focus attention on problem areas sp;that corrective measures can be taken.
The evaluation of accidents that hive occurred, using a specifiC form like the
one presented in this section, requires that the instructor look for, causes
and. make plans to correct Altirprollems which may be present. Good safety recovi-
keeping in this area also prbvides1Abasis-for evaluating the safety program it
use and initiating needed changes in proceduresjor facilities.

Safety records may -also help to protect the instructor and Or institution
in the revent of lawSuilts. Although parental perission.forms, safety tests,
4nd safety instruction rec(6rds do not provide a complete defense against such
actions, they do tend to show the instructor was acting-in "good faith" and may
be construed as a partial .e!xi.se in some courts.

A -Sample record forms, both a school's recordg and an instructor's records,
N'athpresented at the end.of this unit. They may lA reproduced or modified to fit
the needs of a particular teacher or institution. The purpose or use of these
forms is outlined below. Also inclUded arecopies.of OSHA forms #100, #101, and
#102, requited of43usinesses and institutions that are under OSHA provisions.

School Records.

1. Accident forms

II/0 A. Accident reports should be made out.as soon as possible .after an
accident has occurred. Copies of the reports should be retained in
the instructor's file. Additional copies should be filed in the
appropriate administrative offices.

B. A variety_of accident report forms are available; however, they should
all contain the following information when completed-

\

1. What was the nature of the accident? What were the circumstances
'leading bp to the accident? What was the nature of the injuries
or damage? What were the persons involved doing? 'Mat unsafe act
or acts were committed? What were the direct or indirect causes?
What machine, tool, substance, or object was most closely connected
with the accident? What corrective action is indicated?

2. Who was injured or nearly Injured?. Who were the participants
in'the accident? Who committed the unsafe act? Who were the
witnesses? Who administered first aid to the injured? Who

.,_completed the accident report? '.

ir

3. Where did the accident occur? Where was the instructor at
the time of the accident? Where was the injured person' with
respect to the machine, tool, substance, object, or person
most .closely associated with Accident? .

1?'-rn:-`

47{.0.;', s, t.'
.

. .
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I.

IV. ,Hazirdous Conditions Reports 4,

Any potential flealth or safety hazard should be reported in writing. Reports

shouldA9-e kept on file, noting the action that kas been taken to alleviate

the hazardous condifOn.

OSHA Records

Records required by'the Federal OccUpitional Safety and Health Act are included

here to provide administrators and instructorsqi guide for some other types of records.

I. Form #100 Log of Occupational.Injuries and Illnesses

II. Form #101 Supplementary Record of Oceupational'Injuries and Illnesses

III. Form #102 Summary of Occupational Injuries and Illnesses for Calendar Years

A

4
142
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(
1. --NAme:

School:

/

Time accident occurred: Ho

II

r

.1.. Place of Accident:/School Building

Hom(!E]

3.

O

.STANDARD STUDENT ACCIDENT REPORT-FORM
Part A. Information on ALL Accidents

Home Address:

Sex: MO FO Age Grade or classification:

A.M. P.M. Date:

School Grounds To or from SchoolO

Elsewhere°
.

Abrasion Fracture DESCRIPTION OF THE ACCftENT

How did accident happen? hhat was student Joint :? Where
was student? List specifically unsafe acts and'unsafe
conditions existing. Specify any tool, machine or.equip-
ment involved.

Amputation Lacerdtion

Asphyxiation Poems ping

Bite TrUncture

Bruise Scalds

Burn Scratches

Concussion Shock (éigt)

Cut -
Wislocation

Sprain

Other (specify)

.

n.

C.2

Abdomen Foot°

Ankle Hand

Arm Head
Back Knee

Chest Leg

Far Mouth
Elbow Nose
Eyes Scalp
Face Tooth
Finger Wrist
Other (specify)

6. Degree of Injury: Death [l Permanent Impairment Temporary Disability° NondisablingC)

7. Total number of days lost from school: (To be filled in when student returns to school)

-Part-B: -Additional-jnformati

8. Teacher in charge when accident occ

Present at scene of accident: No

on School Jurisdittlon-Actidents
it

d (enter name)

Yes

z0

First-aid treatment
Sent to ichbol nurse
Sent home
Sent to physician

Sent to hospital

By (name):
By (name):
By (name):
By (we):

Physician's Name:
By (name):

Name of Hospital

10. Was a parent or other individual notified?
Name of parent notified
By whom? (enter name)

1. Witnesses: 1. Name
2. Name

No Yes When How

Address
Address

Page 1 of 2
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Specify
Activiy

Athletic field Lockgr
Auditorium I Pool

Cafeteria Sch: grounds
Classroom 0 .shop,
Corridor Stowers
Dressing room Stairs
Gymnas,ium Toilets &
Home Econ. washrooms
Laboratories Other (specify)

fY

jNctivity

Remarks
What recommendations do you have fo
preventing other accidents o1 this.

type?

Signed: Principal Teacher
4

CAUSE: Unsafe Acts (mark basic cause) Unsafe conditions (mark, contributing causc,if :gin`,

inadequately guarded
defe4ive tools, equipment or substa /ce

1. .0oPerating withoUt authority
Ooperjting at unsafe speed 11.

3. making safety device inoperative 12.

4. using unsafe equipment or equip- 13.

[]meat unsafely 14.

5. unsafe loading, placing, mixing 15.

67 taking unsafe position 1.6.

working on moving or dangerous
equipment

17.

8. distraction, teasing, horseplay
9. failure to use personal protective`

devices
why %,as the unsafe act committed?

Ohaiardons arrangement
unsafe illumination
unsafe ventilation
unsafe clothing
Euhguarded
[]unsafe design or construction

Why did the unsafe condition exist?

GUMES TO CORRECTIVE ACTION:

Unsafe Act N
I. 'Stop

- -2. -S-tndy

3. Instruct (tell- - show - ;try -- check)

4. Train
S. aintain discipline

Unsafe Condition

1. RemoVe
2. Guard
3. Warn

If supervisor can't

4. Recommend for (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

handle, then
own supervisor, or
other supervisors, or
safety committee, or
maintenance dept., or

S. Follow up

Based on the cause checked above, indicate below the' corrective action you are taking.

What have you done to prevent similar injuries?

144
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110
School

Address

Members Present:

'

MINUTES OF SAFETY COMMITTEE MEETING

Date S.

Time Meeting Opened

Absent:
ft

minutes of previous meeting' dated

Comments:

r

were read.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS AND OLD RECOMMENDATIONS, BY NUMBER ONLY,N01:DISPOSED4F:

RECOMMENDATIONS COMPLETED SINCE LAST MEETING: (Record by recommendation number only)

NEW BUSINESS:

Inspection reports were reviewed and discussed.

NEU RECOMMENDATIONS: (Number consecutively from previous recommendations and describe.)

REMARKS: The following accidents which occurred since the last meeting were' discussed:

Date of Injury Employee Cause Recommendations

OTHER COMMITTEE REMARKS,:

Are SafetY Posters being regularly received and posted?

Put additional remarks on the reverse side
Meeting adjourned Next meeting to be held

Secretary of Committee
ia;Ahv:ifia
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1

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF SAFETY INSTRUCTION AND, PLEDGE

I haye received the SAFETY 10tRUCTIONS regarding the operation of the following

power driven Machines. I fully understand the importance of theie rules-and regulations,

and I am fully aware that the violation of any one of them may endanger myself and others.

My instructor has demonstrated to me the proper methods of using each machine

Ikted blow and has pointed out the safety precautionl necessary to avoid injury.

have demonstrated my ability to use each machine listed' below in the presence

of my teacher. I, understand the safety precautions involv0 and I understand how to

ensure my safety through the proper use of the machines. I am confident that 1 can

operate these machines safely. When in doubt about the operation of any machine or

otherequipment, I,yiill consult the teacher before proceeding.

,(Flame of each machine to be written' in by the pupil after He/she has passed the

safety test arid. c'e rated the ability to use it.)
O

.

NAME OF MACHINE DATE

.

STUDENT'S SIGNATURE TEACHER' INITIALS

,

.

MP

1

2

.

.
.

3

.

4

.

5

.

6

7 .

8. .

.

.

.

9

.

0

have passed'tfie tests covering safety in the shop and theuse of theabove-flisted

machines.

I promise to observe the SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS and to follow the instructions given-

in the demonstration. I may use the machines only after have been properly instructed.

'in their safe use, and I have received the apprcival of the teacher.

School

Date

S ilgned
pupil

Instructor

146 218
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SAMPLE PERMISSION FORM

(student's mime)
equipment in the

t

has our/my permission to operate the

laboratory

School. It is understood

that instruction in its safe operation will be given before he/she is allowed to

40,0
use any piece of equipment and tha e will be proWly supervised at all times:

4
\

.74

.

4.)'4,,.

In the case of In accident, iteis preferred that he/she be given treatment by:

)

Dr:

or

Our, home phone number is:

Our work phone number'is:

, -., g:
i her parent/guardian can be reached at' the above numbers, please notify:

.....----
, ,

. at
('responsible person)

Br e

Date:

Signed:

(telephone number)

(father/guardian)

4.1
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HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS REPORT-,

TO

(Building Administrator) (Position)

Description end Location of Health or' SafetyHazard

Suggested Solution

Distribution:

Action Taken

Teacher's signature

Original -
1st Copy
2nd Copy
3rd Copy

Building Administrator
Department Chairperson
Teacher Reporting Hazard
Parish Safety Officer

(School)'

"-`i

By Whom

22(),

148

, . ,

(Signature)

C-
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OSHA No. 101
Case or File No.

rsti c
11:13:iTZ' .11,!7;-%'N.

e;t:-

Form opprovfcl
OMB No. 44k 1453

Supplementary Record of. Occupational Injuries and Illnesses
EMPLOYER

1. Name
2. Mail address

(No. and street) (City or town) ' (State)
3. Location, if different from mail address

INJURED OR ILL EMPLOYEE
4. Name Social Security No.

t First name) (Middle name) (Last name)
Home address

(No. and street) (City or town) tStJte)
6. Age' 7. Sex: Male , (Check one)

8. Occupation
(Enter regular job title, not the specific activity he was performing at time of injury.)

9. Department
(Enter name of department or division in which the injured person is regularly employed, even
though he may have been temporarily working in another department at the time of injury.)

THE ACCIDENT OR EXPOSURE TO OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS
10. Place of accident or exposure

(No. and street) . (City or town) (State)
If accident or exposure occurred on employees premises, give address of plant or establishment in which
it occurred. Do not indicate department or division within the plant or establishment. If accident oc-
curred outside employer's premise' at an identifiable address, give that address. If it occurred on a pub-
lic highway or at-any other place which cannot be identified by number and street, please provide plice
references locating the place of injury as accurately as possible.

11. Was place of accident- or exposure on employer's premises? (Yes or No)

12. What was the employee doing when injured? .

(Be specific. If be was using tools or equipment or handling mitt Ital.

manse them and tell what he was doing with them.)

13. How did the ac*nt occur?
(Describe fully the events which resulted in the injury or occupational illness. Tell what

happened and how it happened. Name any, objects or substances involved and tell L they were involved. Give

full details on an factors which led or contributed to the accident. Use separate sheet for additional- spare.)

OCCUPATIONAL INJURLOINCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS
14. Describe the injury or illness in detail and indicate/the part of body affected.

(e.g.: amputation of right index finger

At second joint; fracture of ribs; lead poisoning; dermatitis of left hand, etc.)
15. Name the object or ubatance which directly injured the employee. (For example, the machine or thing

he struck against orlihich struck him; the vapor or poison he inhaled or swallowed; the chemical or ra-
diation which irritated his skin; or in cases of strainp, hernias, etc., the thing he was lifting, pulling, etc.)

16. Date of injury or initial diagnosis of occupational illness

17. Did employee die? (Yes or No)
OTHER

(Date) ,

18. Name and address of physician
19. If hospitalized, name and address of hospital

Date of report Prepared by
Official position

1.525
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SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF

OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES

AND ILLNESSES

To supplement the Log of Occupational 1114r4.! .1/terilLt,111.4W0 .OSHA NO. 1901, each rstabhsnment must
maintain a rIts!,41,91..,ese,h,rs*A1 114,3,40Rturt4CintAbjotry ,titt,RInfts,,,N941wwin's compenkation, murvice, try other
reptirts are acceptable as reccArd* if lkei-04,4slitijill. orare auPplemented to do so. if no suitable
report is made for other purposes, this .form tOSHA NO. 101, ). May be useel or the reicraaary facts can be listed on
J separate plain sheet of paper. These records must also be available in the establishment without delay And at
seasonable times for examipatiOn by reinese.nmktiyei of the Department of Labor and chi Department of Health
1.,ducgtioss and Welfare, seed States accorded itgi0istlr' under the Act. The records must be maintained for a
period of not less than Ave years foltoSiing the' per) of the calendar year to which they relate.

Stach Words must eRntijr1,10 Least. !)e,, fAkt°,01g

t) About the employername, mail address, and location if different from mail address.

2) About the injured or ill employeename, social security number, home address, age, set. occupation.
and department.

3) About the accident or exposure to occupOonfist iiiivessplice of accident or exposure, whether it was on
employer's premises, what the employee was Aping when injured, and, how the accident occurred.

4) About the occupational injury or illmetts--4 leseription .or the injury or illness, inoliVlia8 Part of body
affected; name of the object or.subitance which directly Injured the employee; and date of injury or diagnOsis

of illness.

5) Othername and address of phyaician; if hospitalised, name and address of hospital; date of report and
name and position of person prepOix there on, ;

SEE DEFINITIONS ON THE BA(IC :OF OSHA FORM 100.

152
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OSHA No 02

Establishment:
NAME
AI:PRESS

IComplete no later thaa out month aloe doss of (deader year. See heck of thi,
fosm for posung reguireassats and isolsyctiaos.

SUMMARY
OF

OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES AND ILLNESSES
FOR CALENDAR YEAR 19_

Form Approved

0Mb No 449 1-453

- -
Use previous edition of tint

I form for sumMarizing your
1 1974 cases. This edition is for
I summarizing your cases for
1 1975 and stbsequent years

INJURY AND
ILLNESS CATEGORY

TOTAL
CASES

NuMber et
entries In
COI. 7 of
the log.
IPIli

DEATHS

Number of
entries In
Col. arti
the lot

121 i

LOST WORKDAY CASES NONFATAL
CASES

WITHOUT
LOST

WORKDAYS

Number of
chocks In
Col. 10 of

the log
17)

TEHMINA.TIONS OR
-PE R M A

NENT
TRANS.
FERS

Number of
checks In
Col 11 of

the log .

la)

Total
Lost

INorkdey
Cases

.

Number of
Meeks In
CM. 9 of
the log.

(3)

COM
Involving

Days Away
From Work

.

Number of
swiss In
Col. 9A of

the log.
(4)

Days
Away From

work,
W

fkum of
entries In
Col. 9A of

the log.
(6)

Days of
Restricted

Work
Activity

Sum 9j
entries in
Col. 98 of

the log.
16)

CATEGORY

c
0
D
E

OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES 10

0
C
C
U
P
A

0
N
A
L

L

L
N

S
S
E
S

Occupetiorial Skin (basses
or Disorders 21

Dust Diseases of the Lungs 22

Respiratory Conditions Due
to Toxic Agents 23

Poisoning (Systemic Effects
of Toxic Materials)

,

Disorders Due to
Physical Agents

Disorders Associated
With Repeated Trauma

.

,

All Other Occupational
Illnesses

TOTALOCCUPATIONAL
ILLNESSES
(Sum of codes 21 through
coda 29)

TOTALOCCUPATIONAL
INJURIES AND ILLNESSES
(Sum of code 10 and code 30)

31

L
IiiThis -st NOT a report form. Keep it in the estab-

hmenl for 5 years.

tir;-;)7i
trA OkillOrt

V

I certify that this Summary of .Occupational Injuries and Illnesses

is true and complete, to the best of my knowledge.

Signature
Title
Date

153
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SUMMARY OF OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES AND ILLNESSES

employer who is subject to the recordlteeping retpairenteests,01 tea OccupetiOnst Safety end Health Act of 1970 must use this form to co:ti-
ptoe a annual summery of the occupational injury end illnoesexperiencoof the Amphorae. in each of his establishments within one month followint;\
tie end 1 each yaw.

POSTING REQUIREMENTS: A copy or copies of the summitry must be posted at eech establishment in the place or places where notices to em
ploy«, are customarily posted. This summary must be posted no Weer than February 1 and must remain on place until March 1.

INSTRUCTIONS for completing this form: All entries must be surninorteled from the log (OSHA No. 100) or its equivalent. Before proper rng
this summary. review the log to be sure that entries are correct end each case is Included in only one of the following classes deaths (date in co,urrin
8), lost workday cases Ichock in column 9). or nonfat*, cases withOut lost workdays ( in column 10). If en employee's loss of workdays is con.
!intone at the time the summary is being made, internees the number of future WOrkflesfiChtWile lose and add that *stomas* to the workdays he has al-
reedy lost and include this total In the summary. No further entries are to be made with respect to such cares in the next year's summary..

Occupational injuries and the seven categories of occupational illisesees are to be eunossorirod toparetely. Identify each case by the code it column
7 of the log of occupotonel injuries end illnesses.

The summary from the log re made as follows:

A. For occupotionel onlurler (identified by a code 10 in column 7 of the log form) make entries on the in for code 10 of this form
it

Colu n 1 -Total Case& Count tea number of *nukes which have e code 10 in column 7 of the log. Enter this total in column 1 of thus
f m. This is the total of occupational injuries for that year.

Column 2-0w4111. Count the number of entries (date of deeds) for occupotionet injuries in column 8 of the log.
Column 3-Total Lost Workday Cases. Count the number of chicks for occupational injurku in column 9 of the log.
Column 4-Cases Involving Days Amoy From Work. Count the number of entries for occupational injuries in column 9A of the log
Column 5-Pays Away From Work. Add the entries (total days away) for occupational injuries in column 9A of the log
Column 6 -Pays of Restricted Work Activity. Add the entries (total of such days) for occupational injuries in column 98 of the log
Column 7-Nonfatal Cases Without Lost Workdays_ Count the number of checks for occupational injuries in column 10 of the log.
Column 8- Terminations or Permanent Transfers. Count the number of chocks for occupational injuries on column 11 of thlog
CHECK: If the totals for code 10 have been entered correctly, the sum of columns 2, 3, and 7 wilt equal the number entered in column 1

B. Follow the same procedure for each Illness code, entering the totals on the appropriate line of this form.

C. Add the entries for codes 21 through 29 In each column for occupational illnesses and enter totals on the line for code 30.

0_ Add the entries for codes, 0 and 30 in such column and enter totals on the line for code 31.

CHECK: If the summary has been made correctly, the entry in column 1 of the total line (code 311 of this form will equal the total number

of cases on the log.

The person responsible for the preparation of the summery shelf certify that It Is true and complete by signing the statement on the form.

Use previous edition of this form for euntinariaing your 1974 cafes. This edition is for sununarizins your cases for 1975 and sub-

sequent years. Forms for the 1974 summary can be obtained from the appropriate State statistical grant agency (if there is one in

your Slate) or from the appropriate Anions' Office of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Addresses are in the booklet entitled Recurd

keeping Requirements under the Occupational Safety and Healtit'Act of 1970.

154 228
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MATH REVIEW
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MATH REVIEW

I. RoundingINumbers

1. What is 4386 rounded to the nearest ten?

a) 4280 b) 4380 c) 4390 d) 4400

2. What is 643,849 rounded to the nearest thousand?

a) 643,850 b) 643,800 c) 644,000 d) 640,000

3. What is 9,675,000 rounded to tlhe nearest hundred thousand?

a) 9,670,000 b) 9,675,000 c) 9,680,000 d) 9,700,000

II. Add and Subtract Integers

4. 4326 a) 22,833 b) 21,832 c) 21,742 d) 21,732
9857
2015

+5634

5. 3804 + 527 + 96 + 12,485

a) 16,912 b) 15,902 c) 15,911 d) 124,912

6. 512,705 a) 463,169 b) 473,177 c) 463,067 d) 463,077
-49,638

III. 71tiply and Divide Integers

7. 836. a) 56,044 b)

x79
65,044 c) 66,046 d) 66,044

8. 987 x 456

a) 440,172 b) 450,072 c) 450,182 d) 451,072

9. 6300 = 97 .=

a) 64 92/97 b) 65 95/97 c) 65 85/97 d) 66

,10. 1498 -1- 49 =

a) 3 28/49 b) 31 c) 32 30/49 d) 30 4/7

IV. Add and Subtract 'Fractions

11. 7 5/6
+2 3/6 a) '9 2/6 b) 10 1/3 ,c) 10 1/2 d) 10 8/6

12., 5'1/2 + 2 5/8 = 4111)

a) 9 1/8 b) 7 6/10 c) 8 9/3 d) 7 6/16

156 230



13. 17 3/8

12 7/8 a) 4

14. 9 2/3 5 1/4 =

a) 4 1/4 b)

V. Multiply Fractions

15. 5/6 x 426 =

6/8 b) 5 3/4 c) 4 1/2 d) 5.1/2

4 11/12 c) 3 5/12 d) 4 5/12

a) 71 b) 210 c) 355 d) 356

16. 3 3/5 x 8/9 =

a) 24/15 b) 3 24/45 c) 3 d) 3 1/5

17.

18.

12 x 8 3/4 =

a) 96 3/4 b) 105

8 2/5 x 6 2/3 =

a) 56 b) 48 4/15

VI. Divide Fractions

19. 15 = 9/10

a) 9 10/15

20. 6 2/3 4 =

a) 1 1/2 b) 1 1/2 c) 1 2/3 d) 1 3/4

c) 72 d) 100

c) 48 4/8 d) 46

b) 10 9/15 c) 13 1/2 d) 16 2/3

21. 8 2/3 i.,2/3 =

a) 8 b) 13 ) 16 2/3 d) 17 1/3

22. 3 3/8 -,7 2 1/4 =

a) 1 1/2 b) 1 3/4 c) 2 3/8 d) 6 3/32

VII. Convert Fractions and Decimals

23. Change 3/4 to a decimal.

a) 0.075 b) 0.75 c) 7,5 d) 75.0

24. Change 1/2 to ,a decimal.

a) 2.0 b) 0.02 c) 0.2 d) 0.5

25. Change 0.3 to a fraction in lowest terms.

a) 3/100 b) '1/3 c) 3/10 01,-3
ti
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1111 26. Change 0.07 to a fraction in lowest terms.

a) 7/100 b) 7/10 c) 1/7 d)' 7

VIII. Add and Subtract Decimals

27. 0.982 + 0.7 + 0.65 =

Eiy 1.054 'b) 1.117 c) 2.332 d) 9.117

28. 53.869 + 42.75 =

a) 95.944 b) 96.619 c) 58.144 d) 95.619

29. 0.071 - 0.06 -

a) 0.065 b) 0.067 c) 0.076 d) 0.011

30. 0.607 0.438 -

a) 0.231 b) 0.169 c) 0.179 d) 0.279

IX. Multiply Decimals

31. 0.695
x .86 a) 0.5977 b) 5.977 c) 59.77 d) 58,97

32. 0.67 x 0.48 =

a) 0.3226 b) 0.3216 c) 3.216 d) 32.16

33. 0.609. 3280-=

A) 2.3142 b) 0.23142 c) 2.31402 0.2314

34. 5.26
x3.5 a) 174.1 b) 184-.10 17.410 d) % 18-41

X. Divide Decimals

35. 25 /337E a) 0.23 b) 0.213 c) 2.013 d) 2.13

36. 8.001 :,-. 0.7 =

a) 1.143 b) 10.43 c) 11.43 d) 114,3

'37. 62.5 i 0.25 =
4

a) 25 b) 250 c) 205 d) 0.25

38. 2.193 i 0.215 =

a) 1.20 b) 12 c) 10.2 d) 102

158
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(1)

(2)

(t)

(5)

4

Using the Delta-Tee formulas to solve these problems:

8.1L

L

141E

\ 9.1 A_

10.11,

16 JL- 201-6

loR

24-A.

13.6

159

.67

233

R

7-77-7,0t4"
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35V

0
50

1T 2 Ct-

E.s

311 ,

60 /-
10 -11 15 J2

O- \rT

c
`> 4n_

5
6j2

e.

0

30 IL

5.2.

4 A.

20

7J2

R't=

Rt=

Rt=

Es=

25 - Rt=
k-

234

4 0 -

40./2-

40-f2-
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'NUMERATION

Rounding Numbers
Round numbers to any specific plate value through one million.

10,000,000 1,000,000 100,000 10,000 1,000 100 10 1

Answer These Questions:

1. What is 4386 rounded to the nearest ten?

A. 4280
B. 4380.
'C. 4390
D. 4400

z.

2. What is 643,849 rounded to the nearest thousand?

A. 643,850
B. 643,800

644,000
D. 640,000

3. What is 9,675,000 rounded to the nearest hundred thousand?

A. 9,670,000
B. 9,675,000
C. 91680,000
D. 9,700,000

161
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WHOLE NUMBER OPERATIONS

Add and subtract integers,

Solve These Problems:

4. 4326
9857
2015

+5634

5. 3804 + 527 + 96

6. 512,705
-49,638

A. 22,833
B. 21,832
C. 21,742
D. 21032

+ 12,485

A. 16,912
B. 15,902
C. 15,911
D. 124,912

A. 463,169
B. 473,177
C. 463,067
D. 463,077

Multiply and divide integers.

Solve These Problems:

7. 836
x79

A. 56,044
B. 65,044
C. 66,046
D. 66,044

236
.
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8. 987, x A56

A. 440,172
B. 450,972
C. 450,182
D. 451,072

9. 6300 97 =

A. 64 92/97
B. 65 95/97
C. 65 85/97
D. 66

10. 1498 7 49 =

A. 3 28/49
B. 31

C. 32 30/49
D. 30 4/7

FRACTIONS AND OPERATIONS

Add and subtract fractions.

Add mixed numbers with unlike denominators.

Subtract mixed numbers with like denominators. (regrouping)

citSubtract mixed numbers with unlike denomin tors. (noregrouping)

Solve These Problems:

11. 7

+2
5/6
3/6

A. 9 2/6
B. 10 1/3

C. 10 1/2

D. 10 8/6

12.' 5 1 2 + 2 5/8

A. 8 1/8

B. 7 6/10

C. 8 9/8

D. 7 6/16

-163
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13. 17

-12
3/8

7/8
aer

A.

ak

4-6/8
B. 5 3/4

C. 4 1/2

D. 5 1/2

14. 9 2/3 5 1/4 =

A. 4 1/4
B. 4 11/12

C. 3 5/12
D. 4 5/12

Multiply fractions.

Multiply a mixed number by a proper fraction.

Multiply a whole number by a mixed number.

Multiply two mixed numbers.

4

Solve These Problems:

15. 5/6 x 426 =

16. 3 3/5 x 8/9 =

17. 12 x 8 3/4 =

A. 71

B. 210

C. 355

D. 356

A. 24/15

B. 3 24/45
C. 3

D. 3 1/5

A. 96 3/4
B. 105

C. 72

D. 100

X164 .2
3 8
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18. 8 2/5 x 2/3 =

A. 56

B. 48 4/15
C. 48 4/8
D. 46

Divide Fractions.

Divide a whole number by a proper fraction.

Divide a mixed number by a proper fraction.

Divide a Mixed number by a mixed number.

Solve These Problems:

1'"?

19. 15 .1.7 9/10.=

20. 6 2/3 4 =

1-

1

21. 8 2/3 ;- 2 3 =

22. 3 3/8 .:-. 2 1/4 =

; I

A.

B.

C.

D.

A.

B.

C.

D.

10/159

10 9/15

13 1%2
16 2/3

1 1/12

1 1/2

1 2/3
1 3/4

A. 8

B. 13

Q. 16 2/3
D. 17 1/3

A.

B.

C.

D.

gas

1 1/2

1 3/4

2 3/8
6 3/32
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A
DECIMALS AND DECIMAL OPERATIONS

Convert fractions and decimals.

1

Change a co on fraction to an equivalent decimal fraction.

Change a decimal fraction to an equivalent common fraction.

f,

Solve These Problems:

23. Change 3/4 to a decimal.I
A. 0.075
B. 0.75
C. 7.5

D. 75.0

24. Change 1/2 to a decimal.

A. 2.

B) 0.02
C. 0.2 /'

D. 0.5

25. Change 0.3 to a fraction in lowest terms.

A. 3/100
B. 1/3
C. 3/10
D. 3

26. Change 0.07 to a fraction in lowest terms.

A. 7/100
B. 7/10
C. 1/7

D. 7

tit
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Add and subtract decimals.

Add decimals through thousandths.

Subtract decimals through thousandths.

Solve These Problems

27. 0.982 + 0.7 + 0.65

A. 1.054
B. 1.117
C. 2.332
D. 9.117

28. 53.869 42.75

A. 95.944
B. 96.619

C. 58.144
D. 95.619

29. 0.071 - 0.06=

A. Q.065

B. 0.067

C. 0.076
D. 0.011

30. 0.607 - 0.438 =

, A. 0.231
B. 0.169

C. 0.179
D. 0.279

167
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Multiply decimals.

......

Multiply a whole number (limit: 3 digits) by a decimal (limit: thousandths).

Multiply a decimal by

Solve These Problems:'

a decimal. (limit: thousandths).

31. 0.695
x 86

A.

B.

C.

D.

0.5977
5.977

59.77
58.97

t

32. 0.67 x 0.48 =

A. 0.3226
B. 0.3216
C. 3.216
D. 32.16

33. 0.609 x 3.80

A. 2.3142
B. 0.23142
C. 2.31402
D. 0.2314

34. 5.26%

x3.5

4. A.

B.

C.

D.

174.1
184.10
17.410
18.41



r.

Divide dedimals. A

Divide decimals. (limit: 5-digit dividends, 3-digit divisors).

Solve These Problems:

35. 25 53.25

0

36. 8.001 0.7 =

AO

37. '62.5 0.25 =

A. 0.23
B. 0.213
C. 2.013
D. 2.13

A. 1.1,43

B. 10.43
C. 11.45
D. 114.3

A. 25

B. 250

C. 205

D. 0.25

38. 2.193 - 0.215 =

.

A. 1.20
B. 12

C. 10.2

D. 102

169,
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APPENDIX 6

FORMULAS AND CONVERSIONS
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a

Amplitude Conversion

E = 2E
PP

FORMULAS AND CONVERSION

=

2

E = 1.414 EpNS ERMS = 707E
P P

Ep
1.57

EAVE EAVE .637E
P

ERms = 1.11 EAVE EAVE = .9 ERMS

These formulas may be used for current by substituting I for E.

Bandwidth

BW = fr

Q

Capacitance

C = Q/V

In series CT =
1

T 1+1 1

C1 C2

In parallel C
T

= Cr + C2 + C3 +

Capacitive Reactance

XC = 1

2/fr f c

In series X = X + X + X + ---
CT Cr C2 C3

In parallel XCT = 1

1 1 + 1 + ---
Xci X

C2 Xc3

Conductance

G =

Current

I

T

In impedance circuits

"44
. . . .

2ET I = /ft
(IC

IL)2

1724 5.



Frequency-Period Conversions

T = 1 f = 1

Impedance

Z = ET

IT

r

Series circuit Z = /112 + (XL )(c)2 Z=

Z=

Parallel circuit Z= R XL R X

VI R2 + XC

RxL XC

(ExL Rxc)2 )()

AInductance: Induced voltage E = L( i

6
Quality Q = XL

.

P

In series L = L + L + L
T 1 2 3

In parallel L = 1 1, i

L
1
+ L

2
+ L

3

Inductive Reactance:

In series
LT

In-parallel .

Ohms Law

E= IR

4'

XL = 2 V' fL

XL1 XL2 XL3

1

1

E

R

1
+

1

XL2 L3

R=

246
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Parallel Circuits

P =P +P + P
T R1 R2)

1

1

Power

+
R2 R3

P = IE (direct current)

2
P ="I2R P =R

T

,4

P = IE (Alternating Curi-ent)
app-

P = IE cos e

Power Factor

PF = COS o PF=
Papp

ainality (figure of merit)

Resistance

Re
resistivity length

area

Resonant-Frequency

1
f
r 2 IT- Lc

Series Circuit

PT P 1 + .17.2 4- P3

RT = R1 + R2 + R3 .

E
T
= E

R1
+ E

R2
+ E

R3
.

I
T

=
1

= I
2

= I
3

. .

V

Q R

173
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= E
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= E
R3

-
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OHM'S LAW
. IN THE

MAGIC TRIANGLE

E g volts
I = amps

R g ohms

-

Throat formulas
from

Ohm's Law

A. E

B. I

C. R .11.

orE=IxR
or Volts:: Amps x Ohms

or I --.E/R

or Amps:Volts+ Ohms

1
or R E/I

or.Ohms-zi/olts Amps
,o

175
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OHM'S LAW FOR POWER

IN THE

MAGIC TRIANGLE

P = Watts
I --- Amps

E = VOlts

A. P =

THREE FORMULAS

FROM

OHM'S LAW FOR POWER

or P= I x E

or Watts= Amps x Volts

or I = P/E
Amps Watts ÷Volis

or E= P/E

or Volts = Watts 4- Amps

230
176
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APPENDIX 7

OHM'S LAW AND POWER LAW WORKSHEETS
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". -4:7; r

1

OHMS LAW
WORKSHEET I

Given two of the circuit parameters find the third.

Formula: =IxR

1. E=10V 1=0.015

2. EL-50V R =5000 .XL

3. I=1.5A R=1.5K1IL

4. I=10A E=50V

5. E-6V R=50.St...

6. E=120 I-14A

7. R=100K1- I=5mA

8. R=2.2M_n_ E=22KV

9. I=5.5A E=11KV

10. R=47KX I=10mA

11. I=16.6A R=.611_

12. E=440 I=3A

13. E=37KV R=7401-11-

14. E=96V I=400mA

15. I=75mA 11.47K-0-

16. R=100.11. I=5A

17. R=390_11.. E=26V

18. I=.003A E=54V

19. I=45uA R=20MSL

20. E=167V I=16.7A

252
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POWER LAW WORKSHEET

Solve the follawing.problems using the power law formulas.

1. E=120V I=3A

2. E=45V I=4A

3. I=5A E=1.6KV

4. E=34V I=50mA

5. E=60V I=35A

6. E=100V R=5005L

7. E-120V R=47K11-
c'

ti

8. E=120V ;)R=47.11._

9. E=1200V R =2.11-

10. I=2A R=8-11-

11. I=16A R =21-

12. I=35mA R=39K_IL

13. I=10 R=480_11-

14. I=35ma R=12M

15. I=14ma E=45kV

For the following problems solve for the indicated quantity.

16. 1=6A P=360W EJ,f

17. E=115V P=3450W I=

18. R=35K1L E=50V I=

19. E=64V P=320W I= f

20. R=34M _SI- I=5uA E=

21. E=120V I=300mA P=

22. P=350W E=120V I=

23. I=5A E=120V R=

24. P=1250W I=10A E=

25. P=64W R=4.11_ I=

25
179



Ohm's Law

R=27_11-.

2. E=110V I=.02A R=

3. E=20V I=5A P=

4. E=110V R=2000 ,f)--- I=

5. P=120W I=2A E=

+

R=800 (1--

10. P=72W
0--

0

R=8

N\ Name

Date

8 9
I -. 005Aa

4

I=

180 254
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APPENDIX 8

IDENTIFICATION OF TOOLS
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1001S and
ihmtillidaWite

Ea (It -p me
riq,414Y, (',in.41//eq1PV/Pl':i

l ///:::'4.0.1 /lig ,;t:.

FILE (SINGLE(SINGLE 4 DOUBLE _CUT)

POWER AUGER

it

CHISEL

ADJUSTABLE WRENCH

REAMER

,f

,9q

PIPE CUTTER

STUBBY ,SCREWDRIVER

PHILIPS SCREWDRIVER

182

ELECTRICIAN HAMMER

LINEMAN PLIERS

GROOVE JOINT PLI ERS

256

I-

e



A

KNOCK OUT PUNCHES

FISH TAPE

257

183

,KEY mou'sor

RECIPROCAL SAW



T.37';,{71N,ftf7P:7FIT,MrPffiTr." 4.4"."7.417:7g7:7.
n;

r..79pirm7,-7:?'4747;;,771,..-1;-;

11

-
. F.

1 O.1 011%

VOLGTOHMMETER

V

HICKEY

PLUMB BOB

-t

458

ri-p-11,7-#111

CLAMP AMMETER

LEVER (TORPFnn)

CONDUIT BENDER



4.1

NEON TESTER LIGHT

71*

ADJUSTABLE HIRE STRIPPE

AWL

TOOL POOCH

DIAGONAL PLIERS .

MULTI-PURPOSE TOOL

dr

185

PHILIPS SCREWDRIVER

FOLDING RULE

1.0.---sLawammowrwrimorf

1011E-NOSE PLIERS

TAPPLING TOOL

259

S.

:14

" .



TAP TOOL

2,z-TAPP!G DAMAGES THREADS

7-1 , I.
ry I--- 7 -,--77-"'

.

-,.
TAp TOOL

4

Y



F

. ,

t_

e.%

O

STUBBY S CIREWDRIVERS

A

STUBBY SCREWDRIVER TIGHTENING A LUG IN LIAni-rpt
WORKiVG SPACE

PIPE CUTTER
to,

187

A



k

al%

4

PIPE REAMER

SOLDERING GUN

4

SOLDERING TWO WIRES TOGETHER

188

262
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APPENDIX 9

GRADUATIONS OF A RULE

2f3
189

0

4.

ir

9



a

Halves

Graduations on a 114le.

Quarters

Sixteenths

a

Eighth'S

1. I I

4'

N.

Thirty-seconds'

I III I I 1-

_, '

Graduations Applied to a Rule

,rt

264
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READING THE EIGHTHS RULE

"la

13/8" = 1 5/8"
818 " !IP=

7/8"-
6/8" := 3/4

5/8"
4/8" = 1/ 2 /9

3/8"
77-2/8" = 1/4

-1/8"

265

ff

4

9



READING THE

SIXTEENTHS RULE

37116"= 2 5/16" 7

22/16"= 1 6/16"
16/16"= 1"

15/16"
14/16"m 7/8"

13/16"
12/16`c* 3/4"

11/16"
10/16" = 5/8"
9/16"

8/1"= 1/2"
7/16

6/16" = 3/8"
5/16"

4/16" = 1/4"we/
t.

266
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Study Question:

1. Use the'drawing below and read the rule to thenearestone-fOurth
inch.

) 0 A

ifi

A. 0-A D. 0-0

B. 0-B E. 0-E

C. 0-C F. 0-F

2. Use' the draying

0 A

I II
belOw and read the rule to the nearest one-eighth inch.

1

#T

A. 0-A D. 0-D

B. 0-B Er: 0-E

C. 0-C F. 0-F

A

193

ti

267
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study Questions:

3.

Lont4nuea

Use the drawing
inch.

0 A

below and read the rule to the nearest one-sixteenth

6 C D E

A. 0-A D. 0-D

B. 0-B E. 0-E

C. o-6 F.5 0-F

14.

4r
Using a rule with one-sixteenth inch grut ions, measure the
following objects. Convert each of thelmOsimements to the actual
size of the object. (Have instructor explain scale.)

A

A. Length

B. Height

e

Scale 1/8" - 11-

268
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Study Questibns: Continued

5.

6.

p

A. Length

B. Height

1" . 20'

Width

k" 54

B. Length

C. Height

195

269
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APPENDIX 10

HOUSEWIRING MATERIALS

'4$

196
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S NGLE
TOGGLE

WALL PLATES

1111111

DUPLEX
RECEPTACLE

11

SINGLE TOGGLE AND

LL

TWO TOGGLE
SINGLE TOGGLE

AND
DUPLEX RECEPTACLE

TWO TOGGLE AND
SINGLE RECEPTACLE DUPLEX RECEPTACLE

WEATHERPROOF SINGLE RECEPTACLE

WEATHERPROOF
DUPLEX RECEPTACLE

WITH
SCREW COVERS

WEATHERPROOF DUPLEX
RECEPTAat (HORIZONTAL)

\ 197 271

WEATHERPROOF
DUPLEX RECEPTACLE

(VERTICAL)



M.;'71,1iP14,1:;77-nicM. 4J?' ".
/

,77

z&WAAON RESIDENTIAL RECEPTACLES

CD C...1") G-'1

RANGE RECEPTACLE
125/250v, 50 amp

5,1vITCH AND RECEPTACLE

t.

DUPLEX GROUNDING
RECEP1ACLE

125v, 15 amp

1,

a

DRYER RECEPTACLE
125/250v, 30 amp

198

DUAL VOLTAGE,.
RECEPTACLE
125/250v. 20 omp

27

AIR CONDITIONER
RECEPTACLE

250v. 20 amps

AIR CONDITIONING
RECEPTACLE

250 volt, 30 amp.

.



BOXOX DESIGN FEATURES
, CLAMPS

-

I

NONMETALLIC CABLE CAMPS

r

BRACKETS

SIDE MOUNT

FRONT MOUNT

SIDE.AND FRONT MOUNT

Continued

2 73
199

METALLIC
CABLE CLAMP



OCTAGON AND SQUARE BOXES
OCTAGON BOXES

WITH CABLE CLAMPS
AND NAIL HOLES WITH BRACKET

WITH CABLE CLAMPS
AND GROUNDING PIGTAIL

SQUARE BOX (ONE PIECE
MOLDED CONSTRUCTION)

r

EXTENSION '

SQUARE BOXES

WITH BAR HANGER
AND CABLE CLAMPS

SQUARE BOX (ONE PIECE
WELDED CONSTRUCTION)

4

Fig. 1
WITH BRACKET, CABLE CLAMPS Continued
AND GROUNDING PIGTAIL

27

200

_ WITH BRACKET

EXTENSION



DEVICE- BOXES

HANDY. BOXES

HANDY BOX HANDY BOX
(MOLDED (WELDED

CONSTRUCTION) CONSTRUCTION)

BRACKET
NON-GANGABLE

WITH
CABLE CLAMPS

WITH
DRYWALL GRIPS,
CABLE CLAMPS

AND EARS

sr

EXTENSION

SWITCH BOXES

GANGABLE
WITH
NAIL HOLES

BEVELED
CORNER
WITH
CLAMPS

GANGABLE
WITH
EARS AND

CABLE CLAMPS"

[RACKET BOX

GANGABLE
BRACKET BOX
WITH

CABLE `CLAMPS

GANGABLE NAIL ON
WITH

GROUNDING
PIGTAIL

201

275

0.

SOLID
TWO GAN

BRACKET )



FLAT
BLANK

RAISED
OP EN

BOX COVERS

ROUND COVERS

FLAT WITH
KNOCK OUT

RAISED WITH
KNOCK OUT

FLAT , FLAT DUPLEX
TOGGLE RECEPTACLE

SQUARE COVERS

FLAT BLANK \ FLAT BLANK
WITH

KNOCK OUT

Vt,

2,

RAISED OPEN

RAISED FOR
SINGLE DEVICE .

FLAT SINGLE
RECEPTACLE

- FLAT
SINGLE DEVICE

RAISED FLAT RAISED
-SINGLE DEVICE TWO. DEVICE TWO 'DEVICE,

1,,

2b2 °



t Potil

41.

SWITCHES

10W VOI.TAIN

PUSH lull Tom

G.

ti

77

4
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APPENDIX II

READING METER

4r

204

1,
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c

per

This voltmeter will read from left to right on the scale

C

1. With the range Switch at 250V,.the needle on the meter is
indicating 235V.

2. Range Switch in the 250V posjtion. Needle is pointing to "B"

on the scale. The meter is indicating 125V.

3. Range switch in the 50V position. Needle is pointing to "B "o'

on the scale. The meter is indicating 25V.
Range switch in the 1000V position. (NOTE: *Use the 0-10
scdte when in the'1000V position.) Since 1000 is,100 times
greater_tban 0; multiply any reading -taken from the 0-10
scale by 1010. Needle js pointing,to '!E" on the seale. The

meter Is indicating 2.4V x 100 240V. /

5. Range switch, inthe 5014 posi-tion. Needle is. poi-oiling to "A"

on the scale. The meter-is indicating 25V. (The reading would

be more accurate if the range-switch-were changed to 0-50V.)
6. 'Range switch in the 250V position. Needle is pointing to "C"

on the scale. The meter is.indiciting OV. (The range switch

should be Switched in the directiokof the lowest range until

the proper range is reache.)
t

I

20,5
.-
4



. /

Read the resistances on the%ohmmeter scale below. This ohmmeter
scale reads from right to left.

e. ,
500 cio
1K 1-
2 ,

./-

a'
-

ZERO DS
.001 wArr

4)4 i'a
i'4

50
0
1.

, .1

...0-1.
04.f t

POWER LEVEL
GOO OWN.

100
la
4

LO

6
100Ir

0
o

its

0

' 0

4,stoto C
T

ADO 06
e& Apo 2 glop

ADD 4000

,.,

.

6 -
6

v IRIKPER VOLT g§ v pusoc. it v RANGE

,

AJ -

Function Switch

.

R x 1 ..

R x 100
R x 10,000

__,,,

41111111Ilk
,

.

/
(NOTE: The letters on the scale are there for the purpose of working
this exercise and they do not appear on actual ohmilleters,)

44
..-

,

ExaMlhe: With the- function SwftChat R x 10,000 and the' needle
'pointing at 2 on the scale t

a

10,600
x , 2
2 67(7)5* ohms

7' 206'.
1 e l

A

2 S 0

a.

, .



Using the Ammeter in a Circuit

Ammeter should be -connected iii the circuit

a
Fig. 2,

281
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APPENDIX 12

SAMPLE LAB EXERCISES
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E 0-10V
D.C.

r

DIODE CHARACTERISTICS

MATERIALS

1 Kit. resistor

1 N4001 diode
0-10 mA Ammeter
0-50 uAs Ammeter
Volt ohmmeter

VTVM or electronic voltmeter
Variable Power Supply

0-10mA

1. Construct the circuit shown in the schematic diagram. Begin by adjusting Es
to 0.2V. Record Ed and current in chart. Complete chart at values indiciated.

FS 0.2 0.5
e

0.7

,

1.0 2.0

.

3.0 4.0 5.0

..

10.0

E
d .

.

"I
.

) ,

/

.

Is diode forward biased or reverse biased?

2. Reduce voltage to zero. Reverse diode co ections and replace the 0-10 mA ammeter

with a 0-5- uA ammeter. Repeat the measu ments from step 1.

Es 0.2 0.5 0.7 1,0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 10.0

E-41.._ ,

, i it
.

.

j
.

.

.1s diode forward biased or reverse biased?

Using graph paper graph the volt-ampere characteristics of the diode (I vs Ed).

Remember that at' Ed = 0, I =, 0.

ry

,1*

209



E
s
0-10V

ZENER DIODE CHARACTERISTICS

1

0-10mA

Materials

1 K It Resistor
Zener diode 6.82r
0-10 mA Ammeter,

Ed 0-50 uA Ammeter
VTVM or Electronic Voltmeter
Volt ohmmeter
Variable Power Supply

1. COnstruct the circuit shown 'in the schematic above. Be sure to check the
polarity of the meters. Adjust Es to 0.2V. Record diode voltage Ed, and
Current, I, in chart below. Continue for each value of Es indicated.

JEs 0.5 1.0 ' 2.0 3.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 10.0

Ed
.

.

I
J ..

Compare your results with the forward bias results from the diode characteristics

lab.

2, Reduce the voltage to.zero. Reverse the diode ponnections. Replace the 0-10 mA

ammeter with the 0-50 uA ammeter. Repeat the measurement taken in Step 1.

NOTE: At some voltage level the 0-50 uA ammeter may need to be-replaced by the

0-10 mA. At this point be sure and reduce power to zero before making changes

in the circuit.

Es 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 ' 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 10.0

Ed ,

.

_
s

.

I e
...e

44 .

.

,UsfiIg graph paper graph the volt-ampere characteristics of the diode (I vs E
d
)

NY.

284
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SCR CHARACTERISTICS '\)

470.11Alf
To Scope Materials___ivvv_____10t___, Vertical

101Ch- r II Input OKA_Resistor
470J1. Resistor

10K A- Potentiometer linear

15V f) PBNO Switch
GE106B1 S.C.R.
Red LED

10KA VTVM
To Scope Oscilloscope
ground

1. Construct the circuit shown in the schematic diagram \ Adjust 10KJ1 pot to the
middle range. Apply 15 V DC in the polarity indicatet. Did the LED light? f

Why?

Close switch S1. What happened? Why?

Release Si. What happened? Why?

Reduce voltage to zero./ Reverse the connections of the power supply and the
diod. Reapply the 15V. What happened?
Close S1. ,Did the LED light? Why?'

3. Reduce voltageand re rn power supply and diode connections to normal (step 1).
Connect VTVM fTom gro d to potentiometer as shown. Adjust to zero volts with
meter on the 1)volt sc le. Corn:reit jumper wire across S1 terminals. Slowly
turn potentimileter until LED ligftis. Record VTVM reading.
This voltage is'referred to as turn on voltage. Readjust potentiometer to
midpoint and reduce supply voltage to hero. Remove jumper from Si. Remove VTVM.

4. Replace the 15V D.C. supply with 15V A.C. Supply. Apply voltage and depress
SI. What happened?
ReleliSe-Si. What happened? Why? att

5. Reduce supply to zero. Connect oscilloscope as shown in schematic. Replace

jumper on ,S1 terminals. Apply voltage. LED should,be lighted. Adjust potentio-

meter for maximum brightness of LED. Using oscilloscope, measure, peak voltage
4

of waveform.

Sketch the scope display.

--,

Readjust potentiometer to middle position. Has waveform changed? HIP?
Reduce potentiometer for minimum LED brightness.

M64sure peak voltage of waveform

Sketch the scope display.

2.85
211 ,
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AYPLIFIZR

Signal

.01uf A 11plc..44 re)

o-3

100k.n..

vvv-
B

r10010

Signal
Out

Material's

LM3900N Quad on Amp I.C.
2 100 KP. Resistor
100 KA. potentiometer
1 Mi. Resistor
2 M J.. Resistor

0.01 of capacitor
1 M- t. potentiometer

Breadboard
Signal generator
Oscilloscppe --

Power supply

1. Construct the circuit shown. Using oscilloscope, adjust output of the signal
generator to 0.5V peak-to-peak at 1000 HZ. Adjust potentiometer for minimum
resistance. Apply signal to input and power to chip.

2. Using oscilloscope measure the voltage at points A and B

_EA = N EB =

Determine voltage gain ( EB \

EEB

in phase or inverted as compared to EA?
Is the signal at

3. Adjust potentiometer to midrange. Repeat measurements from step 2.
EA = EB = E

Gain

4. Adjust potentiometer to maximum resistance. Repeat the measurements from step 2.

.EA = e E =
Gain

5. ?Remove power. Replacp the 100K-2 potentiometer with the 1 M s potentiometer.
Apply power. Adjt for maximum voltage output. E = Determine
gain. E . Adjust potentiometer for minimum output.gain
Determine gain. What can you conclude about the effects of
the M..11 potentiometer on the gain of the circuit?

288d
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L.E.D. FLASHER

Probe

D
1

I.C.1 03909 LED Oscillator Chip

C1 35 to 50 of electrolytic, 101r

'LED1 Red.Light Emitting Diode

Power supply or 1.5 'V.-battery
Hoo ip wire

Brea oard

1. Connect circuit as indicated in schematic diagram. Note that pins 3 and 7 are

not connected. Upon applying power LED should flash at a rate of approxi-

mately 6 Hertz.

2. Connect oscilloscope as shOwn to display output waveform. Sketch the wave

form.

Using the oscilloscope measure the peak voltage.

4. Di.pconnett the circuir.from power. Remove the connection from jin 1 to

Capacitor-Ci. Be sure in 8 is still connected to Capacitor Ci. Reconnect

the power. Has the output changed? How?

. rt11°. .

vv.



7 ;

-44

4

Scope
Ground

3

Scope
Vey419a1
,Input

4

SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR

+6V

.4

1 8

2 in 7

R1 500k-11- btiometer

R2,113 1 K-

C1 .01 of

I.C.1 NE555 Timer Chip

6 volt battery
Breadboard
'Hook-up Wire rt7

-40

Construct the circuit as shown in the 'schematic diagram. Note that Pin 5

is not connected and that pin 3 is t,19 output. R3 is acting as a load.

2. Adjust R1 for maximum resistance using ohmmeter..Connectosciillosope to
R3 as shown. Apply power to the circuit:

3. Sketch the output waveform.
What iS the peak voltage?
Decrease the resistance of il. What effect does this have on the frequency?

Why?

I

214,
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APPENDIX 13

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD CONSTRUCTIONS
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1

A

y.

CLEAN TN[ COPPER !Olt

B APPLY THE
ARTWORK

C

D

RINSE IN TAP WATER

IMALCRSt AND AGITATE'
BOARD IN (TCHANT BATH

GLASS PANE--t

PHOTOMASK

A

SUNLIGHT
(3 TO 5 MtNuTE51

Direct pattern etching process.

B
tUH Lom!

275 WATT RS CODE
13 TO 5 MINUTES?

INSPECT fOR DEFECTS

C
500 WATT

FLOOD LAMP NO. 2
, 4120 mINLITE

PHOTO
SENSITIZED

BOARD

FOAM
PRESSURE PAD

KST CUI7, AVAILABLE
290

Mitthods of autpdeAng phial-sensitized circuit bojrd.

216



MS'

SURPLUS BOARD
MATER IAL

A
CLAMPING THE PC BOARD

CUTTING
LINE

HAND SAWING THE PC BOARD

FOIL SIDE
TOWARD p LARE

A
DRILL POINT ANG.LE.

Handsawing PC boards.

t,

B
RPM GUIDE. FOR DRILLING,1/16 INCH

PC 130M2D MATERIALS

217

DRILL SIZE SPEED

(rPrn)

No. '70 5000
No. 65 . '5000
Nof60 5000
1/15 inch 5000

,110 indi 3000
3/16 inch 2500
1/4 inch
5/16 inch 130
7/16 inch. . 600

291
SECT COPY AMPALNI311.



LIN(k

1/37" .031

040 .44.4,444644.44.41111441

.050 marmimmhammami

1/16 "-.062 limmaniamoilmat

3132-- . 013 INIMEMMIN1

:100

1/1"-. 125

=150

3/16"-. 187

_200

. .303

S

UNIVERSAL CIRCLES

ART TAPE
C-

ETCH RESIST INK PEN

INC NECTons

«We

Design.alds for making circuit board conductors
(Couitosy of THE DATAK CORPORATION)

4's

ADO- spacing

1111111111
.125" spacing

1111011:56-7-1

TRANSISTORS and 1C's PRESPACCO DONUTS
,

109 MB IIIII1 OM 0 Id 30Q" ctrl
NM III i...---.

MS Isi1 Ell 11311

111:11 0 Mr 00 OS 611a115 WO Ma a a 0 0 400- cl r 5
O all OR MI CD all
all Igli NMI SIM ea a 0 0 500' :itsIX ON MN Ma 0 CS . -,

all WO SD IIII O 600- cti14 pin DIP 16 pm DIP 16epin CUP
, v with traces DONUTS

O 080 '00 . 031 -ID
4 P TO 99 111,. T0-50 A 0 1001)0 = 1)3t 'lE)IC ,....611 Transistor

IP 0
4 Co OP O 12' 00 . 0:,5 '10
Alo

TO-18 TO-92 98
Transistor (1... I 56 '00 x 011-ID

lir Trans.:tor0

Dry transfer design aids.
- (Courtesy. of THE DATAK CORPORATION)

218
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A

C

CLEAN THE COPPER FOIL

APPLY THE
ARTWORK

D

RINSE IN TAP WATER

IMMERSE AND AGITATE
BOARD IN ETCHANT BATH

t

Direct pattern etching process.

219 293
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INSPECT FOR DEFECTS



I

T

HEAT ING THE METALS

SOLDERING
IRON TIP

COMPON.-E-Nr
LEAL,

FOIL

r.1

//,
ri
CIRCIJIT

/BOARD

APPLYING THE SOLDER

SOLDER

FOIL

SOLDERING
IRON TIP

HIN1M1111/1/11111111/INIA

SOLDERING THE JOINK

SOLDER

FOIL

SOLDERING
IRON TIP

AIOVEME NT
CAUSE A POROUS

SOLDER JOINT -0

FOIL

SOLDER DOES NOT FLOW ON10 LEAD. /1:.`,
A HARD ROSIN BEAD SURROUNDS.AND \so /

ROSIN
INSULATES CONNECTION.

IL
, , SOLDERING IRON

FO /4.% POSITIONED
INCORRECTLY

SOLDER APPEARS
TO FLOW INWARD AND
SIT ON TOP OF FOIL.

FOIL

SOL DER INC IRON
POSITIONED

INCORRECTLY

ROSIN

220 294

ir.' y.

T": f' I° !
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m.

0

it

AWL/Al/NI
(AUT.* A POROUS

101.0( TT JOINT ,
P.'.

SOLDER DOES NOT FICILD ONTO LEAD. /'
A HARD ROSIN ILIAD SURROUNDS AND .,

INSULATE'S CONNECTION. i4t,
Ro)Itt

SOLDERING IRON

FOIL
POSITIONED

INCORRECTLY

4.

SOLDER APPEARS
TO ROW INI /ARD AND
SIT WI TOP Of FOR.

FOR ROSIN

50(0/0 INC IRON
POSITIONED

.1" INcoRn(ctlY

A
COLD SOLDE12 JOINTS HAVE
A DULL.GRAINY TEXTURE

B
NOTICE THAT THIS CONNECTION
IS SMOOTH AND SHINY, AND THAT
THE SOLDER BLENDS SMOOTHLY
WITH THE TERMINAL.

S,1der joint inspection. 221 295
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Mechanical Configuration 5nd Coordinate System

(Courtesy Cincinnati Milacron, Lebanon, Ohio)

ROBOT ARC WELDING SYSTEM

(Courtesy Cincinnati Milacron, Lebanon, Ohio)
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ROBOT k

(Courtesy Robot Systems, Inc., Norcross, GA)
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SPHERICAL COORDINATE

.(Courtesy Dnimation Cncorporaced, Danbury, CT)

r

CYLINDRICAL COORDINATE

(Courtesy'Prmb Robots, Enc., Kslarasioo, Michigan)
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HUMAN

(Courtesy Robot Systems, Inc., Norcross, GA)
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I Body Effects on Current

Current and its effects on the humantody-at 120V, 60 hertz (cycle) :

.0005 or less amperes

.00 S to .002 amperes

.002 to .010 amperes

.005 to .025 amperes

.025 to .050 amperes

.050 to .200 amperes

over .100 amperes

no sensation ,

threshold of perception

muscular contractibn (mild to strong)

-- painful shock, inability to let go

-- violent muscular contractiOn,

ventricular fibrillation (convulsive movement of the

heart fatal)

paralysis of breathing (apply artificial respiration
immediately).
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